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* l..,." • .0SE

.1 SCOPE

Thiz. :ccrort' dis-usoo, thc+.work frfo'd or the U. S. Army Electron3,:;r

Laboratory (USA.-) undr Contrarc.t No. DA-36-O39-SC-90787 ,during the p~rýod ix

fror. L Jaly 1962 to 30 Jv::erv 1964.'

1.2 OBJECTIV..S

Th6 objective of this project has been to investigate the techniLques

and.• coacepts of information rptrieval .and to.formulate,.and develop ai gen-

eral theory of information retr'evql. The formalization of this theory

is orlnted to the autonmtion of large-capacity information storage ýýnd

retri.eval systems. This theoretical framework is intended to serve a

basis for the use of' general purpose stored-program digital computer ýye-

tems to perform the storage and retrieval functions. I

1.3 PROJECT TASKG

Tho) primary task of thits project has beea the development of a research

fram.ework based on a general system model in which two processes take p.l/ace

similtancouoly a.n ndc end•ont,.y: the insertlon of documents into the/sys-

tom, and the rospori•n to cue,. A descripticr,, ig attached. to each docu-

ment as part of the ins.r";.on process; most commonly) the description

takes the forr of a lis.t cr: desoriptor.e. The des,.rijt-ions are stored in

F) file., tcgother. wit•. in.di-t's 't'•'.at permit back-referencing to the documents

h,..,vo,.... T1:~ fi.e, is r- eaet!•<c during the proc-essing of a query. Given

this nodel, Gho. analysls can bo broken down into four queestions:

!
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(a) flew :Le th•e. dta'::ri~ptvc ,:trw!•L~ure of t.he retrieval system go'u.Levat.•ed?

(b) lhe•w are dJc scri;, torn• asirncd to rduiment!ý.s?

(c) 1,ow is t12e fil. I,• , tr ct.urr,.J?

(d) How is a query processed in order to determine a response?

Each of these qiuestions has gene rated a project task. The over-all frame-

work is presented in Section 4.1, and the four questions are discussed in

Sections 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5, respectively.



"AD A BTRACT

The purpose of this report is to present the resuls of' a research

project on information retrieval. A general system mode! "-' presented,

and this model is used to express the problem of system specification in

terms of four questions:

(a) How is the descriptive structure of the retrieval system generated?

(b) How are descriptions assigned to documents?

(c) How is the file organized?

(d) How is a query processed in order to determine a response?

The treatment of there questions'conctitute the major subdivisions of the

report. Under question (a), the economical assignment of des.cAptors is

discussed and some measures of accessibility are presented; the nature

of relatedness of descriptors is also examined. Under question (b), the

principal topic is the development of a method for clue word selection in

automatic classification methods based on word occurrence; the question

of autopatic abstracting is also treated, under this topic. Under question

(c), the relative'efficiency of different types of file orgaiza-bions is

examined quantitatively, and the Multi-List system is described and analyzed.

Under question (d), the topics treated include the development of a method

of probabilistic retrieval and a more searching consideration of the prob-

lems involved in retrieval systems with a high degree of man-machine

interaction.



3. PUBLICATIONS, REPORTS, AND CONFERENCES

3.1 PUBLICATIONS

A paper by Alfred Trachtenberg entitled "Automatic Document

Classification Using Information Theoretical Methods" was presented at

the 26th Annual Meeting of the American Documentation Institute and

published in the proceedings of that meeting.

3.2 REPORTS

The following reports were issued during the period of this contract:

3.2.1 MonthlZ Letter Reports

(a) MONTHLY LETTER REPCRT NO. 1, 1 July 1962 - 31 July 1962, File

No. P-AA-TR-(OOO6), 3 August 1962; Research in Information

Retrieval, Alfred Trachtenberg.

(b)' MONTHLY LETTER REPORT NO. 2, 1 August 1962 - 31 Augast 1962,

File No. P-AA-TR-(0009), 31 August 1962; Research in Informa-

tion Retrieval, Alfred Trachtenberg.

(c) MONTHLY LETTER REPORT NO. 3, 1 October 1962 - 31 October 1962,

File No. P-AA-TR-(0012), 31 October 1962; Research in Informa-

tion Retrieval, Alfred Trachtenberg.

(d) MONTmLY LETTER REPORT NO. 4, 1 November 1962 - 30 November 1962,

File No. P-AA-TR-(O025), 30 November 1962; Research in Infor-

mation Retrieval, Alfred Trachtenberg.

(e) MONThLY LETTER REPORT NO. 5, 1 January 1963 - 31 January 1963,

File No. P-AA-TR-(OO32), 31 January 1963; Research in Informa-

tion Retrieval, Alfred Trachtenberg.

(f) MONTHLY LETTER REPORT NO. 6, 1 February 1963 - 28 February 1963,

File No. P-AA-TR-(0033), 28 February 1963; Research in Tnforma-

tion Retrieval, Alfred Trachtenberg.
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(g) MONTHLY LETTER REPORT NO. 7, 1 April 1963 - 30 April 1963, File

No. P-AA--TR-(O046), 30 April 1963; Rosearch in Information

Retrieval, George Greenberg,

(h) MONTHLY LETTER REPORT NO. 8, 1 May 1963 - 31 May 1963, File No.

P-AA-TR,(O0048), 31 May 1963; Research in Information Retrieval,

George Greenberg.

(W) MONTHLY LET'TER UIEPOT NO. 9, 1 July 1963 - 31 July 1963, File
No. 5201-TR-O059, 31 July 1963; Research in Information

Retrieval, George Greenberg.

(Q) MONTHLY LETTER REPORT NO. I0, 1 August 1963 - 31 August 1963,

File Noý 5201-TR-o063, 31 Auxgust 1963; Research in IrLemtion,

Retrieval, George Greenberg,

(k) MONTHLY LETTER REPORT NO. 11, 1 October 1963 - 31 October 1963,

File No. 5201-TR-0070, 31 October 1963; Research in Information

Retrieval, George Greenberg.

(1) MONTHLY LETTER REPORT NO. 12, 1 November 1963 - 30 Novemb'wr 1963,
File No. 5201-TR-0075, 30 November 1963; Research in Informa-

tion Retrieval, Paul W. Abrahams.

(m) MONTHLY LETTER REPORT NO. 13, 1 January 1964 - 31 JenuazTr 1964,
File No. 5201-TR-0079, 31 Janumtry 1964;, Research in Information
Retrieval, Paul W. Abrahams.

(n) MONTHLY LETTER REPORT NO. 14, 1 February 1964.- 29 February 1964,

File No. •2O1-TR-O081, 2 March 1964; Research in Information
Retrieval, Paul W. Abrahams.

3.2.2 Quarterly Progress Reports

(a) RESEARoH IN INFORMATION RETRIEVAL: Fiist Quarterly Report,

1 July 1962 - 30 September 1962, Technical Report P-AA-MR-(O010),

30 October 1962.
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(b) RWESARCH IN INFORMATION RETRIEVAL: Second Quarterly Report,

1 October 1962 - 31 December 1962, Techni(;al Report P-AA-TR-(OO31),

31 January 196.3.

(c) i-ESEARCH IN INFORMATION RETRIEVAL: Third Quarterly Repoit,
1 January 1963 - 31 March 1963, Technical Report P-AA-TR-(O0W),

30 April 1963.

(d) RESEARCH IN INFORMATION RETRIEVAL: Fourth Quarterly Report,
:1 April 1963 - 30 June 1963, Technical Report 5201-TR-0058,

31 July 1963,

(e) REEASWH IN INFORMATION RETRIEVAL: Fifth Quarterly Report

1 July 1963 - 30 September 1963, Technical Report 5201-TR-0069,

31 October 1963h'

(f) RESEARCH IN WIN 0ATION RTRIEVAL Sixth Quarterly Repo

I October 1963 -. 31 December 1963, Technical Report 5201-TR-0078,

31 January 1964.

(g) RESEARCH IN INFORMATION RETRIEVAL: Seventh Quarterly Report,

1 January 1964 - 31 March 1964, Technical Report 5201-TR-0088,

30 April 1964.

3.3 0ONFE•'0FJ5

3.3.1 Conferences with USAEL Personnel

The following conferences were held between DISD personnel and USAEL

personnel:

(a) 5 July 1962--Meeting at DISD. Discussions of objectives and
plans for the research activity were initiated. The formula-

tion of a method of approach was requested for presentation at

the next meeting.

(b) 17 July 1962--Meeting at DISD. A technical note prepared by the
project staff was used as the basis of discussions pertaining to

the scope, development phases, alternative plans, and recommended
direction for the project.

t



(c) 18 July 1962--Meeting at DISDo Informal ctiscussion of Signal

Corps objectives and goals for research activity.

(d) 9 Augaat 1962--Meeting at Fort Monmouth, New Jersey. Discussions

were held concerning the functional characteristics of informa-

tion retrieval systems. No particular area of activity was

selected for further study.

(e) 10 September 1962--Meeting at DISD. Several methods of relating

descriptor systems in a generalized sense were discussed in rela-

tion to the requirements for a file structur'e. The analysis and

developme#t of a general theory was recommended as the objecti.ve

of the project,

(f) 29 November 192--Meeting at DMBD. DISD personnel were intro-

duced to Mr. Anthony V, Campi, who had recently been assigned

as Project Engineer. Several aspects of the First Quarterly

Report were discussed, and the concepts pertaining to ,measure

of r'elevance were clarified. DISD accepted the suggestion that

the discussion in the report, should be elaborated in more detail.

(g) 28 February 1963--Meeting at DISD. DISD personnel met with

Mr. Anthony V. Campi, who had recently been assigned as Project

Engineer. Several aspects of the Second Quarterly Report were

discussed. A few minor corrections and elaborations were

requested, and a genesral emphasis on the importance of user

requirements was indLcated,

(h) 25 April 1963--Meeting at DISD. Mr, David Haretz and

Mr. Larry Sarlo Conferred with project personnel on the general

impact and significance of the report on scientific information

prepared by the President's Science Advisory Committee. This

report is entitled Science, Government, and Information.

(i) 6 June 1963--Meeting at DISD. Lt. Fred Hill and Mr. Larry Sarlo

conferred with project personnel about the manuscript version

of the Third Quarterly Report. Difficult concepts were explained,

8



and questions were discussed, Several suggested chenges were

accepted for inclusion in the published form, The plans for

the current quartcr and for future activity were also dis:7uesod,

(j) 2 August 196 3--Meeting at DISDo Mr. Larry Sarlo and Lt. Fred Hill

were briefed on progress made during the fourth quarter of the

information retrieval project. Researchers presented aspects of

their work during the quarter which were included in the Fourth

Quarterly Report. Plans for the fifth quarter and future activity

were also discussed.

(k) 21 October 1963--Meeting at DISD. Mr. David Haretz and

Mr. Larry Sarlo conferred with project personnel to review the

first draft of the Fourth Quarterly Report. The report was

reviewed in detail, and some concepts relating to the Multi-

List system were clarified.

(1) 20 November 1963--Yeeting at USAEL. Project personnel conferred

with Mr. David Haretz, Mr. Larry Sarlo, and Mr. Serafino Amoroso.

Several problems were discussed and settled, and some of the

difficulties of system Iritegration were examined.

(m) 4 March 1964--Meeting at DISD. Mr. Larry Sarlo of USAEL reviewed
the firr ' draft of the Sixth Quarterly Report. Several minor
corrections were made, and some technical difficulties were

clarified,

(n) 25 June 1964--Meeting at DISD. A diskiussion was held between

project personnel and Mr. David Haretz,, Mr. Anthony V. Campi,
and Mr. David Hadden, Jr., of USAEL. The current status and
accomplishnents of the project were dctscussed, and the content

of the final report was considered.

3.3.2 Other Conferences

During the term of this project, various project personnel attended

conferences relating to information retrieval, Attendance at these

9



conferences was sponsored. by DISD; the knowledge gained was of considerable

help in pursuing specific research areas within this project.

(a) 3 December 1962 - 7 December 1962--Mathematics of Information

Storage and Retrieval. Quentin A. Darmstadt attended this con-

ference, which was conduc ted by Dr. Robert M. Hayes under the

auspices of the Georgia Institute of Technology.

During this period several ancillary conferences were also attended:

(b) 2 May 1963--NASA Scientific and Technical Information Conference.

This conference was held in Atlanta. Georgia, and was attended

by George Greenberg. The conferenc6e presented NASA's methods

and techniques for acquiring, prrlcessing, storing, disseminating,

and retrieving information.

(c) 17 June 1963--Simulation of Cognitive Processes. This seminar

was conducted for six weels at the RAND Corporation. Its purpose

was to discuss the problems of information systems, George

Greenberg was an invited participant. During the time spent at

the seminar Dr. Greenberg had the opportunity to disouss the

problems of information retrieval with several other research

organizations.

(d) 6 October 1963 - i, October 1963--26th Annual Meeting of the

American Documentation Institute. This meeting was attended by

Jacques Harlow and Alfred Trachtenberg; Mr. Trachtenberg pre-

sented some of the results of the project in an invited paper

at the conference.

(e) .9 February 1964--Meeting with Dr. Harold Borko. Paul Abrahams

met with Dr. Borko at the System Development Corporation in

Santa Monica, C•Lifornia. The research carried on under this

contract was discussed, and Dr. Borko offered a number of

-lpful suggestions.

10



4. FACTUAL DATA

4. 1 STATEMENT OF TIE PROBLEM

401.l Original Formunlation -- The technical requirement of the Signal

Corps, as specified in SCL-4355, is for "...a research investigation of

techniques and concepts necessary for the efficient mechanization of

large-capacity information storage and retrieval systems ." Among the

applied objectives suggested as guides for such research are "o..projýls

of military significance; i.e., personnel files, intelligence data, etc."

4.1.2 System Model and Definitions - The purpode of an information

storage and retrieval system is to record a body of information and to

provide to a group of users a means of answering questions pertaining to

this information, The information is ordinarily provided in the form of

a discrete set of documents, such as books, parts listings, personnel

records, or newspaper articles. Information retrieval systems may be

either document retrieval systems or content retrieval systems;- a doo-

tument retrieval ,system responds to a query with a set of documents that=

are relevant to the user's question, while a content retrieval system

provides the actual answer to the question. Document retrieval systems

may further be subdivided into those systems that provide the actual

documents and those that merely tell where the documents are located.

Most of the research described in this report has been concerned with

document retrieval systems that provide the locations of documents rather

than the documents themselves. In order to clarify the terminology, it

will be helpful to present a generalized model of how such systems operate.

A diagram of this model is shown in Figure 1. There are two major

ii



Docnment
Document CLASSIFIER

Index Index

~Description

Query FILE

I I

Response

FIGURE B' Basic System Model

processes taking place in the system: Ithe incorporation of documents

into a fi.n, and the response tO gueries. These processes take place

asynchronously. A query as we use it here is not quite the same #41ng

as a question; a question is the user's own description of the infor-

mation he needs, while a query is in a form that the system can operate

upon and reispond to. Questions may be vagus and formless; queries must

be specific and formal.

Associated with each document stored in the system are an index and

a description. The index specifies either directly or indirectly where

the document is physically stored. (For instance, the personnel file of

12



an employee can be located physically if the e.mLployee's name is known'

or even if only the serial number of a card giving his name is known.)

The description relates to the content of the document, and consists of

that information about the document that is available for matching against

queries. The file contains -the index and description of eýc0h available

document. The query processor operates on queries, making use of the

file, to produce the indices of those documents that are responsive to

the query. The file should really be thought of as an integral part of

the query processor.

When a document is entered into the system it is prnsented to a

classifier that generates the description oi, the document. The output

of the classifier is then paired with the iiIdex of the document and stored

in the file. A variation on this configuratIion is to have the index

derived from the description; the ordinary library follows this proce-

dure, since the physical location of a book depends on its description.

These concepts can be clarified by means of a simple example. Oon-

eider a library of technical journals. Since each journal may contain

several unrelated articles, each article is treated as a separate docm-ent.

The index of each document is the journal name, volume number, and page

number. The librarian records, for each document, a list of subject head-

ings that describe the document; this list is the document description.

A separate card is made up for each appropriate subject heading, listing

and subject heading and the document index. The file consists of the

subject cards for all the available documents. If the cards are stored

13



alphabetically by subject, then a query consists of the name of a single

subject, and the processing of a query consists of locating the set of

cards for that subject. The response is the set of index numbers listed

on the cards. Of course, the system of this example will not be partic-

ularly effective, but it-does serve to illustrate the concepts.

The most common form of document description consists of a list of

descriptors such as the subject headings of the previous example. The

deperiptors may have additional information associated with them, or they

may be related to one another in rather complex ways. It should be empha-

sized that the descriptor list is not the only possible form of a document

description.

Various modifications of the model in Figure I are possible. One

such modification is to have the index as an output of the classification

process rather than having it be indepeneent of that process. A different

variation would be a system that produced documents rather than indices

in response to queries. In such a system the description of a document

would bto the document itself. The document--or significant and definable

parts of a document--would then absorb the function of the index when the

query capabilities were activated.

It is also possible to conceive of query capabilities with the ability

to retrieve only the relevant portions of documents. At the :Jeast sophis-

ticated level this variation simply involves refining the organization of

the total data so that a larger number of functional documents is avail-

able for output. This procedure could be achieved by applying the same

14



processes to small subunits of conventional documents. Finally, the system

may be able to produce responses to queries that are neither documents nor

portions of documents but rosponses deriv9lw from the information contained

in various documents. Such a system, must have the capacity to perform

inferential processing on the contenji of the documents. This type of Sys-

tem would correspond to a content retrieval system.

4-.l.3 Problem Formulation and Task Breakdown - A model may describe

the operation of an information retrt!val system; but in order to develop'

an operating system, questions relating to the requiements of an informa-

tion retrieval system must first be answered.

An analysis of the system iodel given in Figure I leads to the break-

down of the problem into four tasks. The form of the descriptiods that

A are transmitted from the classifier to the file must be defined; in addi-

tion, the three major system components--the classifier, the file, and

Sthe query processor--must be specified. In order to account for the

g. static as well as ihe dynamic aspects of information retrieval, these

requirements may be expressed in terms of four questions:

(a) How is thedescriptive structure of the retrieval system generated?

(b) How are descriptions assigned to documents?

(c) How is the file to be st..rutured?

(d) How is a query processed in order to detern:Lne a response?

Although the answers to each of these questions are interdependent, it is

still possible to consider each of them separately. Question (a) must be

answered first since the very definitions of the other questions depend

I
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upon it. For instance, it is impossible to talk about the assignment of

descriptions to documents until the class of possible descriptions has

been settled upon. Since a good file organization will be based upon the

descriptive structure in use, question (a) must be answered before ques-

tion (c) can be considered. Question, (d), in turn, depends upon ciestion

C() since the file Ls an integral part of the query processor.

In considering question (.) it must be recognized that the descriptive

structure of a retrieval system will depend upon the particular corpus of

information that it is to operate upon. It is the method of generating

descriptions rather than the descriptions thýuselves that are invariant

f rom one corpus to another. Furthermore, the class of possible descrip-

tions may itself vary with time as now types of documents are introduced

into the system and rarely'used ones dropped out.

Questions (a) and (a) may be regarded as coneerned with the static

aspects of a retrieval system while questions (b) and (d) deal with the

dynemic aspects. Thel!desarlptive struoture and file structure are usually

fixed before the system becomes operational and are modified, at worst,

at a slow rate thereafter. The assignment of, descriptions to documents

and the answering of queries, on the other hasnd, are on-going processes.

In order to clarify these questions, each of them will be discussed

in greater detail in the following section.

4.1.4 Explication of the System Requirements

4.1.4.1 Descriptive Structures - Mo-It descriptive structures

16



are based on the use of descriptors. Descriptors are introduced into

information retrieval. systems in order to reduce the language recogni-

tion an-d transformation req.iirements and to reduce the complexity of the

data structures or content relationships. In short, descriptors repre-

sent an artificially restricted standard language used to increase the

convenience of handling requests, constructing and organizing files,

and searching for answers.

One of the major problems in constructing a descriptor sylstem

is the proper selection of the descriptors that are class names for

synonyms so as to maximize retrieval of relevant information and to

minimize noise, the retrieval of irrelevant data. The descriptors must

be words in comon Use, as unambiguous as possible; and sufficiently

numerous to delineate relatively fine distinctions. Obviously, the

more documents filed under a given descriptor, the larger the noise is

likely to be.

To increase the number of relevant documents retrieved in

response to a givern request, descriptors for the request can be weighted.

These weights oan be assigned according to the relevance and the impor-

tance of the particular d,:-scriptor under consideration. The system can

then produce responses ordered according to weights assigned descriptors

or ronponses greater than a fixc:d weight of relevance and importance.

Another acheme for reducing irrelevaný-e in responses is to assign deocrip-

tors to each section of documents added to the file. Th's method, of

course, increases the degree of content retrieval.

17



Increasing the flexibility of descriptors by introducing role

indicators or specifying terms as actions, relations, results, means,

purpose, or locations is a further step towax-d content retrieval in the

sense that it is the beginning of syntactical and semantic specification

of request terms.

.4.1.4.2 Assignment of Descriptions to Documents - If the

selected form of description for documents is the descriptor list, then

the simplest method of classification would be simply to assign to a doc-

ument those descriptors that occurred within its title. This rule is the

basis of the quite popular KWIC indexing systmm. Its defect is that a

descriptor must have associated with it a large number of synonyms, since

the occurrence of the intended descriptor in a title is usually rather

unlikely.

More elaborate classification schemes can be based upon the

occurrence of words other than the descriptors themselvas within either

the title, the abstract, or the text of a document. These methods are

also capable of generalization to account for word frequency as well as

word occurrence information and to assign different weights to words

according to their relevance to the category. Such approaches are par-

ticularly amenable to automatic classification,; their defect is that

they cannot be quite so readily adapted to descriptions more complicated

than the simple descriptor list.

For more complicated kinds of descriptions, such as descriptors

interrelated through the use of connectives, more sophisticated textual
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analyses are necessary. Word occurrences can still be used as aids in

locating key sentences within the document, but for this type of classi-

fication the use of syntactic analyzu.rs is probably unavoidable.

4.1.4.3 Organization and Stzracture of Files - If information

retrieval is viewed generally, it can be defined as locating and present-

ing a specific informative and accurate answer or piece of information

in response to a specific question. A:•complishing this furnction requires

a classification scheme that-groups larger units of related information;

ekg., documents or sections of dociments. Descriptors are assigned to

units of information. ThM file consists of the system of descriptors

and of information units ordered in some fashion to indicate the rela-

tions between descriptors and ini rmation. Generally, a desoriptor is

associated with many units of information and a unit of information may

be described by several descriptors. In addition, the file structure

must provide for relations among informatioan nits and among descriptors.

One of the best known systems that can 1,e used to relate descrip-

tors is the hierarchical olasifi.ation c'r tree structure originally

developed for bMological clatisification. Thlc t,.- of stracture forms

a Boolean algebra under th'e relation of clases lnclusion. This model is

only a pprcpriate for a limited field of Informatlon in which a class is
i[rvice:htcly •ahord irmY' '-,o only one other class. This restriction

requires a breakdown into small. units of Information, which means that

the descri'tor fMl1e would be composed of a large n.xmh.r of b1.erarchies

of class inclusion. (IThv M"tJtl.-lst system is a d.e.v.,%e for circumventing
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the limitations of ordinary list processing or hierarchies by allowir4n

for relations among branches.)

For information fields of some diversity. the relations among

descriptors usually form complicated networks to which the tree theory is

not directly applicable. A general model of a complicated descriptor

network is represented by means of a complemented modular lattice. This

model is of sufficient generality to cover a wide variety of situations.

Most elements aie multiply conaected rather than singly connected as in

a tree. The lattice model is referred to as a weak hierarchy--an ele-

ment may have more than one predecessor. The tree is a strong hierarchy--

an element has only one predecessor. The principal problam with the

lattice model is that the number of nodes in the network quickly reaches

into the millions if all relations between descriptors are represented.

Consequently, the problem becomes one of effectively,,limiting the number

of relations represented amonr descriptors.

The descriptor file associates descriptors with information

units or items of data. These associations can be represented by a

matrix of ones and zeros, where descriptors may be ordered as rows and

information units as columns. A one indicates a relation; a zero, none.

For a rich information store, this matrix will be large and most of its

elements will be zeros. It is, therefore, an uneconomical representation.

The matrix can be compressed by listing rows or columns (descriptors or

data) and related items only for each entry. Of course, access to the

file is much simpler for descriptor entry. Search time for these types
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of files can be reduced by lising multiple entry of terms or by an ordered

arrangement. of both descriptors and data. Generic relations among terms

can be shown by d.irec:t cross references, cairied with each descriptor,

or by a code of hierarchical, class numbers showing the generic structure

of the terms.

4.1.4.4' query Response - In a retrieval system based upon

descriptors there are two requirements for effective response to queries.

The first is the transformation of the query into the standard search

terms. The second is the particular stratagy or methodology for seaach-

ingthe descriptor file effectively and fruitfully.

TransBfoing a query into standard degcriptor terms is basically

a form of translation from a rich language into a sumary language or the

Amatching of two sets of terms, one large, the other smaller. In order to

accomplish this transformation, the meaning and relations between terms

of the two sets or languages mist be understood. Aid may be provided in

the form of a dictionary or glossary of subject matter. The knowledge

required to transform requests into descriptors is most simply provided

to a computer by furnishing it with a thesaurus. 'Any more sophisticated

means would involve a considerable capabil1ity for linguistic transforma-

tion on the part of the computer.

The formulation of a query and its transformation into a limited

set of descriptors often does not provide sufficient information and

direction to obtain exhaustive Information. concerning a suiject that may

exist in the data file. Effective search procedures are closely related
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to the way in which the descriptor file is structured and what sort of

relations are indicated there. The most common method of searching is

the conjunctive search, which retrieves only that information related

to or encompassed by all the request descriptorsin conjunction. It is

also possible to construct search procedures in terms of logical sums,

differences, complements, and more complicated combinations of the4ýe func-,

tions as well as weighted logical functions in terms of set densities.'

4.1..5 Relation to Specific Problems - In the following three sub-

sections the four questions posed in Section 4.1,3 w1ll be examined in

relation to three specific information retrieval problems: personnrl

files, literature, and intelligence information. These three problems

will be examined in increasing order of difficulty.

4.1.5.1 Personnel Files - In extracting information from

personnel filespthe critical questions are (c) and (d), namely) file

structure and response to queries. Each personnel record will normally

be composed of a set of fields, each giving some characteristic of the

individual person. Some of theseafields may be variable in length; e.g.,

there may be a field listine the age arid sex of all dependent children.

The descriptive structure of such a file is trivial, since the descrip-

tion of any document (i.e., individual record) is simply that subset of

the fields that may be used for retrieval purposes. The process of

assigning descriptions to documents is nothing more than deletion followed

by straightforward encoding.

The file structure problem in this case concerns the specific
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device used to store the information and the arrangement of the items

within this device. For instance, it may be possible physically to

string together those Itens that possess a common characteristic; this

technique is effectively what is done by the Multi-List system (cf.,

Section 4.4.2). On the other hand, items may be placed in a special

order, with appropriate indexing systems. Query processing consists of`

nothing more than matching, but the mechaniza-ton of this matching may

be quite complex and will certainly be closely related to the file

organization. For personnel f8.es the problem of deciding whether a

particular document is responsive to a particular query is quite trivial.

4.1.-5.2 Literature Retrieval -.In a literature retrieval sys-

tem, unlike the personnel file, the problem of selecting a descriptive

structure and then of classifying documents is no longer trivial.

Furthermore, the question of whdther or not a particular document is

responsive to a particular query cannot be answered with certainty but

only with probability.

The most common form of description for literature retrieval

systems is the descriptor list. In this case the choice c'f descriptors

becomes critical, since the descriptors are used both for classification

and for querying. The particular descriptors ted will depend on the

subject matter cf the literature being classified, altho-,gh the nature

of the interrelation may r,ý subject-independent if the descriptors

within a description are interrelated.

Given a set of desc:r!Ators, the problem of classifying documents
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is still quite difficult. An approach to this problem that utilized the

occurrence of clue words is discussed in this report. A complicating

factor is the difference between the use of a descriptor in a document

and the meaning of that descriptor as unaerstood by a user of the system.

If these meanings are divergent, then poor system performance may result.

The problem of file strueture and query response in a literature

retrieval system is similar to that of a personnel file. Once descriptors

have been assigned to documents, the process of answering a query is again

purely a matching process. The guesswork occurs not in the response to

queries .but in the classification.

4.1.5.3' ZItelligence Information - In retrieVing intelligence

information all the difficulties that exist in literaturei4retrieval

are retained, but in addition the problem of query processing is no longer

merely a matter of matching. In its more elaborate forms, in fact, Intel-

ligence information processing really requires the use of implicit infor-

mation retrieval techniques. On a lesser level., it may still be necessary

to consider the interrelationships of different items of data in order to

decide which ones are t'o be provided in the response to a&query. Items

that are useless by themselves may become useful as part Of a chain of

related events.

Processing of intelligence information will almost certainly

require the use of syntactic and semantic analysis. For information of

this type it is virtually impossible for a system to respond to queries

unless it is capable of extracting the meaning of a sentence or a document,
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Terms oC interest will ordinarily occur far to frequently within the corpus

of information for mere word occurrence or frequency data to be particularly

helpful in isolating salient data. In addition, much of the required out-

put will be useful oily when presented in appropriate qpomýtnation.

A further salient aspect of intelligence infoimmation processing

is that ordinarily one would expect to ask many queries in order to

answer a question.,i Thus there exists a feedback relationship between

the system ind the user, in which each query is largely determined by

the response to the last one. The structure of the query processor,

and consequently of the query language,. must be constructed to account

for this feedbaccrelationship.

4.2 DESCRIPTIVE STRUCTURE OF RETRIEVAL 8YST•MS

A In an information retrieval system a description is attached to each

document, aud Lhis description represents all the information about the

document that is available to the system for retrieval purposes. The

descriptive structure of the system is concerned with the class of pos-

sible descriptions, but not with how descriptions are actually assigned

to documents. The descriptive systems examined within the scope of this

project, with the exception of the material on automatic abstracting, have

assumed that there exists a set of descriptors from which descriptions

are conýtructed. ThrLee key questions then remain:

(a.) How arp the descriptors to be selected?

(b) What information is to be attached to a descriptor?

(c) How are several descriptors in a description to be related?
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In dealing with the first of these questions in particular, one can

examine methods of descriptor selection that operate through improvement

of an initial set ou the basis of experience with the retrieval system.

In the approaches co~nsidered here it has been assumed that descrip-

tions consist of ioc!ean €ombinations of descriptors, and the possibility

of attaching probabilities to the descriptors has been explicitly admitted.

The major task is then the selection of the particular descriptors to be

used. This section discusses the role of-efficiency in descriptor selec-

tion and some corrective methods for improving a descriptor set under

actual operating conditions. In Appendix C, Section 9.3, some of the

more popular existing descriptive schemes are described and discussed.

4.2.1 EAfficiency Considerations in Descriptor Selection

4#2.1.1 General Criteria - In a collection of n items there is

only a finite number of suboollections of items that are theoretically

possible responses in item retrieval systems. The number is 2 n if zero

items are considered a subcollection. In practice, not all 21 answers

are equally likely to be searched for by a user. Intuition suggests that',

this disparity is an essential criterion for the effective design of a

query or descriptor language.

There are several possible approaches to specifying which of

these 2n subcollections is being referenced. In one sense the simplest

means of specification is to assign a name or descriptor to each of the

n items in the collection. In the case when all 2 n subcollections are

requested equally often and when the questioner knows the name of each
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item he in interested in, this mcthod produces an adequate system, If,

however, some subcollections are considerably more popular than others,

then an obvious improvement in coding efficiency would result from giving

popuilar collections special category names.

There are, however, considerations other than information theoretic

measures of'coding efficiency that are relevant to the selection of a

descriptor language. Asking for all the items in a subcollection by name

is possible only when the names of all the documents in the subcollection

that are of interest are known. Under these circumstances the general.

problem of information retrieval becomes a special case, and26nly consider-

ations of coding efficiency and, perhaps, user compatibility are relevant

icriteria for descriptor language design,.

In an ordinary library search the questioner does not know the

naAms of the items he needs. He wants the system to supply a subcollec-

tibt of items that will provide information relevant to his query after

he reads them. The system must go from his query or a transformation of

his query to an appropriate subcollection of items, even though the user

j does not yet know in advance what is in this qubcollection,

H1ow can the system do this? One approach is to ask, perhaps

implicitly, questions in advance and to search, again impli'citly, the

entiro collection to find the items that contain information relevant

to each question. The system would then have the stored answer available

whenever the same question arose. In a sizable collection it is not

feasible to ask all questions in advance. There are two reasons: first,
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there are a large number of ways of asking essentially the same question;

another way of putting this point is that the same answer subcollection

would satisfy many possible question variations. Second, there are too

many possible answers--specifically, 2- -in any sizable system.

Each of these difficulties requires a different approach. The

approach to the former involves standardization; that is, the possible

ways of asking essentially the sam6, question must be restricted. This

solution is primarily a language problem. The approach to the latter

difficulties involves exclusion of less probable questions and their

resultant answers from advance treatment. This solution is primarily a

system design and oranization problem.

How is expliotit or implicit advance treatment of questions

possible? One theoretically possible method would be to have all docu-

ments in the library unordered, except perhaps by 'author anr title, for

those searches in which the querier already knowi which documents he

wants. Anyone wishing to use the library could then be asked to submit

both a copy of his qu~stion and a list of the documents he found relevant

after making his search of the library. This information could then be

stored for occasions when the same or similar questions are isked.

Of course, this scheme is impractical, but listing some of its

inherent difficulties may lead to an understanding of the requirements

of an ideal descriptor-query language.

(a) There is no',assurance that any initial questioner will do a good

or thorough Job in searching all the documents in the library.
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(b) Even if the initial questioner has done a perfect Job at the

time he searched the library, there would be a lack of infor-

mation about the relevance of new accessions to the question.

Of course, new accessions could be re-'searched by subsequent

questioners in order to keep the answer list up ,to date.

(c) Many questions will recur imprecisely; even if the state-

ment of the question is identical, different users are likely

to have dilferent meanings of intentions that would influence

which documents they considered%,appropriate for the answer list.

Thus, even if there is a perfect and up-to-date search performed

"by the initial questioner, it is not likely to be perfect for a

subsequent questioner.

+ (d) Such a system would impose an unacceptable search burden, not

only upon initial questioners but also upon subsequent ques-

tioners, if there are a substantial number of new acquisitions.

g Furthermore, the askers of somewhat unusual questions would

always tend 6o be in the role of initial questioners, regard-

jless of how long the system has been in operation. Their

extensive ebarch efforts would rarely be applied by subsequent

users.

The technique currently used by most libraries, in order to deal with

these objections, is implicitly to select a range of questions to be

pre-answered and then to assess the relevance of each accession--i.e.,

index it--to all these questions as it is entered Jnto the library file.
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To the extent that a document's relevance to "nany questions can be

assessed nearly simultaneously, this technique has obvious advantages

over repeatedly scanning each document for each question in some sequence

of questions.

The approach of classifying each accession for all questions

will deal completely only with difficulties (a) and (b). Diffi.culties

(c) and (d) will be resolved only to the extent that the question list,

against which each document is implicitly being checked, is sufficiently

extensive and to the extent that the meaning of these implicit questions

is sufficiently clear to the system users.

It is likely that none of the difficulties Vill ever be resolved

completely. Even a user searching on the basis of his own question Is

likely to introduce inadvertent errors of both inclusion Ond exclusion

on the answer list if he is scanning a large file collection. Similar

errors will occur when a librarian classifies a book. But additional

errors will result from the fact that the meaning of the implicit ques-

tions reflected by the classification varies from person to person.

These errors, while often significant, are not as basic a prob-

lem as the limitation on possible questions that can be answered. These

limitations are a necessary conccmitant of indexing a large collection.

As has already been suggested, there are two kinds of limitations:

(a) Basic limitations on the retrieval of all 2a answers. In general,
no indexing scheme for a sizable collection is sufficiently artic-
ulated to allow retrieval of all possible answers without knowing
the names of individual documents.
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(b) Secondary limitations on the acceptability, or communicability,
of a specific question formulation that doei in fact correspond
to one of the accessible answers.

The latter limitation does not necessarily imply any change in

the logical organization of the indexing or query-descriptor language.

The problem is one of using appropriate names or labels for the index

tern* or combinations of index terms that correspond to those of the 2 n

answers that the system is capable of generating. Of course, the problem

is not one that can be solved merely by the judicious selection of terms.

It is necessary that the questioner and the library system use theseterms

in essentially the same sense. Furthermore, it is necessary ,hat alternate

descriptions of the same answer or question be interconvertible, either by

the library system or by the user. To date, the only methods of dealing

with this probbm have been to providettie user with a dictionary-type

description offthe index termb an over-view of the relationship among

the terms used by the system, end/or a thesaurus type of referral ("see"

and "see also") to related terms.

The problem of converting 'synonymous descriptions probably ican-

not be approached by considering the relative frequency of subcollection

questions. Of course, the more popular a subcollection, the more valuable'

it might be to be able to deal with alternate ways of describing it. The

problem of unaskable questions, however, can only be approached fruitfully

from this point of view. If the system is to be insufficiently articulated

for the retrieval of all 2n possible answer collections, it seems that the

criteria (other than random exclusion based upon cost considerations) for
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deciding which subcollections ,are to be retrievable should ultimately be

based upon the frequency of user demand. Only those questions that will

rarely or never be asked should in principle be unanswerable--without

searching the entire collection--because of limitations inthe query

language and the accomrpanying file structures and search procedures.

Thigl conclusion sugesta that a second consideration, besides,;,

the relative frequency of uder demand for various possible answers, may

be important. This consideration is the abs lute level of demand for a

possible answer'subcollection. The absolu~ level of demand is readily

calculated from eatimates of relative demand and thetotal number of

questions asked. An estimate for the number of questions may be the

length of time for which the collection of items will be used multiplied

by levels Pf use such as questions per day during this Interval. As

absolute use of the system as a whole increases, more articulate index-

Lhg becomes necessary to include the relatively less frequently asked

questions, which now are asked a significant'number of times'in the

system's lifetime.

Answer subcollections should not merely be regarded as accessible

or inaccessible with a given query capability. Even if a subcollection

is not immediately accessible, there are degrees of desirability that

can be discriminated with respect to its inaccessibility. Thus a

desired answer subcollection may not be directly accessible per se, yet

it may be wholly embedded in another subcollection that is accessible

and that contains few additional items. Clearly, there is no great
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deficiency in query capability under such circumstances so long as the

user can identify and ask for the appropriate inexact subcollection. If,

however, the items in a desired inaccessible subcollection are widely

scattered--that is, the 'items cannot be obtained without searching a

number of accessible subcollectIons--the situation is quite different.

This difficulty is likely to be further complicated by the inherent

unavailability of information about which accessible subcollections

contain the items the user needs. Under such circumstances the user

may Pe reduced tosearching the entire collection, or unacceptably large

parts ofit, In order to obtain the needed Information. I....mijght. 10;

fruitful-to develop rigorous measures of-degree of inaccessibility based

upon minimal and/or maximal false drops and/or misses."

Such a measure of accessibility could be used to evaluate the

,,gocddnbse6of any descriptor scheme for any item collection. More precisely,

t could be used to measure the average (in)accessibility for the power

Wet of items, the set of 2n possible answers, for a given descriptor

scheme. When combined with information about relative frequencies of

the members of the possible answer set, such a measure can provide infor-

mation about the average accessibility of items p request. One purpose

of a general theory of information retrieval is to provide an analytical

framework in which this quantity, the average accessibility per request,

can be optimized, given a context of relevant system parameters.

4.2.1.2 Factors That Govern the Criteria of Relative Importance

of Descriptors - If a large collection of documents is classified in some
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fashion, each document in this collection is labeled by one or more

descriptors. However, not all descriptors are equally important; the

deletion of some would hardly affect the retrieval processes, but the

deletion of others would be detrimental.

The unchiecked prolif'eration of descriptors may diminish the

usefulness of a collection of documents either by lengthening the

physical processes involved in retrieval, býr confusing thi taxonomical

logiC of 'the c4eio rby Asm~ * ta1.1 too far from the natural

usage of terms. In any case, it Is usually prudent to rest ,rict the

number of new descriptors that-may :.L. introduced in: order to keep the

retrieval. prooesses near peak efficiency.

Under such conditi.ons the choice and the allocation of deicrip-!

tors-may be governed by criteria of descriptor importance. In addition,

the criteria used in automatic indexing procedures may necessarily lean

more towards the use of staiýJiýtical iruformation about the collection

than is the case V'Aen indezing is dpne manually. To put the Same ideas

differently and more strikingly,4when Indexing is performed automatically

the governing criteria may pertain more to statistical. distributions of

descriptors a~aong the' documents than to axplicit relations between the

subject matter of agiven document and a descriptor.

Given these p-remises, the factors that govern the relative

importance of descriptors are;

(a) Let us suppose that a certain descriptor is never mentioned in

any of the retrieval requests. Obviously such a descriptor



could be deleted from the collection without loss. Conversely,

descriptors used with high frequencies have a high probability

of being importanL. At present, we can only speak of the

higher probability of importance since the relation of various

factors to each other has not been formalized. So far as

frequency relations;are concerned, a certain assymetrical

situation exists. Below a certain frequency threshold the

frequency considerations are .,overwheiming. If a descriptor

.no d,,-At,,• a• - cettain~m tlnn fruequeyi 11,, ot be

ranked high. However, the high frequency descript rs are not

necessarily importantý For example, a high frequency descriptor

may be synonymous with another descriptor.

j. • •(b) Descriptors are usually employed jointly. The importance of

a descriptor is influenced by "the company it keeps." A

descriptor may have little "actual discriminatory power"

vis-a-vis descriptors that co-occur in a representative

retrieval request. For example, let us assume that a certain

descriptor say D isused jointly with descriptors:

A1A 2 A3 A4.

and

Let us assume that the increment of the retrieval collection

due to the dele-cion of D is in each of the cases from 498 doc-

uments to 500 documents. The average "actual discrimiratory
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power" of the D-descriptor is low.

(c) The average number of descriptors used in retrieval calls con-

taining a given descriptor is an important indicator of the

order of importance.:: 0Other things being equal, one may expect

that a descriptor that co-occurs-with large numbers of other

descriptors in retrieval requests is of lesser importance than

one +that e.-oc"", vwith few, since the absolute number of doc-

uimnxato exxcludeed b tied@rpt iitlelaerasi

'1hese considerations 'dealt wljth descriptors as usedin retrieval

and have to do with the, .actual usage of desCriptors. To distinguish_ these,,

considerations from those pertaining to the-potential -,4sage, the next

set of factors deal with factors not directly related to actual usage.

These factors are dependent only upon the distribution of descriptors

among'documents and not with their occurrence in retrieval callst

(d) The larger the size of a document sot Apanned by a descriptor,

the greater will be its ranking on the importance scale.

(e) Corresponding ,o the "actual discriminatory power" of a

descriptor there is the "potential discriminatory power."

The potential discriminatory power of a descriptor measures

the uniqueness of its coverage. It is computed in the same

way as the actual discriminatory power, except that the

descriptor combinations to be considered are not derived from

usage statistics. A descriptor will have potential discriminatory

power of zero, if any retrieval request involving that descriptor
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can be replaced by a different request not involving that

descriptor with no change in the jet of retrieved documents.

On the other hand, if many sets of documents can be retrieved

only as smell subsets of other retrievable sets when the

descriptor'in question is not used, then the descriptor has

high potential discriminatory power.

(f) A set spanned by a descriptor may intersect sets spanned by

"closely related descriptors or by sets spanned by descriptors

remote from one ahother. Such characteristics-may be called

a measure of dispersion of a descriptor. Other things being

equal, the more dispersed a descriptor is, the ,less highly will

it rank. This fact is so because with high dispersion in any

particular retrieval call the higher proportion of retrieved

documents may be expected to be only marginally relevant to

the request.

4.2.1.3 Statistical Data Required for the Determiration of the

Order of Descriptor Importance - Unfortunately not all the factors men-

tioned in the preceding section can be conveniently measured. For some

factors the amount of bookkeeping required is close to astronomi~al.

Therefore, lone must take recourse to convenient substituites that encap-

sule the essential information without too much leakage and, at the same

time, reduce the requisite amount of data handling and bookkeeping.

The important consideration that has to be kept in mind is that

detailed accounts of intradescriptor relationships cannot be kept. For
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sxample with 10,000 descriptors th1ere are 210,000 possible combinations

or descriptors and if even .01 percent of these are active (ice., there

are some documents that are indexed by them) the number of entries that

would have to be retained is astronomical. It is only necessary, there-

fore, to keep track of selective data on the basis of which the important

intradescriptor relationships could be approximately reconstructed.

The most difficult problp'm will consist of trying to reconstruct

tle "dispersion" and the "discriminatory power" of the descriptor set.

Tentatively, the following set of parameters is suggested as a basis for

further study:

(a). Todal document span of individual descriptors.

(b) Frequency of recall of individual descriptors. I

(c) The number of documents spanned by a given descriptor in
company with either k descriptors where k is l,2p.e.pa -"I

(d) The document span of an average descriptor contained in a set
of k of them present with a given descriptdr.

(e) The frequency of recall of an average descriptor contained in
a set of k of them present, with any given descriptor.

(f) The number giving an overlap measure of an average descriptor
contained in a set of k descriptors present with a given
descriptor@

4.2.1.4 Sima - In a collection of a documents, there are

2 n possible subcollections if the empty collection is included. In

practice, not all 2f subcollections are equally likely to be searched

for by a user. Any descriptive scheme should be based on this fact and

designed in such a way that useful subcollections have simple descriptions.

A query to the system selects a particular subcollection. With each
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subc6llecion a measure of accessibility can be F•ssociated; thic measure

indicates the complexity of the query required to retrieve the subcollection.

Certain statistical measures have been preoented that could be used to

measure the value of a descriptor in constructing descriptionsý,- specif-

.cally, the concepts of "dispersion" and "discriminatory power" are -

defined., Iome of the data that would be useful in computing these meas-.

ures have also been described.

4.2.2 Corrective Procedures for Indexing Systems

4.2,2.1 General This section-investigates the methods and

feasibility of applying corrective procedures to indexing systems. A

fundamental aspect of these concepts is their ultimate adaptability to

automated procedures. The first part of this discussion presents the

basic ideas of this concept; the second part develops the concept

formally.

4.2.2.2 The Taxonomy of Indexing Systems - Information retrieval

systems consist of a collection of documents and sa~j of indexing rules

and procedures for.linkirk descriptors to documents.! The documents in

this context refer t•o the smallest ensemble of information subject to

retrieval; these documents are considered as being indivisible. The

I indexing rules and procedures theoretically select descriptors that bear

some relation to the descriptors used by people who will interrogate the

system.

The system may accept new documents; the documents are then

classified according to the rules and procedures of the indexing scheme
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of the system. The system is not necessarily comnitted to the use of

eid descriptors, The indexing rules allow for the supply of new descrip.

tors with the acceptance of the new d.ocz,.ent., by the library.

The user specifies his requests for information by writing a

s0,uenad of acceptable descriptors in the form of a Boolean function;

that is, the descriptors are joined by OR and AND. The user's disposi-

tion of the descriptors implies the existence of an ideal taxonomic system.

The taxonomy imposed by the indexing rules and procedures qonstitutes an

external taxonomy or a priori taxonomy.

:A corrective procedure will cause the external taxonomy to

evolve into the ideal taxonomy on the basis of information concerning

the adequacy of-the sets of documents retrieved. This inforration is

supplied by the user.

The central problem is: On what factors does the functioning

of a corrective procedures depend? The answer to this'problem depends

upon the elucidation of the relation between the ideal and the external

taxonomy. More specifically, the hypotrhesis depends upon the coacet oftI_

invariance. Iavariance pertains to the a.,,riori postulated constancy

between descriptors in the two taxonomies.

This diseus~eon, thtn., will. advance the hypothe6is that:

(a) The concept of relatedness of descriptors can be mde numerically
precise.

(b) The concept of relatedness can serve as a bk!ldinrj block for
more complex relationships between descriLptoýrs.



(c) Some such relationships are postulated as being constant;
i.e., these relationships remain invariant in both the
external and the ideal taxonomies.

(d) The existence of such constancies forms the basis for select-
ing rules of reassigning descriptors among documents.

The remainder of this section .iill attempt to validate this hypothesis

and describe the: resultant consequence.•.

4.2.2.3 Formalit tion of the osis Let d,, ,dp

and DI, D2 ) o.. ,Dn be descriptors and documents, reppectively. For every

descriptor there corresponds a class of documents spanned by this

4escriptor. In set-theoretic notation this concept becomes: i

which may be read as "the set of all documents such that descriptor di

applies to the set." To avoid cumbersome notation, the abbreviation

CD(d)i wi•lI be used to represent the set. The number of documents con-

t ned i such a 'et will be denoted by M. Then M[D(di)] stars for the

number of documents contained In ihe set spanned by the descriptor di.

In general, to every Boolean function of descriptors there cor-

responds a set of documents spanned by these descriptors, Therefore,

""the set of all documents that are indexed by B(d),". becomes.

tD(Bd)))(2)

For example,

[D(d,~ A, (a2 V da3))] (3)

is a set of all documents that have as their indices the descriptors

Sand d. or d3 or both, among others. It is clear that the following

relation holds:
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[D(B(d))) [DdJ (4i)

This expression signifies that the set of all documents spanned by a

Boolean function of descriptors is equivalent to the Boolean function

of sets spanned by these descriptors. By analogy., the expression [d(B(D))]

r~epresents a set of predicates contained in the set of documents described

by the Booleani function B(D).

The relatedness of descriptoxis or their Boolean functions is

defined as the number of documents contained in the intersection of

classes spamzd by these descriptors or their Boolean funcotions divided

by the number Of doen-Amets spanned by the union. Formally, this datin±-

tion becMes:I

A simiilar concept of the relatedness of documents or their Boolean ftuve-

tions is defined ana~logous3y:

RDE:L(),pB (A Bi(d(D)) A BI(d(D))] (Definition 2)

~~~(D)) V B d7 3(6)

Xt to important to note that throughout this discussion the concepts for'

descriptors can be analogously applied to *ocumat. The subsequent

development, horwever, will be li.mited to the relatedness of descriptors.

Since the external ta~xonomy by Vqpothesis does not preoissly cor-

respond to the ideal taxonomy, the distinct symbol, 8,, is introduced to

represent the descriptors of the user. These descriptors are only dif-

ferent insofar as they index classes of documents that are not identical



with the classes of documents indexed by the descriptors of the external

taxonomy. Thus for way descriptor or index i, [di(D)J and [8i(D)J are

not necessarily identical, even though the descriptors themselves may be

the same. The objective of corrective procedures is to adjust the appli-

cation of descriptors to documents so that the two sets become identical.

The corrective procedures may have fulfilled their task if the objective

is approximated to the extent that- A-%y degence b•s nol1- J0 Impaot

upon the user.

4.2,2.4 The Basin of Corrective Procedures - Assume that all

retrieval requests consist of single descriptors. The user formulates

his request in terms of a descriptor 8i related to the ideal taxonosvt.

The system retrieves all documents spanned by this descriptor, except

that this descriptor is di in the external taxonomy. The user then

decides whether the retrieved collection of documents is satisfactory.

The collection may not satisfactorily fulfill the user's requirements

for three reasons:

i (a) Too many documents were collected.

(b) Too few docuients were coUlected.

(c) Some documents are superfluous and some are missing.

The corrective procedures should select documents more in consonance

with user's needs and then effect permanent changes in the application

of descriptors to documents.

If the system retrieves too many documents, the system may'

select a set of descriptors that are most related to the user's descriptor
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and then remove from the retrieved set those documents spanned by the

related descriptors. This method conceals a difficulty. Although a

measure for relatedness of two descriptors has 'been defined, no tech-

nri4que hA yet been specified to select clusters of most related

descriptors.

If the system retrieves too few documents, a set of descriptors

most closely related to the given descriptor is assembled; the set may

be limited to a single descriptor. A Boolean function of these, desorip-

tore is then constructed, and dooumente spanned by the Boolean function

are, retrieved. The factors that determine the nature of the particular

Boolean function of descriptors must still be Oefined.

If some documentsa are superfluous and some are missing, the

problem may be handled as a combination of the speoific problems of too

marW or too few documents. More realistically, however, some problems

of this type are sui generis, and specific solutions must be developed.

"After the originally inadequate set of documents is deleted to

the satisfaction of ,ilh user, the corrective procedures must effecat

permwent oh&Vges in the extension of some descriptors so that the

denotation of the external and ideal desorlppnrd approach equivslence.

The problem is ,to render the sets [8:(D)] and [Ed(D)3 extensionally as

similar as possible. S&veral oorrective procedures may be usedt

(a) To affix the user's descriptor to all the documents and only
those documents in the acceptable retrieved set.

(b) To delete or add some descriptors selectively from the set of
documents spanned; after the process of deletion or augmentation.
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(c) To delete or add some descriptors selectively to the documents
that were deleted or complemented from the originally inadequate
retrieved set.

(d) To effect other descriptor changes on the document not affected
by the processes of complementation or deletion.

The first procedure by itself will not produce the desired trans-

formation until all descriptors have been used in retrieval prdncesses at

least once. This prospect is uninviting for any document collection with

a large number of descriptors. If,. such procedure vere feasible, there!,

i ,) would" 'b'O ýeaon not 41, in' ý the entire oo-leotion 'in the ideal tax-

onomy, in the first place. In addition, the procedure of complementing

the original set of documents need not neoessariky lead to the formation

of a taxonomy whose extension is identical to the ideal. Rather, the

process may only be an approxlmation; that is, fa set obtained after'a

series of complemeptations may only approximate the ideal taxonomy.

A closer look at the remaining three procedures and their

inherent problems is necessary. Consider a class of documents [D(di)1

spanned by descriptor di. Suppose that the user requests all documents

under the descriptor &i, a descriptor corresponding tA di. The class,

[D(di)1 is retrieved; it does not fulfill the user's requirements. The

complementation procedure results in formation of a new class [DI(di)I.

The corrective procedure should then implement changes pertaining to the

distribution of the remaining descriptors among documents. .How should

these changes be made? Or, to rephrase this question, on what should

the inferential processes be based in order to ensure that the ideal

taxomony is approximated?
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kAssume that there is no relation between the external, and the

ideal taxonomies. In tl,;1 Ls case the first stage of the correctivre pro-

cedure--that is, the complementation of the selected set--must proceed

at random. If the taxonomy imposed upon the collecti"n of documents is

not correlated with the taxonomy -implied by the user, then the relatedness

of descriptors to one another will be of no help either in reas'digning

descriptors or in complementing the original sets.

:iThe possibility of developing corrective procedures depends,

therefore, upon some a priori relation between the ýwo taxonomio systems.

If such relationships exiqt, then it must be e~pressible in terms of the

concept of relatedness., The relatedness of descriptors, in one system,

"must resemble the relatedness in the other. The eonoept of a relatedness

between two taxonomic systems isolates the particular Invariance that

characterizes the sets of documents designated by ocertain descriptors.,

Formally, an invariance exists if djRd is true whenever 81R86 is tuei,

where R is a relationship between desoriptors. There need not be some

universal type of invariance present whenever there is a resemblance

between two taxonomlo systems. On the contrary, depending upon the;

nature of the data to be retrieved, the invailanoe between the ideal

and the external taxonomy may differ.

Some formal examples may cla•ritfy the connept of invarianct.

First, if a set of documents spanned by a deseriptor An one system con-

tains another set of documents spanned by another des(,iriptor and if this

condition implies the same ccnditirin for the ,:.,.r'resP0ond1_ng descriptors



in the other system, then the invariance might be called nested invariance.

Formally:

[D (dj) M [D(d k) [D(8j] [D(bk)01 (7)

where - indicates "implies,," and • indicates set inclusion.

In a second axample the most closely related descriptors in one

system are also most closely related in another. To represent this type

"of invarianoe formally, let (di, dj)* be an ordered pair of descriptors

that are related to each other as follows:

Rd,(d±) (d ))3 MU Rd[(dý), (dk) (for 1 k) (8)

If then (d., dj)* - (6±, 8i)*, the relationship of being most closely

related is preserved.

The third example replaces MAX by MM to obtain an invariance

of being the least closely related descriptor, In spite of the formal

similarity between the most and least closely'l related conditions, there

is a formidable practical difference& The most closely related condi-

tion preserves an itivariance between a descriptor and a descriptor; the

least closely related condition preserves an invariance between a descrip-

tor and a class of depcriptors.

As a fourth example the concept of most closely related descrip-

tors may be applied to chains of descriptors. In such a relationship one

descriptor leads to another to form an associative chain. There are mary

non-equivalent ways of formulating the conditions for the existence of

such a chain. One is to let < ,d1 d2 ,... ,dn> be an associative chain of
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neth ordure Then this chain is defined as:

(a) The set [d,, do.,odnI of descriptors comprised in the chain

contains each element except the £irst and the last only once.

(b) The first element appears twice; it is also the last element.
The ±irst and last elements are linked to complete the chain.,

(c) Each element except the first determines its successor by
selecting the second most related descriptor. The first
descriptor determines its successor by selecting its most
related neighbor.

thh
S•i ~Then, if every associative chain• of tn- order in one taxdnomio• system

corresponds i to 'a chain in another, a 'hAih invarianace of- r*- order,

exists. The elementi .in one chain correspond, to the elements in the

other, but not necessarily in the same order.

There are a number of additional possible relationships that

remain inva.~iant. The problem is to select those that realistically

relate to the properties of data struotures and their associated index-

ing systems.

If these invariances exist, formal rules for reassigning the

descriptors may be deduced. The concept of invariance places a strong

constraint upon'the type of admissible riles tbst can be formulated.

There is also a relation between the invarianoes and the nature of the

convergence and efficiency criteria imposed u;on the corrective procedures.

The important question is: Given a specific form of invariance and the

appropriate rules for complementing sets and for reassigning descriptors,

how many queries must elapse before the external taxonomy approximates

the ideal? (Approximation in this sense may mean either the probability

of obtaining a set that is too small or too large by a specified margin.)



A comparison between one type of invariance and another now

becomes possible. These invariances that result in a quick convergence

of the corrective procedures are desirable. Conversely, it is possible

to investigate the suitability of rules for complementing and reassigning

descriptors by keeping a set of invariant relationships constant. All

these problems can be investigated mathematically.

4.2-2.5 Summary - There is an inherent problem in accommodating

the. descriptors selected for 'a set of documents by indexing rules to the

descriptors used by the user of a system. This problem is related to

the extensional difference in the denotation of descriptors or, words in

an external and an ideal taxonomy. This discussion described methods

for developing corrective procedures, which could be applied automaticall.y,

to relate the external to the ideal taxonomy. The basis for developing

the inferential rules for these procedures is the concept of invariance.

4.3 ASSIGNMENT OF DESCRIPTORS TO DOCUMENTS

The major work performed on the assignment of descriptions to documents

has been on the development of automatic indexing methods based :ion clue

words. The approach assumes that an initial set of categories tAs been

set up by a group of human experts and thstt there is availabie ai test

body of docunents that can be used to extract the basic pmrameters ,Ased

in automatic indexing. The basic thesis of this approach is that the

occurrence of certain words in a document indicates the correct categoriza-

tion of that document; i.e., the descriptor most appropriate to it. A

variation on this approach is the use of game-theoretic methods to find
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those clue words that maximiize the probability of' correct class ifitk!ation;

u~sing this approach, t~he choice of' clue words determines the chocie of a

classification algorithm.

The description assigned to a document need not be composed i:ýf

descriptors in the usual sense. Automatic abstracting provides .',a tech-

nique for generating more logically complex document descoriptioAs; thle

descriptive language in this case has all the richness of human languagei

-Some,,investigations ithsarea *,re described below.

4.3,1 In~formation Theoretical Methods of Document Qategorizattion V

This section presento'some applications of information theory to this

problem of document classification or categorization, CrAt\~ia for a

..good categorizei' are presented,, and various Wnoz'mation pbheor~tica3

measures that measure the goodness of oategorizers are eýani~d

The problem of document categorization is the problem of selecting

from a set of possible categories thoine categories to which a dooumend;_'

may belong. This selection would have -to be based upon certain qlues

or indications found in the document itself~. Thus-i as Maron +47) 11"

stated, the problem of categorization can be divided into ty.0o partas

the selection of certain relevant aspects of a document 4n cltes toward

classification; and the use of these clues to predict the proper cat-

egory to which the document belongs. Once the method of' classification

has been defined, then the procedures could be automated.

Many authors [3, 4, 8, 16., 44., 54, 67] have felt that the occurrence
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of certain words in a document provided excellent indications of the

category to which that document belonged. Based upon word occurrence

statistics, document categories would be predicted automaticaly, This

approach is also developed here, but certain information theoretical

techniques are applied';,•hat do not appear to have been applied elsewhere.

This approach assumes that a group of human experts will initially

classify a number. of documents into a given set of categories. A basic

assumption is that all categories that receive one or more documents will

be retained as permanent categ,'ries, which will be the only categories

used in the future. 4nother assumption is that the number of documents

initially classified by experts is large enough so that the statistics

of this group may be assumed to reflect the. statistics of the body of

documents that may later be automatically categorized. In, other words,

relative frequencies of categorization obtained from the initial group

will be used as the probabilities of categorization of the larger group.

4.3.1,1 Basic Approach to Automatic Classification Using Word

Occurrence Information

' h'4.3.1.1.1 Criteria for Selecting Predictors - It is expected

that the occurrence of certain words in a document indicates the cate-

gorization of that document. It follows that one of the criteria for

selecting a particular word to predict categories is that its occurrence

in documents be strongly correlated with the appearance of those docu-

ments in a particular category--for those documents that were initially

classified. in other words, a word that appears in every document of a
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particular category and appears in no document of any other category

seems to be an ideal predictor of that categoz•'o In practice there may

be few of these ideal predictors; that it is necessary to look for

words for which occurrence in a document means a particular category

for that document is much more likely than any other category.,

This criterion would be sufficient for choosing indicator words

if the distribution of documents in.:the categories were uniform. In

prapice, this condition would generally hot be the case; some categ• 4 ,es

would have many more documents than others. Then a word that would seem

to be an excellent indicator might be found to supply no Acre information

than the total distribution of documents supplied. Thiu :4ýheioccurrenCe

of the good indicator word in documents must not only bej strongly cor-

related with the classification of these documents in one particular

category, but the distribution of documents containing this word must

also markedly differ from the distribution of all the documents.

4.' 43.1.i12 Mathematical Statement of the Problem- The problem

can now be expressed mathematicallys Given N documents* classified into

o categories, where j - i,...,k. The vocabulary of the N documents

contains m words, Wi, i - 1,.. o,m. Word Wi occurs in Ni documents, and

nij of ,these documents fall into category Cj.

Let:

p(Cj) - the probability that a document falls into category C

*The classification of a document into two or more categories is counted

as the classification into one category each of two or more documents.
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p(CjIWI) the probability that a document with the word W
falls into category j. J

Then: p(C) pj . nj/A (9)

and: P(CjlWi) Pij 'n11/1 (10)

The •following relationships hold by definition:

1: ni•-" N.

E n WN ( .)
I j J

EiiP 7: - pij-

It has been asunmed that there exists at least one doovuent in

each category; i .e., the smallest possible p- 1A. If there were no

documents in a category Co, then pe would be zero; consequently all the

Pie would be zero. Such a category would be of no use and would be die-

carded. Having at least one document in each category also implies that

k ! N, and that the largest possible pj * 1 - , for there are k - 1

categories that would have to have the minimum p Therefore:

1 k-I
SPP

S(12)
and: 0 a Pij I 1

4.3.1.1.3 Definitions of Measures of Goodness - The non-

correlation of word occurrence and category or the uncertainty of cat-

egory, given the occurrence of a word W., can be expressed by Shannon's

formula for entropy:

Hi - H(CjIW•) •- pij Jlog Pij (13)
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Thus a good inki'cator word would have a low Hi. But is thLs word

supplying more information than the total document distribution? Maron

suggests a measure

where: H l 2 ) log (lM)Y

H is Pimply the uncertainty of categorimation when no word occurrences

a;ýe known; that is, H is the entropy of the a priori distribution of

all of the 4 d6,uments.

This r-aasure, however, does not seem adequate. Difficul-t

arises when the a priori p are unequal and have the same numerical

value as the Pij of different categories. In this casev H H. and

/H = Oj, which indicates a poor predictorj but Wi may actually be a

good predictor in terms of the given criteria. The example in Figure 2

IlLustrates this difficulty. Clearly H - H and x . 0 in Figure 2, but

W is a good predictor and supplies a great deal o2 iorntion.

More effeotive mewures of the adequacy of an indicator word

can be based on a relative( entropy function of the type found in

Watanabe [843. This func.ion is similar to the previous entropy func-

tions, but it accounts for the a priori probabilities directly. The

relative entropy, Si, is defined by:

p
Si (CjWi) E E Pij log -Ap (16)

where A is a positive constant chosen to keep Si non-negative. A should

be chosen such that A a I/Pe, where pe e • PJ for all J, so that Simin ' 0.
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This condition means that k :9A r.Np uinoe i/wNi p*ý, l/k.

Before these measures are defined and exadined, one more entropy

function must be defined:

H4 - p t log PjA - H + log A (17)

Three possible measures will now be defined, in addition to the measure

M1 that Maron has suggested.

M. H (Maronle measure)

M3 "A -Si

4 - log A - SiL;
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M2 = H -H 1  Z p i log -j log A

M3 -H-H 1 -Epjj lbgpj M2 +log A

2 -~EPi log P- H, N i log

The nevi M2 and M3 are simdilar to ~ except for a cross-term that rel~ates

the p-and the --pý., )V~ also has thia- croass-eii X I'a is *1 aipy with-

the consitant term missing. Tbe behavior of tbase imeasures of goodness

and the va~rious entropy functions are deleloped in Appendix A, $action 9.1.

4&.3.1.1.4 'Evaluation of the Measures - Measur'e M4i was shown to

be inadequate, since it may erroneously indicate that a good predictor

is a bad prediot~ozn In addition,, 114i can assium negative values. 1ýcan

also assume negative values, which may make it inconvenient to we~.X

is also inconvenient to oalou1ate., since. it requires the calculation of

two surs, E p en log pj log Ta and since the last smiintion

a3;o includes a division operation. M ,Pequires the calculation of these
3,

sameu sump ulthough it is slightly more. convenient to use since M43 is

always positive. M10 K,, and h ave fairly complex 'expressions for

21isMi and rrdiniia; ?ý and X,2 become negative and M never reaches zero.
1 3

43on the other band, is alwaysa positive., has a simple expression for

the maximum, has a zero minimum, and is easier to calculate than the others,ý

An additional argument in favor of M4is that it caný be Justified

on the basis of more fundum, t&l dafinitions of information. This



justification can proceed in either of two ways; on Uhs basis of

probabilities or on the basis of entropies. In either case•, N can be

shown to be the amount of information provided by the occurrence of word

i in a document. The proofs are given in Appendix B, Section 9.2.

It seems clear, then, that M4 is the best measure of the group,

both in terms of ease of calculation and in terms of theoreticn-J

justification. For these reasons, it will be adopted as one of the two

"basic measures for category prediction; since there is a itifferent

for each word, the notation Mi will be used instead of M• to indicate

the dependence of the measure on the particular word being considered.

Sh.3.l.l.5 Mathematical Expression of Predictor Criteria - The

correlation of the occurrence of an indicator word in a document and the

classification of that document in a particular category would be meas-

ured by HI

H " Ep log zPj (0oH Hi, log k) (20)

A low Hi inlicates a good predictor; a high Hi, a bad predictor.

A measure that also accounts for the a priori distribution of

documents and indicates how much nore information the predictor supplies

than this distribution is Mi.

E log p (0 ! M5 -log Pe) (21)

(i/ C£ Pe s 1/k)

A high Mi indicates a good predictorj a low M., a bad one. Both of

these measures must be taken into account when choosing indicator words.
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4.3.1.1.6 Predictors - On the basis of these mathematical

criteria, it is now possible to select clues or predictors. A word that

has a high value for Mi and a low value for Hi will be selected. The

cutoff point for these functions for good predictors must be determined

experimentally. It is difficult to say how high a value for Ni or how

low a vaine for Hi is actually needed for a good predictor without empir-

ical

Not only can single words be used as predictors, but word pairs,

word triplets, and higher word combinations can also be used with an

expected improvement in prediction. The mathematics for these oases is

essentially the same; the only difference is that the occurrence of

word £!r [W. Wb] or word tiltWaWb W I is considered instead of

the single word W . These word pairs and word triplets can be ranked

together with single words on the same scale, snd their effectiveness

as predictors can then be compared.

4.3.1.,17 Application of Clues to Predicting Categories - Once

the significant predictors have been determined, it is possible to obtain

the probability that a document appears in a category on the basis of

those predictors. This probability is:

P(OjlWa wb ..... ) (22)

Maron gives an approximation to this probability. In general,

this approximation would require a great deal of calculation. One way

of approximating the probability would be to take the weighted average
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of the category probabilities using each of the most significant indicator

words. Other functions of these words might also approximate the proba-

bility. Thus, in general, the predicted category would be some function

of the category probabilities for each of the words* Methods for deter-

mining suitable functions of this kind should be investigated.

4.3.1.1.8 Modification of Categories - Implied in this discussion

are criteria for modifying and combining categories to get better classi-

fication. What is needed is a set of categories that would b6 strongly

correlated with word occurrence and that would"' yield 'approximately equal

a priori category probabilities. In this way, there would be words with

high Mi and low Hi. In fact, these two measures would then be almost

the same; for if p1 "/k for all J, then:

M.i E pij log P +.j+ log k w log k - Hi (23)

Thus in equalizing the categorias, if for some Wi, Mi is high and there

exists at least one such Wi for each category, then the classification

would be a good one.

4.3.1.2 Extension of Concepts to Include Word Frequency Infor-

mation - There are several ways in which word frequency inf'ormiAtion cna

be taken into account to determine good predictors of document categories.

Tho first two methods use absolute values of word occurrence in a document,

while the third method uses relative word frequency in a document to

obtain more information.
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4.3o1.2.l Additional Definition - Let:

N the tobal number of documents in the initial group.

Ni the number of documents in which word W1 occurs.

Ni(x) the number of documents in which word Wi occurs x times.

n = the number of docutents in category C

ni* the number of documents in category 0 which have
word W

n (x) - the number of documents in category C which have
word Wi x times.

Now:

Ni N N(x)

j' (24)n ij 'i. a I , j (x ) .

In addition to the probabilities pJ andpip the following prob-

abilities oan be defined. Let:

p the probability that a document contains word Wi.

pi (x) * the probability that a document contains word Wi
x times.

PiJ (x) - the probability that a documnt containing word
Wi x times falls into category C .

p(OC AWL) - the joint probability that a.dooument is in cat-
egory C and contains word Wi.

p[OjI (x)] - the joint probability that a document is in cat-

egory 0 and contains word Wi x times.

Then the probabilities can be approximated as follows:

N.
Pi "T(25)
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I a

piW Ni(x)

ni (x)

pisx) N=x

p(C1,w•1 --•

Of UOU116b

(26)
P- i Ex) " }CJ.W(x

x

and PijxW is related to Pij by the expression;

r Pjj(x) N:i(x)

P43 M x E Ni(x) (27)

4.3.1.2.2 Derivation of Measures

(a) Method 1 - The measures H and M, can easily be generalized to

include frequency information by considering word Wi occurring

x and only x times in a document as a clue. Then, instead of

using piJ inHi and m, a new probability p ij(:) can be used.

Two new measures, Hi (x) and Mi(x), can nua be defined-
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Ii(x) = - r -r (X) log Pij W

gJX 1 (28)

mi(x) W P(x) log
j Jp

With these measures, the effectiveness of word W as a predictor,

when it occurs x times in a document, can be evaluated. As

before, Hi(x) must be low and Mi(x) must be high for a good

The average effectiveness of a word Wi as a predictor can be

measured by:

HiL(x) (H 1x
(29)

- J
M(:). W (x)> (1

where (f(z)), denotes the probabilistica1U weighted average

value of the function f over its domain. Then, on the basis

of Equations (25) and (26), it follows that:

x E Pj (X) (30))

andj

- P[c, W,(xYJ log pij(x) (31)

Similarly :

__ Pi(X) Ni(x)
L Pi(x)
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But •

Mi(x) + Hi(xx) - P log pj (33)

therefore;

(Mp.(c) + Hi (x)) -i + H x

E T -p~ p[Cj"Wj(x)1 log pPI:x j

- - p(C3,Wi) log J (34)
Pi

and, by substituting Equation (25);

11W + Hi(x W E pi log PJ (35)

But: !

Mi+H pjlgp (36)

therefore j

MiW + Hý (x) U M1 + Hi1 (7

(b) Method 2 - This method is similar to Method 1. Instead of con-

sidering that a word occurs exactly x times in a document,, this

method considers that a word occurs between x. and • times in

a document. In other words, word frequency information is

grouped in intervals of frequency of occurrence, Br. For example,

the frequency intervals might be 1-5 times, 6-10 times, etc.

New probabilities must be introduced. Let:

Pi(Br) = the probability that a document contains word
Wi x times, where x is in interval Br.
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p. (Br) the probability that a document containing word

W.I x times falls into category Ci, where x is

in intervalJ Br.

PI C p,Wi (B r )= the joint probability that a doctanent is in
category C and coz.itains word W. x times, where

x is in interval B r.

Now the probabilities can be expressed ass

Pi(Br) E B pi()1

p[CiWi(BrMI T E PtcIPWi(XY1
x e Br

SPij(x) Hi(•)
X C B r,~~ (38)Pij(Br) E N i ')

x E Br

X f Br.

CE,

Then, following Method I and Equation (28), expressions may be

written for H.(B.) and M,(Br).

H(Bq) - - P (Br) log Pij(B)(
(39)

p (B)
Mi(Br) 0 E Pj (Br) log U r

i P1

Hi(Br) shotld be low and Ni(Br) should be high for a good

predictor.

Another set of functions that measure the effectiveness of word

Wi as a pr.....- ^-r when 1i occurs x times and x is in interval
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B , can be obtained by takinig the average values of Hi(x) and

Mi (x) over the interval Br The average effectiveness is meas-

ured by:

H. (X,r) (x

______ I (4o)

Then, by using Equation (33) as in Method 1:

E P (X) Pij(x) log P3

x(x E B

- E P ((BBr) log (4)

But:

"I }(•r) + Mj(Br) E - P Pj(Br) log pj (42)a

I therefore;

I Hi(Br) +~ ML(Br) *(HE(x + 1E Br

HU -r + Mi(x~r) (43)

If this quantity [Hi(Br) + Mi(Br)] is averaged over all r, then

by the proof outlined for Method 1:
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H. + 11. H, (x) +M. (x)

H.(Br) + X.(B3)

(H(~).+ (Mu(C1)r(424)

Thus the sum of the averages of the tý.o measures remains constant

and is independent of the size of the intervals or frequency of

occurrence.

(c) Method 3 - This method considers the number of times a word

appears in a doownmnt in relation to the total nuter of words

in a dooument as a clue. Using this relative frequency infor-

mation as clues should provide even better category prediction

than word occurrence or simple word frequency information.

Let f be the relative frequency of a word in a document; t•e

relatlAve frequency is the r+,o of the number of ocourrences of

the word in the document to, the total number of words in the

document. Let f be an interval of relative frequencies, wrlre

the interval iU defined by the limits fa and fb" Then, Pi(fs)

is simply the probability of word W, occurring in a document

with a relative frequency in the interval fs, and PJ 0s is

the probability that a document falls in category C, given

that the document contaiis word W w ith a relative frequency

within the interval fo

The probabilities p,(f 5 ) and Pij(fs) arc approximated by:
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P( N) S(fs)
N

nJ(fs (45)
Pij (fa) N W fs

where i~(fs) is the number of doeiments containing word Wi with

a relative frequency within the interval :s. and nij(fs) is the

nimber of documents in category C containing word Wi with a

relative frequency within' the interval fs"

Following the pre'rious analyses, exprssions for H,(f,) and

Mi(fs) can be written:

HL(fs) - - E plj(f8) log p (fa)

CPij(fe (46)

jL M(fs) - 1:pj(e logJ

By analogy to the proofs developed for Methods I and 2, mi(fs) +

Hi(fI) can be calculated where:

Hi H(f) B 0(fisTpy)

Mj (f5) -M f 3(7

Since, as compared to Equation (33):

Mi(fs) + -(fs) - E pijfs log pj (48)

then;
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+M = : -H3 fS) M i(fs) + I~s

E- Pij log pjJ

=M +1' -(49)

Therefore, as before:

One of the major experimental problems is the proper selection

of frequency intervals to evaluate. For some ,areas of the rela-

tive frequency spectrum a small change in interval size night

lead to a large change in effectiveness; for other areas. of

the spectrum, however, changing the interval might have a neg-

ligible effect on effectiveness. These intervals will in gen-

eral not be uniform over the spectrum and will be different for

each word. Although this selection and evaluation appears dif-

ficult, it will lead to better category prediction.

4.3.1.2.3 Improvement in Effectiveness - We have previously

defined and used measures to indicate the improvement in effectiveness

of prediction using word or word frequency information rather than simple

category statistics alone. Instead of evaluating word frequency infor-

mation with respect to simple category statistics, this information may

be evaluated with respect to word occurrence iniaormation. This new meas-

ure would indicate how much more information the word frequency informa-

tion supplied than the word occurrence information. Call this measure

Mia(x) where
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Mia (x) =E ij(X) log W- (51)
JPiJ

Now:

M4 a(X) - E Plj(x) log P - Hi(x) (52)

but this relationship does not seem very meaningful, The important

relationships would rela te Mi. (x) with M(x) and M. Consider the

quantity 1,(x) - M:a(X) Now

(x) -4~Apx - x log -E Pi~)log PlX

E Pi1(XW log (53)j P1

Let us now take the average of this quantity over x. Thent

Pi(x) E P 1j(x) log

where pL(x) - the , robability that a document contains word W,

x times.

INow:

E Pi(x) * Pi and E pi(x) Pjj(x) - p(Cj,Wi) (55)
x 'C

where

p i the probability that a document contains word Witand

p(C t,'T) = the joint probability that a document is in cate-
gory C and contains word Wi.
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Thus,

(Ma. (x) - ~~)/ E~ p(c .W ) log (56)

But;
i',', p(O31Wl,)p lcpw . " pi (57)

Then:

(?4Cx W M,~ )) E og (58)

Therefore;

-( N.) - M((x) - Mi.(X) a (59)

Now Mi is a measure of the information that Wi supplies about

the oategorization. In addition,

Mi~) (lgpij(*) ýj - ( lgPC"ix (60)

where

p(CjWj(x))• the Joint probability that a doocuent is in
category C3 and contains word Wi x times.

Mi(x) closely resembles an information funotion, and is a meua-

ure of the average information that Wi ocourring x times supplies about

the categorization. Now:

(log P (log(jp(C ,WW(x)) (61)

%W(X) then represents the average information that W, occurring

x times supplies about the categorizationy knowing that the document
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contains Wi at least once, ice., •a(x) represents the average infornation

that word frequency information supplies above the word occurrence infor-

mation. Thus the equation-,

* + M Cx)(62)

can be expressed verbally as followss

Average information Information about 0 Average information

about 0 supplied supplied by word oo- about C supplied
by word frequency currence information. + by word frequency

information, information whon

word occurrence is

"known.

This equation satisfies our intuitive notions about information and the

additivity of information. The equation justifies to some extent the

choice of the particular information measures 1ý, IL 1(x), and ,x)

In a similar manner, the equation for the relative frequency

case can be developed. Thereforej

|---

- M" (f) + M(

where f. indicates an interval of relative frequencies.

4.3.2 Game-Theoretic Aspects of Clue Word Selection - The motivation

for the work described in this section arose from a consideration of the

role of clue word selection in an operational document classification

system. In such a system, the problem is to optimize the probability of

correct classification; among the parameters that can be varied are the

number of clue words chosen, the particular algorithm used for employing
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these words, and the particular words used. The principal constraints

are the cost (" processing and the amount of information available about

the relationship of the clue words to categories. The information-

theoretic approach described in the previous reports presents a method

of ranking clue words relative to each other in terms of infor'mation-

theoretic measures. The game-theoretic approach yields somewhat more

specific advice on how to choose clue words, but the necessary data for

the ohnice seems to be far more, obscure. The best one would hope for

would be a game-theoretic justification of the information-theoretic

measures, in which a maximum payoff would be achieved by Dmidmizing (or

minimiuing) a function whose arguments are information-theoretic measures.

In an attempt to achieve this goal we have analyzed a number of specific

cases, which are described below.

4.3.2.1 'rhe Approach - Consider the class.fication problem to

be a two-person game in which nature is one of the players. Further

consider that the probOhilit that nature is in a particular state in

this game is kniown. There are a number of acts that the player may

perform and associated with each act, for each particular state of

nature, there is a certain utility. Let

State Cj - the document is in category j

Act A r put the document into category rr

Utility urj - the utility of act Ar when nature is in state Cj

Thus we have a k x k utility matrix of the following form:
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C1 C2 • * Ck

.k U. . . . . . *k

Let p(C1 ) be the probability that nature is in state C (nature plays

a mixed strategy, playing j with probability p(C1 )). Then the utility

of act At, U(A.), can be written:

U(Ar) - IE P(C1 )ur, (64)

Utilities would be calculated for each act, and the act with the highest

utility performed.

Consider a further addition to our model. Before we hobse an

act, we are permitted to perform an experiment e which has outcomes 8i.

Consider also that we have determined statistically the probabilities of

the states of nature when the outcome ei has occurred. These probabilities,

written p(Ojl e), might have to be determined using Bayes' rule and the

probabilities P(eitC 1 ), which are generally more easily available (or

deducible). Then:

p(C1  ) - p(qiICn) p(C ) (65)

n

The utility of act A., given that the experiment e has had an outcome

Pi is now:

U(A r 91) - r, p('c1 i)Urj (66)
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These remarks may he related to the classification problem if

we consider the experiment e to be the scanning of a documen+, hunting for

a clue word. If the first clue word we find is Wi, then the outcome of

the experiment is 8i. In this case, the utility urj is unity if r -J

i.e., if the selected category r is the same as the correct category J,

and 0 otherwise. In other words,

Urj " 8rj (67)

where 8 is the Kronecker delta function. We then have

U(AjleL) - p(Colei) (68)

We want to pick the value of U(AjI ei) that is maximum for a

given ei. This is:

Max U(A Ie±) - Mai p(oj 9) (69)a a

4.3.2.2 Maximization of Correct Classification - Consider a

classification procedure based on two experiments jý and c2. ei checks

to see .f±,word W, is present in a document and e2 checks to see if word

W2 is present. This procedure is represented in Figure 3. For each of

the four possible outcomes we get a set of probabilities, {p(CJIW1W2)},

{p(cjl 'IWW), {p(CjIW W )1}, and {p(cj WWl } where W' indicates the

absence of word W,. In accordance with this procedure, we would choose

those categories which have the highest probability of each set.

Let us now group the documents we are trying to classify on the

basis of these experiments. In group L, where WI and W2 are present,

there are on the average the fraction p(WiW2 ) of the total number of
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es-choose C

oS-choos~

yeyehos C
r~o ]no-choose Cs

'~{P(CjIW 1w2)}

c w1 Is W1 presen'b?

e2 - Is W, present?

Choose A such that @ p(rlwlW2) - ax p(C~JW2w 2 )

g~ I ( 5 W2Y2) - max P(C IW1WY)

0N p(tIW1W2) - srx P(CjlWlW2)

i

D43I p(CviwI - max P (C~g~~

FIGURE 3. A Decision Procedure for Category Selection

documents. If, for every document in this group we perform Ar, we will

correctly -lassify the fraction p(CrlWIW2 ) of this group. Thus the total
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fraction of correctly classified documents is, on the average:

G p(CrIW 1W2) p(W1W2 ) + p(C 1WiW2) p(WIW•)

, p(9tlwlw2 ) p(WlW2 ) + p(OvIw'w2) p(WiW2,

p(CrWiW2 ) + p(CsW1 W•) + p(ctwPw2 ), p(OvW1 W2) (70)

But Atr AS, etc., are optimal and so the conditional probabilities are

the maxima. Then:

G - max • (OjWW 2 ) + max p(Cjw1w) + max p(Cw~w2 )
a! i

+ max P(COjw"w) (71)

In general if [%) represents the set of outcomes,

G a E max p(Cjc) (72)

Then we want to choose our experiments such that the outcomes lead to

a maximum value of CO ,

Let the series of experiments Ci,2,...,n associated with clue

words WIW 2 P ... ,Wn be called the experiment M. Let the possible outcomes

of this experiment be designated (ail as before. If we take different

combinations of words, we will generate an associated set of experiments

(a). Let y be all possible experiments we can generate in this manner.

Then:

G max 0 Rax7,i max p( czi) (73)
aey i j

In general it would be very difficult to find the best set of

words, for every set would have to be exanined. This procedure is
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clearly different from, thti information =theoretical methods and in general

may load to somewhat different results. What the differences are and

why they occur should be investigated, but it might be possible to derive

the information theoretic formulae from the game theoretic approach if

appropriate utility values are used.

4.3.2.3 Departures from the Ideal Procedure - In the previous

analysis we have assumed that all of the conditional statistics were

obtainable. This condition may net be the case, however. Only a partial

set of conditional probabilities may be obtainable, or it may not be

practical to obtain them. It maV also be impractical to perform the

complete set of experiments on all documents.

4.3.2.3.1 Simpli.y.ing the Choice Rule - Consider the following

example, in which documents having W, ar e not tested for W2 (see Figure 4).

Then the decision procedure would be similar to the first case, and we

would obtain the total frrP..tion of correctly classified documents for the

optimal procedure, G2 o

a~ -max p(Cjw) + max p(CW W ) + max p(Cw (74)
~2o * ma p(2W1) + U41

The degradation in result caused by not testing all documents

for W2 is Go -G2 o:

Go - 02o Max P( j m 2

The maximum of G2o would be found by trying all possible word combina-

tions as in the first case. If the reason for not performing the W2
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yes{ (p(%j Iwj)j}
nno

Ino

{P(Oj W3.)

e Is W1 present?

2 " Is W2 present?

FIGURE 4. A Second Procedure for Classification

test is the cost of the test, then certainly W1 should be chosen such

that p(Wl) is large and fewer documents would need two tests. This con-

sideration can be introduced into the equation by including a testing

cost factor in 02o,

4.3.2.3.2 Lack of Information - Consider the situation in which

the only sets of -probabilities available are {P(O i)J, {p(rjjW9}j, and

{p(CjIW2.)}. Also assume that W, will be tested for first and only those

documents not having WI will be tested for W2 . This procedure is shown

in Figure 5. The fraction of correctly classified documents if categories

al", a2, and a3 are chosen for the respective groupings is:

G3 - p(alW,) + P(a2WWW2 ) + p(a 3WiW2) (76)
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nno

a2

not 
a3

Is WI present?

C2 Is W2 present?

FIGURE 5. A Third Procedure for Classification

It would seem reasonable to choose

Son the basis of p(ajW1) - maxr P(COjW 1 );

2 on the baris of p(a 2 1w2 ) max p(OjIW2)3
an j (77)

and

a3 on the basis of p(a 3 ) max p(CJ),

because this method seems to make the best use of the available informa-

tion. Then to calculate the maximum value of G3o over the ent•re set of

clue word combinations would seem practically quite difficult, although

conceptually it appears easy.

4.3.2.4 Summary - Some game theoretical considerations of the

classification problem have been presented. It seems that any theoretical

7
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analysis of the "non-ideal" case is extremely limited; however, this

should be investigated further. It is not yet clear hou the iUformation=

theoretical and game-theoretical approaches are related; but if there is

a simple relationship in the ideal case, it may shed light on a combined

approach for the non-ideal cases.

4.3.3 An Approach to a Criterion for Automatically Generated Extracts -

Automatic extracting was originally described by Luhn (46] some time ago.

While he refers to the end products of his process as abstracts, they are

more accurately characterized as extracts of what are hopefully the more

central, critical, or descriptive sentences in a document. Luhn's tech-

nique is purely statistioal. Sentences are selected for extracting on

the basis of two related facts about their word content:

(a) The relative frequency of the words in the sentence, except for
common words.

(b) The distance between high frequency words in the sentence, based
upon the number of intervening non-olue words.

While Luhn present a rather vague theoretical rationale for the

validity of such an approach, there is no attempt to justify it in detail,

except on the grounds that it can produce useful extracts. No atte1--At is

made to show whether extracts generated by any other technique are more

or less useful. Recently Guiliano et !! [223 at Arthur D. Little have

proposed a technique for incorporating syntactic information into the

distance measure in order to make the technique more useful.

There seem to be two things lacking in this approach to automatic

abstracting or extracting:
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(a) A lack of any crite,. ion or perhaps of mnultiple cril~eria, depending
on the context in -which the extract is to be Used, for determining
the adequacy of any given extract cr extracting scheme,,

(b) A lack of understanding of the fund-aental processes involved in
human abstracting, extracting, condensation, or perception of
statement saliency in a longer argument of presentation.

It would seem that a combination of the approach of Newell and Simon

[531-to the simulation of cognitive processde--theo rem proving and prob-

lem solving more generally--end the approach of Maron [471 to the automatic

classification of documents might be appropriate. While each of these

studies is well known, it might be appropriate to indicate briefly which

aspeots of their methodology are relevant to alleviating the two short-

comings in present automatic extracting systems.

Newell et al, in order to simulate cognitive functioning,, first used

a method of observation and introspection to gain insight into the method

by which humans proved logic theorems.* In the context of information

retrieval the major emphasis is on useful extraction rather than on the

simulation of human extraction. It may nevertheless pay to observe human

extracting behavior in order to develop more useful algorithms for obtain-

ing automatic extracts.

The work of Maron and Kuhns has alreat~ been described In previous

reports, It involved the use of human classification of a iset of items

as a criteria for automatic classification. The automatic classifica-

tion, however, was not based on the unknown techniques of t'Vhe humnn

classifiers.* The automatic algorithm was based rather upon purely sta-

tistical features of some of the classified documents. Human classifica-

tion was also available, however, to provide the criteria for checking



the adequacy of the automatic algorithm once it was derived.

In the case of automatic extracting both of these techniques might

prove useful. That is, the use of observation and introspection would

help alleviate the difficulty caused by the lack of understanding of

human functions and allow for the development of more rational extract-

ing algorithms. Perhaps these techniques could be ultimately extended

to abstracting per se. The records of humsa],y generated extracts could

be used as a criterion for evaluating the adequacy of various automatic

algorithms. The latter would alleviate the difficulty caused by the

non-existence of suitable criteria.

The paradigm for such research and development would be as follows:

(a) A series of documents, either large texts or shorter articles
for research convenience, would be selected for extracting.

(b) Ground rules for desired extracts would be developed; e.g.:

(1) How long should each extract be? Should it be some fixed
proporti6n of the total document?

(2) What sentential units should be extracted? Whole sentences
only? Parts of sentences? Parts that can be recombined
to form larger sentences?

(3) What is the focal purpose of the extract? To extract as
much factual information as possible within the limits
imposed by the length of an extract? To characterize the
document as well as possible in order that the reader
might know what information it contains? Both of these?

(4) What information or techniques may be used in generating
the extract? Anything that occurs to the user based upon
his total knowledge? Arnything based on the explicit and
implicit content of the document? Only explicit content?
Only Rigorously formulated rules?

(c) The documents would then be subjected to human extracting using
instructions based upon the ground rules.
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(d) A portion of the humanly extracted documents would be carefull2'y
subjected to introspective report and an analysis of the implicit
rules followed in extracting.

(e) Based on this analysis, one or several automatic algorithms
would be developed for achieving essentially the same extracts
from readily treated information in the documents. For the sake
of generality, an attempt would also be made to incorporate those
rules manifest in introspective protocols that could be hazidled
by computers.

(f) Measures of correspondance between humanly and automatically
generated extracts would then be developed.

(f) Finally, the automated techniques would be applied to the remain-
ing documents in the sample and the extracts generated would be
validated against the criterion of the human extracts already
available.

While this approach depends upon research and development strategies

already developed by others, its application to the information retrieval

problem is unique. Further research along these lines appears warranted.

4.4 FE STRU

File structure is concerned with the organization oi document descrip-

tions in a storage medium. The assumption has generally been that the

I storage medium is attached to a computer, though much of the work can be

applied more generally. With every file organization there is associated

an algorithm for obtaining the addresses of those documents that satisfy

f a given description. The file structure depends, of course, on the

descriptive structure to be used. File structure is concerned only

peripherally with the method by which descriptions are assigned to

documents.

In this section, two topics will be presented. The first and major

topic is a mathematical analysis and discussion of the efficiency of

8
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certain types of file organizations. The second topic is a description

and evaluation of the Mvl-ti-List system.

4.4.1 Comparative Analysis of Some File Organizations

4.4,.1l Introduction - This section contains a discussion of

a number of file organizations that may be suitable for the retrieval of

documents or other items of information. The exposition largely follows

the order of mathe itical development rather than some didactic organiza-

tion for easily cormnmicating the results. This method of exposition is

used because it is impossible in work of this kind to know at the begin-

ring where fruitful mathematical analysis will lead.

For each file structure considered, expressions are derived for

the average or expected values of the number of items and the subject or

category headings examined to retrieve a single item, known to be in the

file, in response to a request. The file organizations are then compared

and evaluated in terms of these expected values for a wide range of file

sizes. To aid in the comparison, variances are derived and plotted.

Three different types of file organizations or structures will

be compared. They are:

(a) Single-level subject headings.

(b) Hierarchical trees of items,

(c) Hierarchical trees of subject headings.

The first type consists of a single level of unrelated subject headings

or category names under which items are grouped or filed. Both the order

of subject headings wi1thin the file and the order of items within a sub-

ject are random.
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The second type of file organization is a multi-level tree Qý

items. The connectivity of the tree does not necessarily imply a cor-

responding logical relation among the items.

The tree of subject headings, on the other hand, is a multi-

level categorization of subject headings where each heading is divided

into two or more sub-headings down to the lowest leirel of detail. The

tree of subject headings is intended to imply the logical relation among

them. The items may be filed in a linear sequence or in a hierarchical

tree under the last row of headings.

More than one may of searching the nodes of a tree will be used.

j Further subdivisions of the three types of file organizations will be

discussed in the following detailed analysis. Trees of both items and

subject headings will be considered in various cases in the section on

hierarchical trees. First, however, single-level subject headings will

be analyzed. This analysis will include the case of a sequentially

g ordered file that, when searched logarithmically, makes the transition

between single-level subject headings and hierarchical trees one of

generalizing a special case.

For each type of file structure a mathematical expression can

be derived for the expected number of headings and items searched and

examined in order to locate a single item in the file. Some simplify-

ing assumptions will be made to keep the mathematics relatively uncompli-

cated. Similar expressions can be derived, however, under less restric-

tive assumptions.
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4.4.1.2 Single-Level Subject Headings - Suppose there are s

subject headings. It is assumed that the subject heading under which

the item is to be found is supplied with the request. It is further

assumed for the sake of simplicity that the items in the file are evenly

distributed under the subJcot headings. That is, it is equally likely

that any subject heading and any item under a subject heading will be

requested and each subject heading will have the same number of items

filed under it. The probability p1 of searching one subject heading is:

p1  s(78)

The probability of searching two subject headings to find the requested

one is:

, 2 s -l 1 1 (~----.-- • --•(79)

Similarly:

l (80)".4 I--,)Pi

The expected number E(i) of subject headings searched is:

i-i a

(1+ (1)
s 2

or

as + 1 (82)

The number of itemri Ns under each subject heading is:

ý _ N (83)
5 8
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By an argument analogous to that for subject headings, the expected number

E(i) of items searched is:

N

E(i) E s

N + SN~s

(84)

The expected number of items and subject headings searched for

in a linear file is then:
s.l W+s

E a+ + s- --

( a + NIB +2) (85)

A file of items arranged sequentially by some ordering rule--

e.g., a file of paxt or drawing numbers or any other numbered or ordered

items--can be arranged and searched by the method of subject headings

previously described. Another method of search is the following: Go to

the middle of the file. Compare the item requested with the item there.

A decision can then be made on the basis of the ordering of the items as

to whether the item sought is in the first (lower) half of the file or

in the second (higher) half. Whichever half it is in, go to the middle

f of that half and repeat the procedure. This process is continued until

the item is located. The process of going to the middle of any portion

of the file will be called a cut. Since a single file item is examined

for each cut, the expected number of cuts is equal to the expected num-

ber of file items which will be examined. This method is called the

Binary Logarithmic search.
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Lonsider a file of N items. By the search procedure just

described, the number of items N1 that can possibly be retrieved on the
1h

first cut is 1; on the second cut, 2; and, in general, on the Jt cut:

M 2JN. (86)

The maximum number of cuts n required to retrievelany item whatsoever in

the file can be determined from Equation (86) as follows:

n

r N
J.1

n

J-i

S2n -(87)

Solving for n gives:

n - log2 (N + 1) (88)

The origin of the name logarithmic search is obvious from Equation (88).

It is evident from Equation (86) that the probability p of

retrieving the correct item in response to a given random request on the

jth 01t is:

P J -- l (89)
j N

The expression for the expected number of cuts j (or, equivalently, the

number of items examined) is:

n 2J-1

SE j - (90)
Jml

where n is obtained from Equation (88). The series in Equation (90) is
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the derivative of a geometric progression, and the expression for its

sum can be obtained by differentiating the expression for the sum of a

geometric progression with a finite nunber of terms. This procedure

yields the following expression for E:

E = lN og(N + ) - 1 (91)

4.4.1.3 Hierarchical Trees - Only regular rooted trees will be

considered for hierarohical trees. A tree is rooted if all its brancnes

are connected ultimately to a single node (the root). A tree is regular

if the number of branches k emanating from each node is a constant.

Another way of thinking of this file structure is that every heading or

grouping of the file organization is divided into the same number of

subheadings.

Four cases of retrieving items from trees will be considered.

These cases are designated I to IV, respectively.

g h4.4.1.3.1 Case I - In this case the tree is considered as a

hierarchy composed entirely of file items, each of which is equally

likely to be the answer to a given random request. Hence, retrieving

a given node will be considered as providing a single-item response.

The level of the node then represents the generality of the response,

which is presumably related directly to the generality of the request.

The node provided as a response can be considered as the name or term

or descriptor for all the nodes at lower levels of the tree that are

connected to the node provided as a response. If the node is a category

8
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name, all the connected nodes--the items in the category--could be provided

as part of the response. It is assumed that the tree is indexed; that

is, each node of the tree contains indexes of the nodes on the next lower

level connected to it. It is also assumed that these indexes are suffi-

cient to ascertain which node to examine at the next level. Thus only

one node is examined at each level searched.

If each node of the tree contains indexes that are identifiers

of the nodes at the next level at the end of the brhnohes emanating from

it, then by examining a given node a decision can be made as to which

node to examine at the next level. Searching a tree of this type is a

generalization of the binary logarithmic search. For example, consider

a regular binary tree; that is, k a 2. Examining the first node, the

root, is analogous to going to the middýle of the file. There are two

nodes at the next level. Selecting one is analogous to going to the

middle of the lower half of the file; selecting the other is equivalent

to going to the middle of the upper half:of the file. The generalization

of this process for larger integral values of k is obvious. The mathe-

matics is analogous to the binary logarithmic search.

The number of levels L to be examined in order to guarantee the

retrieval of any item in a regular tree of order k is:

L logk[(k - l)N + 11 (92)

The expected number of items examined becomes:

L

J.l

"(k -1)N + g1[(k - )N+ (93)
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where L is determined from Equation (92). Thus Equations (88) and (91)

are merely special cases of Equations (92) and (93), respectively, for

ugtular binary trees.

4.4.1.3.2 Case II - In this case only the nodes at the bottom

level of the tree represent file items. It is assumed that each such

node represents a group of file items. Thus a search consists of tracing

a path through the tree to one node at the bottom and searching the items

filed under that node to provide a single file item aa a response. Again,

it is assumed that each node is equally likely to be the answer. If this

case is restricted to regular trees with no method of indexing or deter-

mining which connected node at the next level is the correct one, then

this case generalizes the simple subject heading file to a multi-level

subject beading or classification file. Only non-indexed trees will be

considered in this case. A non-indexed tree is one that has no mechanism

5 for selecting the proper node at the next lower level without examining

the nodes at that level connected to the node at which the searcher is

5 presently located.

,Assume there are s nodes or subject headings on a regular tree

of order k. Then let there be N file items listed under the bottom nodes

and assume that the file items are even2y distributed among these nodes.

Assume also that there are L levels of nodes in the tree.

Since the only nodes searched at each level are those connected

to the node selected at the next higher level, the probability pj of

finding the desired sub~,ect heading at a given node is:
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1J (94i)

Therefore, the expected number of nodes examined at any level J, except

the first level or the root node where the expected number is 1, is:

k
E(i)- i

k + I-w-7- (95)

where 2 s j ! L. Hence, the expected number of nodes examined for the

entire tree including the root node is:

I' -(L - 1) + 1 (96)

The required number of levels L in the tree is determined by k and s, and

is obtained from Equation (92), which gives:

L m log0k(k - l)s + 11 (97)

and, by substituting and simplifying:

Eslo--g--J i (1c - ')a + 1[ + 1 (98)

At this stage, no file items have been examiwrd. Equation (98)

gives the expected number of subject headings examined to find the

heading at the lowest level under which the file item sought is listed.

Therefore, the file items under that heading must now be examined. The

number of items Ns filed under a given subject heading is:

N N (99)S sL

*It is assimied that this node is examined to identify the tree and

locate the nodes at the second level.



wý•re aL is the number of subject headings, or nodes, at the lowest level

of the tree. This sequence is a simple linear file like the first one

examined, The expected number of file iteros searched E is then:n

N

N +1 (100)

The nuiber of nodes sa at level j of a regil-ar tree of order k is given

by:

a j 0 -1 k(101)

therefore

5L kL~l(102)

Substituting Equation (97) into Equation (102) yields:

L k. (k- )s + 1 (103)

and, from Equations (99) and (103)j

N, -(.•.I), + 7 I•

Substituting Equation (104) in Equation (100) gives:

kN + (k - l)s + 1(15
En 1)

The expected value of the number of subject headings and file

items examined to retrieve one file item in this type of file organiza-

tion is Equation (98) plus Equation (105):
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kN + (k- 1)s + 1.E= 2[(k - l)s' + ]•]
7FJCk -7 + 11

+(---j 1. r(.I-)s + 11 + 1--- (106)

It is now evident that when file items are related it may be

possible to arrange each set of Ns items so that it can be searched

logarithmically.. In this case Equation (106) becomes:

F(k -1)N + 8L logr k - 1) N + 3.-"~ (k - I) L)

+ [k+ logEk(k - 1)8 + 1] + I - (107)

This equation is obtained from Equations (93), (98), and (99). Equation

(103) was used to obtain the value of L&

4.4.1.3.3 Case III - This case is the same as Case I except

that the tree is not indexed. That is, any nods may be a satisfactory

response to a request; but after selecting a node at a given level, it

is necessary to examine the nodes at the ne. u lower level connected to

the selected node in order to ascertain which one is the next appropriate

subheading.

In this case the maximum number of nodes examined at each level

except the first is simply k. The number of nodes examined at the first

level is 1. Therefore, the maximum number of nodes examined in any search

is:

n - k(L - 1) + 1 (108)

hence, from Equations (92) and (108):
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n - klOgk[(k 1)N + 1 + (1 = k) (109)

Therefore, the expected number of nodes oxamined is:

n -

i1n

k logk[(k - 1)N + 11 +.2-k (lao)

where n is determ.ned from Equation (109).

4.h.1.3.h Case W - This case considers an indexed tree of

subject headings rather than file items with the file items located under

the lowest row of nodes or subject headings, The equally likely assump-

tion is involved, as usual. Two variations can be considered. First,

the file items are sequential and searched in order. Second, the file

items are searched logarithmically; in this variation the items are

actually filed in a tree structure.

SSince the subject headings in this case are not responses, the

expected number of headings examined is fixed and equal to the number of

levels L in the tree. Therefore, from Equation (97):

I ae flogk[(k - 1)s + 1) (111)

For a sequentially searched file, the expected number of items searched

is obtained from Equation (105). Therefore, the expected number of sub-

ject headings and items searched is:

E- i-(k -o1)s 1 g[(k - 1)s + 11 (312)

If the items are searched logarithnically, the expected number

is obtained by taking N equal to N and then substituting Equation (104)
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in Equation (93). The resulting equation is:

,n L kkk -J log N (k - 1k)s + 1

UlTerefore, the expected number of subject headings and items examined

is Equation (_11) plus Equation (113):

E - logkt(k - 1)s + 11

L kkk -,i)N [IL k - I~s + I

k-1 (3l14)

4-4.1.4 Analysis and Co2Mai on of the EMoted Values, - e

major purpose of deriving exressions for the expected values of the

number of headings and items examined in various file structures is that

these values provide a convenient (if oversimplified) means of oomparing

the effectiveness of difforent file structures. These file organizations

and their corresponding average values are aumsarized in Table 1.

For general purposes of comparison the equations identified in

Table 1 can be rewritten in simpler form. The simplified versions are

given below with their original numbers followed by ,"A",. The subscript

s stands for subject headings; N for file items . For a file with single-

level subject headings, and no other struoture,

1 N S+ + +IE Cs +N/s +22,, s + 1 Ns + (85A)

where Ns is obtained from Equation (83).
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For an indexed tree of items (Case I),

E" * 1 N k 1,-00 (93A)

where N = n is obtained from Equation (92).

For a non-indexed tree of subject headings with items stored

sequentially (Case I1-A),

E F__I n L 1 + N• o+ I-- T - . )÷] +--- (106A)

where L is obtained from Equation (97), and N5 , from Equation (104).

For a non-indexed tree of subject headings with items stored

in an indexed tree (Case Il-B),

÷k 11 (Li . + L ,N a 00 ) ( 0 A

where L. and LNs are obtained from Equation (97), and N,, from Equation

(104).

For a non-indexed tree of items (Case I-1),

where LN - n is obtained from Equation (92).

For an indexed tree of subject headings with items stored

sequentially (Case IV-A),

N +I

E Ls + (U2A)

where Ls is obtained from Equation (97), and N., from Equation (104).
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For an indexed tree of subject headings with items stored in an

indexed tree (Case IV-D),

E=L8 +N : 100) (1A

where Ls and LN are obtained from Equation (97), and NO, from Equation

(1oh).

These equations can be analyzed in two major ways with respect

to E. The first is to ascertain within a given equation whether there

is a relationship between s and N that will minimize E for that type of

file organization. The second is to compare the equations with each

other to determine whether some file structures are always superior to

others.

To carry out the first analysis it is sufficient to assume that

s can take any positive real value and to differentiate each of the equa-

tions with respect to s, considering N as a constant, and checking to

see if the resulting extremum is indeed a minimum. If there is such a

relationrhip between s and N, T, provides the proper number of subject

headings a to minimize E for a file of N items with that type of
*

organization.

*In the following discussion the values of s, which optimize the expected
number of headings and items examined, are obtained for several of the
file organizations. This derivation is accomplished by differentiating
the expression for E with respect to s to obtain the appropriate s as a
function of N that minimizes E. Strictly speaking, such a procedure is
not permissible because all the distributions considered are discrete.
E is defined only for positive integral values of s and N. Nevertheless,
the equations for E in all cases are continuous functions for the domains
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For example, taking the partial derivative of E with respect

to s in Equamtion (85A) and setting the result equal to zero yields:

s -( )

for a file with single-ldvel subject headings only. A check reveals

that the appropriate conditions for a minimum are satisfied. That is,

the value of s given in Equation (115) will always result in a minimum

E for that N. Substituting Equation (.15) in Equation (85A) gives:

E + 4"1 (316)

From Equations (63) and (115), the optimum number of items under the

subjeot headings is:

Ni. (317)

Equation (93A) for Case I cannot be treated in this manner

because it is a function of N only (and k). However, as k increases,

SE decreases for a constant N. This fact must be interpreted carefully

because no two aribtrarily selected values of k will necessarily yield

an integral value of L for a fixed N.

of k, s, and N that are of interest. Consequently, these differentia-
tions can be carried out formally and the relative minima obtained. To
obtain the integral values of s that minimize E, it is then necessary to
substitute the two integers closest to the minimum s into the equation
for E to ascertain which gives the smaller E. This integer is then used
as the minimum, provided it is positive. Even this procedure would not
be sufficient were it not for the fact that these functions, in the cases
considered, have only one relative minimum, and, therefore, this relative
minimum is also an absolute minimum. The ultimate jistification for these
unrigorous techniques is that they do provide the reaL minima and, there-
fore, have considerable utility.

0
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Application of the same method to Equation (106A) for Case Ii-A

yields:

1 kN 1I
SL (k + .1)' ogke (

This value of s for any N will yield the minimum E, and the value of E

is:

3+ k+ I eN ](119)

min g L~k + 1)1og9k

Equation (107A) for Case 1I-B has no relative minimum. However,

the optimum value for s can be obtained by observation. By substituting

Equations (97) and (104) in (107A) and simplifying, the result is:

R;E• -[ I (k 1)s + 11

+ logk Ck(k - 1)N + (k - 1)s + 1).- (107B)

This equation is defined for s k 1. For chis range of a, Equation (107B)

has a minimum at s - 1. This minimm gives for EH

E I + LN - =-

The single subject heading is superfluous and can be eliminated. :'The

minimum E thus becomes:

M. - 1 (120)%in" k"

Therefore, the optimum s for Equation (107A) is zero, and the equation

has been reduced to Equation (93A). Consequently, it is disadvantageous

to superimpose a non-indexed tree of subject headings on an indexed tree

of file items.
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Equation (110A) for Case ITT is also a function of N and k orLy.

In this case a minimum E cannot be easily derived analytically, But solv-

ing Equation (110) numerically indicates that E is a minimum when Ic = 2

.for N & 100 and when k ' 2 for N a 500.

For Equation (312A) (Case IV-A) the s that gives minimum E is:

sm * ioz~e i (121)

The mirdrumRi E be>mgs:

3+ log ell (122)

Equation (1I4A) for Case IV-B has no relative minimum. However,

the optimum va.ue for s can be obtained as follows. By oubstituting

Equations (94) and (97) in Equation (11j4A) and simplifying, it becomess

E - 1og•tk(k - 1)N + (k - 1)s + 1) - 1 (114B)

This equation is defined for s X 1. Obviously, it has an absolute min-

inum at a I ., which gives:

,,,,, . - i + k - I- -

The single subject heading again is superfluous, and E becomes:

n L. R (123)

Thus the optimm s for Equation (IJ4A) is zero, and this equation is also

reduced to Equation (93A). In other words, wherever it is possible to

construct an indexed tree of items, it is pointless to superimpose an

indexed tree of subject headings upon it. It is also pointless to
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establish any other system of subject headings. One example, namely

Equation (107A), has already been considered.

The second type of analysis comparer one equation with another

for an arbitrary but specified file size N and for a number of headings

s; the ob.jeotive is to determine whether E is always less in one type

of file organization than in another. Equations (107A) and (1J14A) have

been shown to be superfluous and will not be considered.

The files with no subject headings will be considered first.

For a given.N, an indexed tree of items, Equation (93A), will yield a

lower average number of items searched than a non-indexed tree of items,

Equation (110A), if:

- 1 k 1
LN-k < 7 (LU - 1

This inequality can be written:

(L_ 3.-)- 1_' < k( - (124)

The inequality is clearly valid for k ; 2. Consequently, the average

number of items examined in searching an indexed tree of N items is

always less than the average number examined in a non-indexed tree.

Indexed and non-indexed trees with sequentially stored items

can be compared in the case wher the number of headings in both trees

is the same. Equation (106A) for non-indexed trees and Equation (112A)

for indexed trees can be compared in terms of:

k+.1] (Ls 1 ) + i > L
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or

[k_• 1]% ) > L~ 1 (125)

This inequality is9 clearly valid for k 2 2 and Ls k 1. Therefore, Equa-

tion (112A) gives a smaller E than Equation (106A). It is clear, however,

from Equations (118) and (121) that the optimum s's for the two trees of

Equations (112A) and (106A) are not identical. Nevertheless, it can be

shown directly from Equations (119) and (122) that Equation (112A) also

yields a smaller E than Equation (106A) when a is optimized in each oase.

eok N < ok +eIN~lg k11

or (126)

ON <r ON (k+l)/2SeN < ~eN 1
2 lo,?- Lk~k + 1)log-8i

This inequality is valid for:

N> I (k + (127)2 22/(k-1) eiogoek

This condition presents no restriction for a practical cases For example,

Eqation (127) requires N Z 4 if k a 2; N a 3, if k w 10; N k 6, if

k 1 100.

For a given N and a fixed s > 1, an indexed tree of subject

headings, Equation (112A), always gives a lower value of E than a single

level of subject headings, Equation (85A). The conditions would require:

L <s +1
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Thi s inecuality can be transforrad by glgebra to:

k s~)2oC-1)s + 11 < 1 (128)

By differentiating the left member of Equation (128) with respect to k

and setting it equal to zero, a value for k can be obtained to make it

an extremum. This value is:

k + (129)
S

By. examining the second derivative at this point, it is observed that

Equation (129) maximizes the left member of Equation (128) when a > 1.

[ :](s+l)/2(102 (130)

For a > 1, the Value (130) is always less than 1. Since the maximum

value satisfies Equation (128), any other value, in particular any

k k 2, will also satisfy it.

When a is optimized in each case, these two file structures can

be compared by Equations (116) and (122). Equation (112A) will give a

lowor E than Equation (85A) in the optimum case when:

3 o eN ' < rr +

7 + ogkL2 ogpej

By algebraic transformations, this inequality can be written:

N ln k 2
efNi n k 2 ' (131)

When k - 2, this inequality is valid for N 2 27; when k 4 h, i% is valid

for N k h; when k k 6, it holds for N 2 1.
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The optimum cases of Equations (106A) and (ciA can be compalred

by using Equations (116) and (119). Equation (106A) will yield a sraller

E when:

+l< g + 1

t1at is, when

N in k <1 (132)

C(k + l)k][(2q/M1) /(k+l) e

Equation (132) is genorally valid for larger files. For example, a

roughly greater than .15 and invalid for smaller N. Hence, the single

level subject heading file results in a smaller average number of items

searched in files with less than 115 items. This conclusion is shown

clearly in FlIgure 6.

Figure 6 depicts the average number of headings and items

examined for a wide range of file sizes. Only optimum values for s

are shown. The figure indicates the superiority of indexed trees over

non-indexed trees and of non-indexed trees over single-level subject head-

ings, except for small files as indicated by Equmtion (i.ý2). However,

the degree of superiority of the indexed trees is somewhat misleading.

Although it is true that the average number of headings and items examined

or searched for such trees is much smaller than for the other file struc-

turns, this fact does not imply much faster response times. By omitting

consideration of the indexing function itself, the burden of search has

in a sense merely been shifted. elsewhere. Unless the indexing function
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is powerful, the search procedure in an indexed tree, particularly where

k is large, may spend almost as Timch time examining indexes to determents

the appropriate paths as would be involved in examining the headings

themselves.

A singular feature of Figure 6 is that the indexed tree of

items, Equation (93A), and the indexed tree of headings, Equation (112A),

give similar values of E. The same is true for the non-indexed trees

represented by Equatioxs (11OA) and (106A). The explanation, however,

edi 121); r that the 'h

headings should b6 so large that essentially only a few items oi' even a

single item are filed sequentially under each node of the last row. In

other words, Na is small. This fact can be seen from the values of N

derived by inserting Equations (118) and (121), respectively, into Equa-

tion (i04). These values are:

N9 M (k + 1)loge .(133A)

w *2 logke (k :97)
(133B)

Ns -1I (k -1,7)

Consequently, almost all the searching is performed in the tree of head-

ings where it is most economical. Hence, the close correspondence arises

between trees of headings and between trees of items. Of course, in

practice, it may frequently be impossible to achieve a meaningful break-

down of related headings to such a detailed level. Therefore, the

optimMu values of s, %s, and E should be regarded as interesting ideal-

izations. In practice, only integral values of s and N can be used.
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In cases where the optimum curves plotted in Figure 6 are

unrealistic because they restrict s too much, the equations developed

in this and the previous section can be used to generate complete sets

of design charts. From these charts the best file organization can be

read in terms of whatever value s must have to reflect the logical rela-

tionships and the nature of the subject matter to be classified.

In thb interest of completeness, Figure 7 is included for ref-

erence. It relates the number of levels of nodes in a regular tree or,
order k to accommodate N items, one item per node. . gure 7Ai obtained

from Equations (92) or (97).

4.4.1.5 Vari&,,e From the Expected Values - The utility of the

average or expected number of items and headings examined in different

file structures depends upon the likelihood that the number of items and

headings searched will generally be nnar the average value. An estimata

of this likelihood is provided by the staistical variance of the number

of I.tems and headings searched from the average number. Expressions for

the variance relative to Equations (85A), (93)*, (106A), (nbOA), and

(112A) will be developed and analyzed.

Directly from the definition, the variance 02 of the single-

level subject heading file can be written:

*In this case Equation (93) will be used instead of Equation (93A). Equa-

tion (93A) is not sufficiently accurate to be used in computing the var-
iances, because the variances aro small. The computation is based upon
differences between numbers that are approximately equal.
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N
2 1 + 1 2i N + s12-Y + L • - (134)

Carrying out the summations yields :

2 1s - 2)ýs +_21 + 2

"2 i s2 + (N/s) - 2) (136)S(85A) m 1 ÷

[Note: the subscript such as (85A) references the equation related to

By differentiating Equation (136) with respect to a, setting

the result equal to 2ero, and cheqking the apropriate requirements, it

can be shown that:

(137)

gives the minimum variance. Thus the s that gives minimum E, Equations

(115) and (116), also gives the minimum variance. This value is:

02 min - (138)

For the indexed tree of items, the variance is:

where n is given by Equation (92). An elementary theorem of mathematical

statistics states that Equation (139) is equal to:

a 2 . j 2 kJ .E 2

jwl

where E is the expected value obtained from Equation (93). The sum in
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Equation (140) can be evaluated by using some relationships among the

derivatives of ari~thmetic anud geometric series. Generating functions

can also be employed directly and effectively, in this cage, to obtain

the variance. Using either of these methods, the following expression

for the variance can be derived:

2 2. +- 2 1
0(93) +

+ L N2  E2 (141)

where n L• is obtained from Equation (92) and E from Equation (93).

Equation (141) can be used to compute the variance for relatively small

size files (mbde±ftt.ly large'v).

As N becomes arbitrarily large, however, Equation (141) approaches

the following limiting value:

2 _'_ k (ai42)

"(93) (k k"Z)2

Equation (W4) converges relatively rapidly to Equation (1.42). For

example, when k 10- , the following errors in the variance are intro-

duced:

Error in
N Equation (142)

l03 1.11%

lo0 .70%

105 05

This point is primarily of academic interest, since the variances given

by Equations (141) and (142) are insignificant. For k ; 3, the variance
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given by Equation (141.) is less thon 1. It coan be shown that thce vzariance

is a monotonically increasing function of N, and that Equation (1J42) is

an upper limit for the variance.

Applying similar methods, the variances for the other file

structures were derived. They are:

2 N22 (k÷+ 1)(k, - ) Nl 2 1N -

"a(106A) 12 (Ls -1 (143)

where L is obtained from Equation (97); N5, from Equation (1o4).

a2 ) - n (144)

where n is obtained from Equation (169).

(11 2A) Ns- -

where N is obtained from Equation (104).

The variances of Equations (106A) and (112A) can now be derived

for optim=nm s, From Equations (97) and (118):

aopt

1 + logk (k + 1)1091?(i~6

Substituting Equations (133A) and (146) into Equation (143) yields:

o(106A) opt 7 . l)logk1 [?• l

+ (k + 1) 2 (logoe) 2 - i} (147)
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In the case of Equatiox. (112A), substituting Equation (133B) into Equation

(1-4) gives :

2 j~ j(1148)a( 112A) op

Whenever the optimum Ns given by Equation (133B) is less than 1, Ns is

taken as 1 and the variance given by Equation (148) is zero. The reason

is, of oourset that in this case there is a unique indexed procedure to

locate any item in a fixed number of steps.

b The standard deviations from the expected values are shown in

Figure 8. In other words, Figure 8 is a graph of 0(85A)opt, 1(93)P

and (10 6A) obtaned by talng thc possitlet aquara-6 roo of. ..

Equations (138), (141), (1i4), and (1147), respectively. The graph was

plotted for k a 10. For this value of k, the standard deviation of the

indexed tree of headings with sequential items is zero for the reason

given after Equation (3-48). Consequently, this standard deviation has

not been included in the graph. As Figure 8 indicates, the standard

deviation of the indexed tree of items, Equation (141), is also negligible.

Hence, the expected value is a good indicator of the actual number of head-

ings and items examined In a single search of an indexed tree. The stand-

ard deviation for the non-indexed tree of headings, Equation (147), is

somewhat larger; for the non-indexed tree of items, Equation (144), it

is still larger. For reasonably large files, the largest deviation is

the single level subject beading file, Equation (138). Consequently,

the expected number of headings mnd items examdned is not. o good incl eator
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of what will occur in any given search of a single-level file. This point

is verified by anyone's eoxT ience with this kind of file.

Figtre 9 compares the cumulative probability distributions for

three types of files. It indicates rather clearly the wide variation in

n among the file types (with a fixed file size) for any given probability

that the number of headings and items searched will be not greater than n

in any single search. For example, in a file of 111,111 items the proba-

bility is .5 that fewer than 7 items will be eac-ined in an indexed treej

fewer than 25 in a non-indexed tree; but fewer than 335 in a sequential,

single-level heading file.

441.116 Generalized Er ressions for Roboetd' Velmae - The pulvpeje

of this section is to present generalimed expressions for the expeoted num-

ber of headings and items searched, when two previous assumptions are

removed. These assumptions are:

(a) Each subject heading or item is equally 34ke3ly to be the one

sought.

(b) The same number of items is filed under each heading.

For example, if information is available on antioipated or past activity

of the file items--and if this information indicate'l the likelihood of a

given heading or item being requested--then the expected number of headings

and items searched can be obtained in terms of the available data that

approximate the probability distribution of i.le activity. Generally, the

more specialized the contents of a file, the better known and more stable

will be its activity. When the activity of the file is known and it is

relatively stable, it is clearly advantageous to organize the file so that
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the items that have the greatest likelihood of being requested are the

most accessible. For obvious reasons such a file Is u.l0ed activity

organized. It is the intent of this section to provide a general back-

ground for the investigation oI' activity organized files in terms similar

to those appearing in previous sections. For the sake of simplicity,

expressions for expected values will be presented for only two of the

file organizetions. These expressions will provide a starting point for

the analysqs of activity organized files. In each case, p(i) indicates

the probability that the ith item or heading is the answer to a request.

The single-level subject headings with sequential items, Equation

(85), generalizes to:

ss ni
E= r.ip Wi + •E• Ej~i(j)] Pm(19i- U

jumjl IJul

Swhere s - t),e number of subject headings in t1ie file.

3 ni n the number of items under heading io

ps(i) - the probability that the answer to a request is under
heading i.

p(J) a the probability that item j is the answer to a request.

Si (j) - the probability that item J will be requested, given
that it is filed under heading i.

gThis last probability is obtained from:

p(J) - p.,(i) e. Pi(j) (150)

The expected value for the indexed tree of items, Equation (93),

generalizes to:
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n

r = jp(j) (ic5i)
j=l

where p(J) is the probability of finding the answer on, the jt cut; it

is given by:

k-l
P - z () (1.i2)

where pj(i) is the probability that the ý_th node on level j is the

requested item. Values for n are obtained from Equation (92).

4.4.1.7 Summary - Conclusions have been developed and presented

throughout this section and wifl be summarilied only briefly. These con-

clusions are valid only for filco where every heading and item is equally

likely to be required for a response.

(a) In terms of expected values, Iidexed trees :give a lower average

number of headings and items examined than non-indexed trees.

Non-indexed trees give loweai values than single-level subject

headings, except for small files. The break-even points can be

determined precisely from the equations in Section 4.4.1.4.

(b) Whenever a file of items can be indexed or ordered iW. a tree

structure, it is disadvantageous, in terms rc 1.-.pec ed valuee,

to superimpose arn headirn structure ,n the items.

(c) For trees and single-level subject heading files, relationships

between the number of headings s and the number of items N in

the file minirrt-e the expected number of headings and itoms

that will be examined in a file search.
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(d) The standard deviation from the average number of headings and

items examined for indexed trees is small. Consequently, these

average numbers are excellent indicators of the number of head-

ings and items lielmy to be examined in a single search. The

deviations for non-indexed trees are somewhat larger, so expected

values have less utility. Finally, the deviation from the

expected values of the file with single-level headings and

sequential items is so large that the average values are poor

indicators of the number of headings and items examined in any

mingle searchk.

4-4o2 The Multi-Li~ib Syste

4.4.2.1 General - This section surveys and summrizes some basto

concepts of information storage and retrieval and their related mathematical

models, it is intended primarily to provide a comprehensive review and

evaluation ot the Prywes and Gray Multi-List system, but within the con-

straints of their report [62 1.

The zieed for a new approach to the solution of information

retrieval problems had led some investigators to abandon the address.ble

memory in favor of an associative typA of memory, in which information can

be retrieved on the basis of content rather than physical location or

address. However, it is possible to use an addressable memory in such a

way that information can be retrieved on the basis of its description by

simulating an associative memory. For instance, Newell, Shaw, and

Simon [521 simulated by programming a type of associative memory in which
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lists cif arbitrary length and organization, could be generated by annexing

registers from a common store.

One major advantage of an associative store is that the allocation

of storage space fLr data is coordinated with the actual generation of the

data, thus achieving a sort of local optimization, since each basic item

of data occupies a minimal amount of space. A second advantage is that

data having multiple occurrences usually need not be stored in more than

one place, since there is an overlapping or intersection of lists. The

ullti-List system extends the associative memory-list storage concept;

each item of data appears only once in an addressable memory, and descrip-

tors and control information place the data item on a number of separate

lists. Although this technique requires a large amount of storage, it has

fast access and retrieval. The advantage of using an addressable memory

to simulate an associative memory is that this method permits a versatility

of requests and responses that are not attainable by .oilding the asso-

ciative memory features into the hardware.

Much of the literature on file organizations and storage alloca-

tion techniques indicates that chain allocations and tree structures are

among the best techniques available for efficient storage and retrieval

systems. The chained allocation is simply a t.Ms of list processing

technique in which each item is associated with the addresses of other

related items of the file. The tree structures often encompass several

types of &Location techniques; for example, combining random and ordered

allocation. A system that provides an efficient combination of the tree
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structure and list storage techniques would appear to be a promising

solution to the information storage and retrieval problem; hence, the

investigation of the Prywes and Gray Multi-List system, which combines

these two techniques.

4.4.2.2 Description of the Multi-List System - The Multi-List

system described in the Prywes and Gray report has the following system

requirements:

(a) The use of an associative memory--for storing, deleting, and
reading of information without requiring addressing.

(b) A hierarchy of memories varying in speed and storage capacity.

(o) Processor organization and timing that are intended to minimize
the time fo.' instruction retrieval and housekeeping routine.

(d) Processor instructions that can process items of data of vary-
ing length.

(e) Built-in automatic retrieval of programs by name to allow for
much greater vocabulary and ease of communication with the
computer.

h4.4.2.2.1 The Descriptive Structure - information is stored

in the Multi-List system in the form of a set of item each with an

associated set of descriptors. Each descriptor specifies a single

property of the itei:: A descriptor consists of an attribuite and a value;

the attribute specifies a class of descriptors (e.g., color, account

number), and the value specifies the actual element of the class (e.g.,

chartreuse, 20178). Two descriptors are mutually exclusive if no single

item can be described by both of them; attributes are defined so as to

ensure that any two descriptors with the same associated attribute (e.g.,

color-chartreuse and color-green) are mutually exclusive. For the sakm
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of efficiency, attributes are organized into groups called superfields,

and the valves associated with the attributes in the suporfield are

combined to form a numerical ke.. Thus, keys bear the same relation to

superfields that values bear to attributes.

4.4.2.2.2 The Memory Structure - An addressable memory is used

to simulate the associative memory. This memory is divided into two

parts:

(a) The tree structure - The tree structure is used in order to

provide access to all items having a given set of descriptors.

Xn describing the tree, the terms branch and node are used in

the usual sense. Each branch emanating from the top node

represents a superfield. The lowest-level nodes under a super-

field give the individual keys associated with that superfield,

and each intermediate node represents the set of nodes below it.

Thus, as one traverses the tree from bottom to top, one starts

with an individual key and encounters successively larger sets

of keys, each of which contains the preceding set. Since all

keys are numerical, an appropriate arrangement makes it m~sRble

to label each node with an indication of the set of keys it

represents. Consequently, it is easy to trace down the tree

from top to bottom and locate the node at the bottom level cor-

responding to a particular given key.

(b) The multi-association area - In this area the file is contained

in the form of lists. A list consists of a sequence of items.
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Each item contains the machine address of the next item on the

list. A list emanates from each bottom node of the tree; the

list c:ontains precisely those iten that are associated. with

the key corresponding to the node. An item can be contained in

as many lists as there are superfields, though it may be con-

tained in a smaller number of lists. Each item consists of a

sequ,•nce of catenae; catenae are of several types. Two of

these types are data catenae and associative catenae. Data

catenae provide information not given by any of the descriptors

represented in the tree. Associative catonae record a key and

the next item on the list associated with that key. Thus, each

"•tem has as miny list successors as it has keys (unless, of

course, it is the last item on a key list).

A search down the tree structure is used to translate the com-

bination of descriptors given in a retrieval or change request into the

address of the first item on a list containing the items satisfying such

a description. This list, which originates at a bottom tree node, is

followed to retrieve or change the contents of the items. The list may,

9 however, contain extraneous items. One advantage of this type of storage

organization is the efficiency of retrieval, since a search is required

through only a small part of the total storage, while duplication of

g items is still avoided. Other advantages include the ability to retrieve

by partial description and the ease of adding items and descriptors.

Deletion, however, is less economical.
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Any available space can be uised to store informaatjon in the

Muilti-List system. The addresses of the available spaces are kopt in a

List of Available Space (LAS); when an item is added or deleted, the LAS

is changed to record the appropriate modification. The information struc-

ture of the Multi-List system is such that multiple paths to each item

are provided in the storage space; namely, through the trees for each

superfield associated with the item. The computer must be programmed to

,chose the appropriate superfield when more than one is involved in a

retrieval request.

Several assumptions were made with respect to the organization

of the Memory. First, it is assumed that a tree with the same number of

branOcies emanating from each node except at the lowest level (a balanced

tree) can always be constructed. A process for generating these trees

is described, Another assumption is that it is possible to divide the

totality of descriptors in an arbitrary information retrieval file into

attributes. In complex problems this separation of doscriptors into

exclusive attribute groups may not be an easy task. A process for machine

analysis of the file to detesa.ine these groupings is also described,.

4.4.2.2.3 Maximization of Efficiency - Different types of file

organizations are usually compared on the basis of operating time and

storage capacity to determine relative efficiency. These criteria are

not always the best measures to use, since it is often possible to improve

one at the expense of the other. One function that overcones this type

of difficulty is the product of search time and storage capacity, which
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can be considered as the cost of operating the system, since storage

capacity measures the amount of equipment required and search time meas-

ures the time the equipment is in use. In the work on file organizations

by Rayes [31] maximum efficiency and minimum cost is achieved by minimizing

search time; a method for computing average search time is also described.

The Multi-List system employs a technique for the maximization of effl-

cienoy based upon a minimum of the product of storage capacity and

retrieval.

The balanced tree is particularly well suited as a deooding

network for retrieval requests since the search time is almost equal for

all terminal tree nodes. The ability to have branches of the tree &aso-

ciated with monotonically increasing numerical values makes the tree an

efficient tool for sorting an arbitrarily arrasged ensemble of numbers.

The mutual exclusion of descriptors of an item can be used as a criterion

a by which the computer can separate descriptors into distinct attribute

groups. The tree mechanism appears to be an efficient tool in the process

of establishing attribute groups whose members (descriptors) are mutually

exclusive.
I

A balanced tree is built by progressively adding more keys as

more data items are entered into the Multi-List memory. Keys of the

first data item to be filed form the nodes of the initial tree. Keys of

subsequent data items are incorporated into the tree structure according

to various rules.

When a new item is to be added, the relationship of the new
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item to all other items in the tree is determined. If any items having

the same keys as the ciirrent item were filed previously, then the lists

are locatod and the new item is incorporated in the corresponding lists

according to the established order (push-down fashion, alphabetical

order, etc.). When only part or none of the required lists exist, new

lists are added. To maintain the monotonic order of the key values, the

keys corresponding to the new lists are entered at specified locations

in the lowest level of the tree. If the tree item corresponding to this

location contains a vacant catena, then the key corresponding to the new

list and the address referring to the new item are inserted so as to

preserve the monotonic order of the keys. If no vaoant catena is avail-

able, a procedure that creates one is invoked. The depth of the tree is

increased whenever the required number of keys for an attribute increases

beyond a power of the number of nodes per level.

4.4.2.2.4 Automatic StratifticLtion of Information - The use of

content addressed memories alone is not' suffioient to solve the retrieval

problem without additional stratification of the descriptor langimgeo In

the Multi-List system the input data art seni-automatically processed into

attribute groups for input to the Multi-List trees; this process improves

efficiency in terms of speed, storage capacity, and versatility of

retrieval. The desired stratification of the descriptor language con-

sists of separating the entire vocabulary into attributes, each consist-

ing of a sot of mutually exclusive descriptors,.

In rma-,y problems, there exists a natural set of attributes.

This is true, for instance, of the example discussAd in Section 4h4.2.2.7.
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"'•ore generally, it is necessary to discover such a set. The fewer the

number of at, tributes needed, the morl, efficient the system will be., The

lower bound on the number of attributes is the number of descriptors that

can simultaneously apply to an item; the upper bound is the total number

of possible descriptors, and this is usually quite large. The problem of

selecting exclusive attributes is somewhat analogous to the problem of

orthogonalizing a set of vectors via a linear transformation, where the

vectors may be of different dimensions. Each item corresponds to a vector

with as many components as the item has descriptors. The minimal number

of attributes required is analogous to the minimum dimension of the space

in which the vectors can be made orthogonal.

The Multi-List system incltdes an algorithm for assigning

descriptors to attributes at the time that the descriptors show up

attached to input items. Thus, the attribute assignment program receives

inputs at successive moments of time; each input consists of a set of

descriptors, some of which are new and some of which have already been

assigned attributes. Each of these descriptors must then be associated

with a different attribute. Perfoxn•ing this assignment may be quite

complicated, and may involve the creation of new attributes. The system

includes provision for assistance to the machine at this tadk from a

human being. The algorithm as stated appears to be rather inefficient

in terms of minimizing the number of attributes needed.

4.4.2.2.5 The Memory Snchroonizer - The list organization of

the memory permits the flco, of data in and out of the memory on the basis
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of content rather than location. This organization, which behaves like

an associative memoiryr, woiD.d employ a variety of storag.-e devices, Ce.,

core storage for fast access and limited capacity, drum of disu for inter-

mediate access and capacity, and tapes for slow access and large capacity.

In using a hierarchy of memories a coordinating or ,synchronizer unit is

required. The memory synchronizer is designed to be incorporated into

the hardware of the list machine memory. It has four basic instructions:

read item, store item, replace catena, and delete item. Its purpose is

to handle the memory space assignment of incoming or deleted data and to

synchronize the processor and the memory.

4.4.2.2.6 The Multi-List Processor - The design of a Multi-

List processor for this system is approached in two different ways. The

primary difference in the two approaches is that the second approach uses

an instruction memory for storing micro-instruction routinesj the first

approach is based upon macro-instructions. In the first approach the

processor is developed from the basic operations of transfer and compare.

In the second approach, more complex processes were selected as the

basic processes--finding, filing, and deleting an item of infoxnation;

these processes require sets of micro-instructions to carry out each

function.

Both design approaches call for a hierarchy of memories--for

example, a parallel, read-only memory suuh as the UNIVAC search memory

for high speed operations, and a slower access memoi7 for storing the

mass of data. These design approaches deal mainly with programming and
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hardware to implement the Multi-List system and need not be described

in detail.

4.4.2.2.7 Sample Problem - Consider a personnel file of

approximately 106 items. The file contains the names of the personnel

and their descriptions in terms of a fixed set of attributes or categories

of information. The description will be made up of 15 exclusive attributes

where each attribute can have a fixed number of values. Ten values per

attribute are assumed. The 15 attributes used for this problem are as

follows :

A, Height '
A2  Weight Superfield I

A Age

A4 Hair Color

SEye Color Superfield II

A6  Race

A7 Rank

A8  Branoh of Service Superfield XII

A9 Years in Service

AkO Nationalioty

All Education Superfield IV

A2 Religion

A13  Marital Statug

A4 No. of Children Superfleld V

151 No. of Depenlnts
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The values of the attributes (or descriptors) will be represented by the

di.gits 0,1,2,,.o,9. The attributes are grouped into superfields, in

which each superfield represents 3 attributes; hence, there are five

superfields. This is done in order to represent these attributes effi-

ciently in a tree structure. Three descriptors per superfield will give

the values of the attributes; the combined values form a key. For each

key, the values range from 0 to 999.

An item of information such as a personts name and description

is represented in this system by two types of oatenae, data catenae and

associative catenae. The data oatenae contain the namej the associative

catenae contain the descriptors "ad addresses associated with them. The

attributes have positiorial significance in an item, as shown in Figure 10.

Data Catena Associative Oatenae

42 A5 A6 "7 A16 A9 l o A 12 A13 A1 i
Jobn Jones A

1 4 7 0%5 8 9 6 6 1 B 12A

I II III IV V

Superfields

FIGURE 10, Relation of DatA Catena and Assoclative Catenae

The tree structure for this example is shown in Figure 11. The

upper part of the diagram represents the tree structure, ;Pnd the loer

part represents the multi-association area. Each point in the tree repre-

sents the mnultio'assooiation area. Eacih point in the tree represents a

set of 1mys some of which are explicitly indLicated i.n the diagram. The
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numbers in parenli.heses associated with each node (in either area) represeanb

IjpothetiJal memory locations; those are used for illustrative purposes

in the sample problem. A trare can be made on Wny value of any one of the

5 keysj the trace will. lead to a node on the lowest level of the tree.

At this level the address of the head of a list containing all items hav-

ing that same key will be retrieved. The intersection of the lists for

each key contained in the item will yield the appropriate item, Figure 12

illustrates the partial contents of the Multi-List memory for the sample

problem. The arrows indicate the path to be taken if a search is made on

the key for Superfield I (116) in order to arrive at the appropriate item.

4.4h2o3 Stmmzary and Evaluation - The Multi-List system for

information retrieval utilizes a conventional memory to simulate an

associative memory, thus gaining some of the advantages of each. It

employs a novel memory orgaiization that incprporates both a conventional

tree structure and an unconventional list struoture; the list struoti a

differs from most others in that each a single element mia actually appear

as part of aeveral lists. This is accomplished by permitting an elanent

to have several distinct list successors. In the Multi-List system,

searching ip extnimely rapid and searching on at least some types of

partial description can be performed with no loss of time; if the par-

tial descriptions to be used can be anticipated in advance, then the mwa-

cry can br, organized to handle them effiriently. There has been considerable

ini, stigation of machine organizations and logic that can handle the

Multi-List system efficiently,.
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Oi paper, the system appears quite reasonable. However, it

cannot be opxerated on most conventional computers i•ithout significant

.Loss of efficiency. The problem of efficient deletions romAins unsolvedo

Difficulties arise, alsoD in organizing data into the attribute-value

descriptors used by the system, It is necessary to structure the data

so that the number of attributes will not be unduly large, and no really

general way of doing this has yet been found.

In a paper on automatic stratification of information presented

at the 1963 SJOC [42] a hand-simulated example is given using natural

language (represented by a 2-digit code). This simulation has also been

programmed for the 33M 7090 using artificial input and a small amount of

ASTIA (or, presentlyp DDC) live data. This technique looks promising for

at least certain types of information retrieval problems once the tech-

I nique is fully developed. As is generally the case, the examples used

£ have a limited scope; a great deal of development is required before

the concept Loan be practicably implemented. The question remains as to

4whether a" types of information retrieval data will be adaptable to

descriptor/attribute stratification.6
4.5 WER PROCSSIN

In an important sense the answers to all the preceding questions

determine in large measue the query capabilities of a system. Conversely,

-the descriptor and processing structures must be designed to accommodate

query requirements. The state-of-the-art in query capabilities of operat-

ing inr•ormation ren"rieual systems at the inception of this project was
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Memory

Location Contents Comments

0 72-7-3 1st level, tree

T 2nd level, -ree

2  1 1'3 _ I 2nd level, tree

3 T I I I 2nd level, t:.ee

4 T 1 2" 2nd level., tree

5 T.. I 2nd level, tree

6 3rd level, tree

13 T ' 1 37 1 1 " 3rd lvel,, tree

18 T I I I I I 3rd level,, tree

24 4,1 1 1 3rd level,, tree

30 I 5, I I I I- 3rd level, tree

33 4th level, tree

37 T TI I 1 164 4thlevel, tree

45 [ I i th level, tree

47 T I I I I 4th level, tree

51 F 7 h 77 ,7I I 4th level., tree

6o 77T1- -5 th level, tree

60 ".i .I ' I XT"' 'Iji 5th level, tree

FIGURE 12. Example of Multl-List Memory Contents for Figure 11



Memory
Iicat-Lion ContLents _Coimnen-w

69 • -th levrel, t-rne

77 5th level, tree

877 T 10 6th level, tree

805j 5 6th level., tree

95 6th level, tree

900 6th level., tree
1.00 1 Tl I _I 1 1 12ý50 1= I 6th level, tree

105 T I12o I 6th level, tree

"150 .. I itemi fl6,468,

151 U 11not I i 585a.• I •L I A s:,I A~.. I i4 Io' 250,c t I

200 . .. ... itamg 116,470,

201 , 589:665.,
-- 812

250
items 140o,670.,

2.59 12 :0 83.0J

FIGURE 22. Examnple cif'Multi-LI~st Memnry Conbents fc~r Fi~gure 11 (Continued)

P..• I-•-IZ'F:?o Lo.•-• 0• il-2• :• •o6•o



limited to locating the documents that satisfy some level of Boolean

concatenation of descriptors. Most of the early work on the project

implicitly assumed essentially such a query capability. Since this

approach is well understood, it will not be considered further.

For a descriptor-oriented retrieval system in which documents have

probabilities attached to each descriptor, a mere matching procedure is

not suitable for query processing. One method of treating this situa-

tion is to assign probability thresholds for the different descriptors;

the assignment, will be dependent upon the nature of the query.

One of the major problems in generating the appropriate response to

a query is the existence of redundancy in the retrieved data. In certain

applications, such as personnel file processing, this problem poses no

appreciable difficulty. In literature retrieval or intelligence anal-

ysis, the problem may become acute. Therefore, analysis of the redundancy

problem is a cogent necessity.

It was pointed out in Section 4.1.5.3 that query processing is a

non-trivial problem in dealing with intelligence data, but much less of

a problem in simpler situations. In the most difficult situation, the

system must be designedI around the concept of a dialogue between the

system and the user. In addition, the full power of an implicit infor-

mation system may be necessary. In this section, both of these aspects

of query processing will be discussed.

4.5.1 Probabilistic Retrieval - The purpose of this section is to

present a method for deciding which documents should be retrieved in
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response to a query, given that a description consists of a list oi

non-e~xclusive category names, hben docinn•mns are assigned to categories

probabilistica.ly rather than absolutely. The decision algorithm -wilI.

be developed. on the basis of maximizing a value function that measures

the goodness of the set of retrieved documents. Before proceeding

further, however, it will be helpful to examine some specific situations

in which probabilistic retrieval would be appropriate.

(a) The Case of Many Users - A situation may occur where the views

of users regarding membership of some documents in a certain

category are divergent. Assume, for example, that there are

100 users, 5 categories, and 10 documents. Each user is asked

to assign each document to one or more categories, Tabirk 2

illustrates a podssble set of choices. The numbers at the

intersection of rows and columns indicate the probability of

a document belonging to i certain category. Thus document

No. 10 will belong to category D with probability 1, since all

the users agree to place it there. On the other hand, the same

document will have a probability of zero of belonging to category

B; again, all the users agree to exclude it from this category.

Since 45 percent of the users agreed to place document No. 10

in category A, it has been assigned a probability of .45.

(b) Automatic Category Formatoni - Documents may be assigned to

categories in accordanc~e with an automatic procedure. This

procedure may be intrinsica.ly probabilistic in nature; that

is, a document is assigned Lo a category with probability p

dependent upon the cirvumswt.nces pert&iring -to the assignment.
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TABLE 2. FROBABILISTIC AS•SIGINENT OF DOCUMENTS TO CATEGORIES BY USERS

DOCUTENTS
CATEGORIES 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10

A 65 50 75 80 25 0 0 15 30 45

B 100 50 35 40 60 25 50 75 25 O

o 90 80 6o 0 20 50 Io 0 0 10

D 35 50 25 30 15 ,5 0 25 80 100

The specific response to a query will be determined through the use

of one or more cutoff points. For retrieval on a single category, doc-

uments belonging to the category with a probability greater t.mn or equal,

to the cutoff point will be included in the responsej all others will

be excluded. For queries specified as Boolean funotions of categories,

multiple cutoff points will be needed, one for oach category involved in

the query. The selection of cutoff points will be performed in such a

way as to maxd.mize the goodness of the response, The following questions

must then be answered:

(a) How is the goodness of a response to be determined quantitatively?

(b) How is the cutoff point for a simple (i.e., one-category) query
to be determined?

(o) How are the cutoff points for a compound query to be determined?

These questions will be considered in the sequel.

4.5.1.1 The Problem of Establishing Criteria for Determining

User's Value of An Average Retrieval Procedure - With respect to any

retrieval request the entire collection of doctments may be divided into

four subgroups:
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(a) The retrieved documents that are relevant.

(b) The retrieved documents that are not relevant.

(c) The imretrieved documents that are relevant.

(d) The unretrieved documents that are not relevalit

Since it was assumed that the documents are assigned to categories on a

probabilistic basis, all four subgroups will generally be represented in

any retrieval process.

Regardless of any special assumptions, it is clearly permissible

to assert that as the number of dooumenta in categories (a) and (d)

increases and as the nober of documents in categories (b) and (c)

decreases, the value of the retrieved collection %o the user will

increase, Thus,

V fill) - f2(I) - 3'r(n • t[i) • K ,4,.')

where V is defined as the user value of the retrieved collection; f£o

a f2' f3 and f 4 are unspecified, monotonically increasing functions; and

I), (II), (III)., and (IV) are the numbers of doouments in the subclasses

3 (a), (b), (o), and (d), respectively. K is defined as a constant that

determines the minimal value for the user below which the retrieval. is

not justified under any circumstances,

For simplicity, replace f I 2' fy3 and f4 by the constants

a, 0, y, and 8, and set K 0 0. The results of this discussion are not

essentially modified by this simplification. Equation (153) then becomes:

V - at') - 01I() - y(III3 + 8(TI) (1S5)

Since K = 0, the retrieval process should proceed as long as the incremenu
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of V, dV, is positive. That is, the process may select a group of docurments

with comimlon probability characLpristics (in relation to the request pro-

file) and then investigate the change of V by including some additional

documents with lower probability characteristics. The question as to

which documents will be retrieved is the problem of fixing the most advan-

"tageous values for the set (±i) of cutoff points for the descriptor classes.

The appropriateness of replacing the functions fl f2' f3' and

f4 by the constants •, *, y, and 8 rests upon the understanding of what

factors could be responsible for the non-linearity of the function V.

Essentially there are two reasons why the function V should be non-linear.

The first pertains to the economics of using documents; the other, to

the problem of redundancy. In general, the efficiency vith which the

retrieved collection is used depends upon its size, even if the value of

the individual documents in the collection is not prejudged. Nevertheless,

since retrieval systems can be used in various ways, it is safe to assume

that for many uses -the relative emphasis placed upon the classes of

retrieved and unretrieved documents remains unchanged. To the extent

that this assumption is true, the fact that the function V depends upon

class [IV], the class of correctly unretrieved documents, helps to remedy

the situation.

The second reason for non-linearity is more serious. Among the

retrieved documents there may be a high degree of redundancy; in some

cases the same amount of information may be entirely covered by a smaller

number of documents. It is difficult, howewvr,, to decide whether or not
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redumdancy is a linear function of the size of the retrieved collection,

To Luswer tlh.s qUestion adequiately, J..' would be necessary to formalize

the concept of redundancy among documents and then pe•rlhp, to formulate

theoretical prescriptions for procedures that would penmit the system to

retrieve the most efficient covering of the topici specified in the request.

(This problem is a difficult task in itself ant merits separate investiga-

tion.) Pending a quantitative formulation of the theory of redundancy,

this discussion will be confined to the simplest mssumption of linearity.

Therefore, given the function V in the form of Equation (154), the first

task is to find the set of cutoff points that will maximize the user's

value for an average retrieval process.

Sh4.5.1.2 Determination of Cutoff Points for Simple Queues - We

start by introducing some notation, We assume that there are a categories,

I denoted by the integers i - To facilitate computation, the

number of documents in each class are assumed to be large enough and the

subdivision into the probability brackets fine enough to permit integra-

* tion techniques to replace summation. Let:

N1 (p) - the number of doauments in category i with
probability p or less,

ip)-dNi(p)

n I - (155)

f. the frequency with which category 1 is requested.
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CFi -the cutoff point for category i.

N the total number of documents in the collection.

If we assume that every document belongs to every category with at least

some non-zero probability, then we have:

N i(O)t. '0

andl

N1 i(1) - N

We also assume that ni(p) is non-zero throughout the interval [0,13,

since its value can always be made sufficiently small to be statistically

insignificant.

The quantity fi(c) represents the expected proportion of

inorrect unretrieved, documents when retrieval is performed with cut,-

off point a, that is:

I - incorrectly unretrieved documents
total documents in the collection

To follow this point, note that for 0 ' p <a , the expected number of

documents in the interval (p, p + dp) is ni(p)dp, and that p of these

documents will actually belong to category i. Thus the number of docu-

ments in the interval belonging to i will be Pni(p)dp, and since p < a,

none of these documents will be retrieved. Since these documents do in

fact belong to category i, they are incorrectly unretrieved. Fi(C) is

obtained by integrating pni(p)dp over the interval from 0 to c, thus

covering all incorrectly unretrieved documents. No÷e also that pi repre-

sents the expected proportion of documents in category i, since with a

retrieval threshold of certainty no documents will be retrieved; hence
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all. documents in category i will be incorrectly unretrieved.

We note also that from Equation (155):

N ji(') ni(p)dp (156)
0

The procedure for calculating the set of a Is that will maximize

V is:

(a) Calculate the numbers of documents for the four subclasses of
documents that enter V for an unspecified ai.

(b) Obtain a general expression for V for a single category.

(c) Obtain an expression for the expected value for all V's.

(d) Differentiate the expression obtained under (a), and set the s
coefficients of the differentials equal to zero in order toj obtain a set of conditions for the maximum.

(e) Solve the equations to obtain the 'values of the aIs,

We will permit different ci for different categories.

We first calculate the number of documents in each subclass:

(a) Class I - The class of all correctly retrieved docunents:

,,, pni,(p)dp (157)

(b) Class II - The class of all incorrectly retrieved documents:
i1

ýi (l - p) n i(P)dp (158)

(c) Class III - The class of all incorrectly unretrieved documents:

=TTI j pni (p)dp (159)
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(d) Claus IV Tho class of all correctly unretrieved documents:

( IV] = C :L (l - p) ni(P)dp (16o)
0

For a que.ý7 on category i, then, we have:

Spni(P)dp " f (I - p) ni(P)dp

0, ci

- p n(p)dp + 8 (1 - p) ni(p)dp (161)

The expected value of V over all categories is obtained as a weighted

V- E f V

E 1 £Ifpn,(p)dp- f (1-)n..(p)dpi-i ai ai

- vJ Ci (p)dp + 8 O I -pi) ni(p)dp (162)

The conditions for a maximum are obtained by setting the partial deriva-

tiwvs with respect to each ai to 0:

fi[- m ai ni(ai) + 0(1 - a.) ni(ai) - y a, ni(ci)

+ 8(1 - ai) n(aj) - 0 (163)

Dividing by fi ni(a, ) yields :

-Mai+$ - ai -yai+8 - 8a i 0
(164)

i (a+ 0 + Y + 8) " + 8
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so that;

a. (i68
Mi + + y +.•(.5

The quantity (165), then, is the optimal cutoff point for single-descriptor

queries. It is of interest to note that the cutoff point is the smne for

all categories and, in fact, does not even depend on the probability dis-

tribution of documents within the categories.

4.5-1.3 Determination of Cutoff Points for Compound Qerie -

We now consider queries that are of the form oi • op; that is, we seek

documents that belong both to category J and to category J. In general,

the thresholds to be used on the individual categories will be different

for joint retrievals than for simple ones. We will initially assume that

the distributions of doouments within categories are independent; that

is, that the membership of a document in category i does not affeot 1t1%

probability of its membership in category J. We wil•. also require that

a single cutoff point be established for each category given that the

query is of the form ci a o 'As part of our independence assumption we

will assume thata

:1ij 0fi fj(166)

Thus the frequency of retrieval on a joint category is the product of

the frequencies on the individual categories, Under these assumptions,

we can carry out the analysis in the same way that we did for simple

queries.

4.5.1.3.1 Deve-opment of the Cutoff Point Equations - We let

S(piP ) denote the cumulative joint distribution function for categories
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i and J; therefore, Nij (PiPj) represents the number of docunents that

belong both bo category i with probability pi or less and to category j

with probability p or less. We let nij(PL,p ) represent the correspond-

ing density funotion, where t

i (pL,*pj) 1ij (piqpj) (167)

Similarly, we let p j(ppj) denote the average probability of a doou-

ment belonging to both category i and category j, given that the doovment

belongs to category i with probability P. and oategory J with probability

Pj.

The assumpbion of independenoe of oategories can be brolmn dmwn

into two separate mathematical statements :

N~(p±Dp i) (Pp) (168)

- -jPj (169)

These statements are independent in the sense that neither can be derived

from the other, and they represent two different anpeots of independence

of categories. As a consequence of Equations (167) and (168), we obtain:

Ii~jVJ i (pi)n I (pj1 (I170)
njjP~ij)N

for independent categories.

We can write expressions giving the number of documents in each

of the four classes involved in the value function Vij
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(a) Class I- The class of all correctly retrievud doc ients-

f PiJ (piPJ) nij (pj.pj)dpj dpi (171)

ii 
j

(b) Class II - The class of 4U. incorrectly retrieved docments:

P 1 [i - Pi(Pi . ,Pj) dpj dp1  (172)

(a) Clasu III - The class of all incorrectly unretrieved documents:

fill) - fo": f"0  PLj (pi~ppj) njj(p±Dpp)dpj dpi (173)

W() Cls TV - The class of all oorreotly umretrieved dooumente,

(11,I 0"'If0 c" Cl - P~(,P) nij(Pi,Pj)4jdP: L (174)

Sinoe we are saiming independenoe of categories, -ie oan siLYn1ify Equa-

tions (171) through (174) by using Equatons (169) and (170):

( )1 .n(p) *n,(p) (1 P p (175)

al rc N Pi "J" @ p lT

I(a) fiv3 ~. a (1no • o •• P"d'(P) - d, ( )

The retrieval process proceeds until the predetermined cutoff

point (d for descriptor i and aj for descriptor j hs been reache do To
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retrieve beyond this point will be detrimental, since on the average the

increment in V caused by additional retrieval will be negative,

The four double integrals in Equations (175) through (178) can

now be evaluated. For Equation (175):

] • r j P)"pj P, dpj #Pj
j a

ciic
n(pp Pdpi n f(pj)pl dpa

* N(F~ - ý;±(aj) I op - 71(aC)j (179)

S±1amarIy, Equations (176) through (178) become:

1 L 1n(p,)en4 (j

a erja~ p

- • {(N - N1(C()l (N - NS(a))} 1

-25 - rfja~1 -Tj(aj)I)

(III a 7 ~ n~(~ n f(P )Pi P1 dpi dpii o 0 :pi

(Iv - ~orj a1 j(pj) ~(

(I o a Joii:L (1 - PiP1 )dP1 dipi

= [Nija1) N (a1 ) -N
2 F(j T( Oj)' ( 1) (182)

17 1 J

By substituting Equations (179) through (182) into Equation (.15),
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the function V.. for the -,aluo of a ,joint retrieval on categories i and

j becomes

-~([N - N i(7j)1 EN N Ni (aP)

- N2 [ pi " i (aP) i [ -- Cr( J)I) (163)

-N2  j(aj) N -)

+ • [Ni(ay) Nj(aj) - N2  C(a ) aj))

By using Equation (183), it is possible to find the values of

a and a that will maximize a specifio Vij, In general, however, the

values ail and a obtained by solving the ma=1=a in expressions V i and,

say, Vik will be different. Consequently we need a set of values (cr.

that will maximize an average Vii.

The average vaLue of Vii is, of course, its expected values

8 ss

EMV~ r r Il f
im• Jul ij ij

s S

E r V f f (184)
it.l Ji-i i I j

since f iJ f i f by Equation (166), and this function will have to be

nmaximzed. The differential of Equation (18h) isi
s s -WV. B.V

d E E f. Ij[' da +] (18)i- j 1 7,7
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dE= r, fjZ fJ ] doi

which implies the following condition for a maximum:

Z f V _j. 0 (i -1,2,...,,) (186)

The partial derivatives BVij/Wi in Equation (186) can be com,-

puted by using Equations (179) through (187):

[- - 5J ) (C)II-a. ni (a.)1 (3187)

C-N + N i(a)) [rAoC:)l

+ [(i)j niF(a±)l (189)

IN l. ( a1  ni (a)- N f~ ) n (0i)] (190)

Performing the stumationh in Equation (186) on Equations (187) through

(190) results in:

E-L -n f ± ( -r(f (191)
J Jul

s
f~i '•i • n(°i J r:- [ N +Njj)f

+ Cini(a.) E, I -T (aJ)If (192)
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1T2. (Y P(7 (193)j I I -j aS•iv ni(ci) s~

J.,

S
-r af J P ) (1.94)

Therefore, the condition for a maximum is given by the equations:

S'
a. n. (c. .3 N a - 0)

s
+ n l(ai) 7, [HN - O31

Jul

aS

(195)

* ni(c•.) Z' f i N i((r)j"l

+ i n(cr) E :1 N (ai)

Julai nii)- T fj Nj V(cj) 0

for i -1,2,$o.,s. It remains to show that a solution actually exists,

and to examine the properties of the solution.

4.5.1.3.2 Existence of Solutions to the Cutoff Point E ions

In order to get some insight into the situation, set y - 8 = O; i.e.,

assume that the function V depends only upon classes (I) and :11). In

this case, Equation (195) is simplified to:



CF. ni n(04) f~ N tj 1 -~(ajI

+ 8•.ni(j) F CN - N (aj)Ifj (196)

S

iEni(c) F - (j)fj N 0S~Jol

for i - 1,2,...,s. After rearranging And dividing by the comon factor,

ni(C.)., Equation (196) becomes:

B E fEN - N (a )(
Ji-"1 • is 0 (97)

+0)N 1 -5 F ja~

for i *22peo...,

From Equation (197) it follows that if a solution exists at all,

then it is the same for all i, since the right side of this equation does

not depend on i. If we let:

h(a) et- a N E f J-J-F~)
JE~

+ 0 E f i[N - NJ(0)

-0a N Zf C - ýJ I(198)

then we can rewrite Equation (196) as;

ni(a)
- h(a) - 0 (199)

We need to show that there exists a c such that 0 <a c< I and h(c) - 0.

Given this a, then a, 1  c2  .. = c will be a non-trivial solution
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of Eauation (196). We demonstrate this fact by showing the following:

11(0) > 0 (2MOO)

h(1) = O (2 GOB)

h' (1) > 0 (200C)

It is sufficient to show Equation (200A), since from Equations (200B) and

(2000), h(o) < 0 for a 1 - E, where E is positive and sufficiently small.

The result then follows from the Intermediate Value Theorem.

From Equation (198) we have:

h(O) - B f f [N - Nj(O)1 , j N
,i

which demonstrates Equation (200A). Also, since 'j p(1) and N N (1),

clearly h(1) 0 0; so Equation (200B) is true. Finally,

I 2a n (a)
h,(a) - - N fj• - j(a) -E f4(a)

+ fj(." nj(a) - + Nrp(a) + a'2n (C)l

sol

|h, (1) E 9 (1jn O) (201)

Since n (a) has been assumed to be strictly positive in the unit interval,

it follows from Equation (20].) that h' (1) > 0, so that Equation (2000)

holds. Hence a solution to Equation (196) does in fact exist. It can

similarly be shown that a solution to Equation (195) exists, provided

that 6 is not too large. The details will not be given here.

4.5.1.3.3 Further Analysis of the Cutoff Point Equations for

y 0 - We now let:



9 c)= r, f N -N(71

(202)

g-(ay) = N F, f p T Cjp1

Then Equation' (197) becomes:

0 gN(a) (203)
(C T+ 0) gP-(oJ

and this equation can be solved for a, as we have shown.

Since N(a) is a monotonicully increasing function of a, it is

now possible to interpret the value of cy established in Equation (203).

It is apparent that g%(a) represents the average or expected number of

retrieved documents. On the other hand, each term of g(a) represents

a product of the average probability of retrieved documents times the

size of the descriptor group normalized by the frequency of usage of

this descriptor. Thus the g-(c) function expresses the average number

of retrieved documents properly belonging to the average doscriptor

weighed by its frequency of occurrence. It is thus seen that the optimum

a, expressed by Equation (203), is a function of the constants a and 0,

which express the relative importance attached to the correctly and

incorrectly retrieved documents; the optimum a is also a function of

two averages--namely, gN(a) and g5(a).

It is evident that the higher the value of 0--that is, the

importance attached to incorrectly _retrieved documentb--the •igher will

be the value of 7. And as or increases, fewor docwueits will be retrieved.
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On the other hand, the higher the value of cL--that is, the importance

attached to the correctly retrieved documents--the lower will be the

value of a. For lower values of a more documents ••_ll be retrieved.

The function decreases with the increment of value of a, and so does

g((a). When a - 0:

gN(0) 1N 7 f N

g-(0) ~f 3 ~~(204)
pJ ý

and when a - i;

pN(l1 - p() 0 (20o5)

Thus at a * O:

0 %(o) (206)

p I +i

To evaluate the expression for a - l, L'Hopitalls rule must be used

because of the indeterminacy of 0/0:

gN(a) g(1)
gF asa(.)

4 (,). - Ej nj(a) (207)

gp'(OG) - - 0 E fj nj)

U Thus at a 1:

______r) - ... # 1 (208)
+ +
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From Equations (206) and (208) it follows that the optimum a never lies

at the extrema of the unit interval.

For simple queries, it follows from Equation (165) that for

y " 8 = 0, the cutoff point is the same for all categories and is given

by:

C + (209)

For joint retrievals, we have:

- X(a) (210)

Since

r f4  nj (p)dp Z f m(P)dp
j I l ... 1 (211)

Efj pjpo(p)dp E fj pnj(p)dp
j j

we see that:

(a) The cutoff point for joint retrieval on two categories is
always greater than the Gatoff point for a single categorz

(b) The cutoff point for joint retrieval does depend on the prob-
ability distribution of documents within the categories.

4.5.1.4 Possible Generalizations - Generalizations to the

method of retrieval described here may proceed in either of two direc-

tions. The first direction is to extend the method to handle Boolean

combinations of descriptors other than the conjunction of two descriptors;

the second generalization is to consider the more realistic situation

where the probability distributions of documents within different cate-

gories are not independent.
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The extension of probabilistic retrieval to the more general

JBoolcn f£Luictions appears to be a laborious but straightforward math,-

matical task. I+ has not appeared worthwhile actually to carry out this

extension. However, on the basis of the results already presented it

would seem reasonable to expect that the cutoff point for a more com-

plicated retrieval would depend on the form of the retrieval and on the

ensemble of distributions, but not on the particular descriptors involved.

A considerable amount of effort was expended in attempting to

analyze the sltuation for the case of dependent categories. Unfortunately,

it appears that this problem is insoluble. The remainder of this section

will discuss the reasons for this ooncluuion.

The case of depenront categories is a generalization of the case

of independent categories. One theoretically possible but impractical

solution would be to compute the joint distributions Ni(Pi Pj) for each

(i, J) pair by actually counting the appropriate numbers of documents.

If valvion of Pj and pj are computed in increments of 8, then this would

require keeping s -t for each category kid

8 21

(s - s) times that number for all possible pairs of s distinot categories.

Similar statistics would be required for Pij (pi, pj). Therefore, one

would hope to find a single measure of relatedness between categories

and to use this measure in two different relationships: one that would

express Pij(Pi, pi) in terms of pi and pj in a convenient functional

form; and the other that would express Nij(Pi, p ) in terms of Ni (pi)
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and. Nj (pj) The assumption of independence led to the relations in

Equations (168) and (169), which accomplished this aim.

It is possible, and perhaps even reasonable, to assume that

PiJ (P1 1 Pj) - PiPJ and to incorporate the effects of dependence between

categories into the distribution function Nij alone. The rationale for

this procedure is as follows: suppose that the distribution statistics

are based on the results of having documents assigned to categories by a

panel of users. If two categories are highly dependent--for example,

almost synonrmous--then one would expect that those documents that have

a high probability of belonging to one category also have a high proba-

bility of belonging to the other. A similar rationale holds for docu-

ments that have a low probability of belonging to one or the other of

these categories. This effect would manifest itself an a skewness in

Nij(PiD Pj). However, consider a single document that had been assigned

to category i by pi of the users and to category j by pj of the users.

Even if the categories are closely related in the sense that documents

belonging to one are likely to belong to the other, the judgments of a

par•.• rur pnel member with respect to the two categories may well be

indApendent. For instance, suppose that two categories are closely

related, and a particular document is assigned to each of them with a

probability of 90 percent. It need not be true that the 90 percent of

the users who assigned the document to the first category are the same

90 percent as those who assigned it to the second category. It coild

reasonably be assumed that the two groups are in fact selected independ-

ently, so that only 81 percent of the users assign the document to both
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categories. If we maIe this assumption, then we can tak.e pij(Pi, Pj) = iPJ,

iowever, the problem of N.,j remains,

The type of relationship we are looking for should be of the

form:

Nij(Pi, Pj) F[pi, pj, Ni(pi), Nj(pj), kiji (212)

where kij is a parameter that measures the relatedness of category i to

category j. If we do not assume that kij m kjl, then kj would measure

the tendency of items in j to belong to i also, and conversely for kjio

That this situatleon can in fact arise is illustrated by the case of

nested categories; every document that belongs to the subcategory also

belongs to the larger category, but not conversely.

Let us consider the constraints on the'expression for Nij as

given in Equation (212). Since Nij represents a distribution function,

we must have:

nij(Pi, Pj, kij) 1 0 (213)

where nj(pi, pj, kj) is, as before, the joint probability density

defined by Equation (167), with kij as a parameter. Since every docu-

ment belongs to category j with some probability between 0 and 1, we

g have:

Sf loni(Pi, pj, kij)dPi - n3 (pj) (21h)ii

and similarly,

SniJ(Pi' pj, kj)dp4 = ni(jl) (215)
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If we define kij = 0 to be the case of independent categories, then we

must have:

n L(p ) n (p)
nij(PI, Pj, 0) = n , (216)

Finally, if we define kii 1 to indicate synonymous categories, then we

will want

TIM reasoning behind this equation is that for sayorqmous categories

the density fAmtion ni, winl be sero for pi p,, since every document

will be assigned to the two categories with the same probability. Since

n,.j wvll be non-zero, only along the line pi m p, and since this line has

zero area, the density function on the line must be infinite if the

integral of the density is to be non-zero. This situation is, howevers

approac~hed only in the limit: hence we have Equation (217).

A careflil examination of the forms that nij might take has led

to the conclusion that there is no reasonably simple nij that can be

foundj and if nij is too complicated, it will be impossible to carry

out the remainder of the analysis, which was difficult enough even in

the independent case. The two most likely forms were

nij(PL, Pj, kij) - ni(P±) nj(pj) f(pi' Pjs kij) (218)

and

j(Pit Pj, kij) n il(Pi) + kij f(pio Pji kiJ) (219)

We will consider Equation (218) first.
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For Equation (218) the constraints, Equations (213) through

(217), YIeld:

f(Pi, PJ Ic i) ; 0 (220A)

11
o n n(Pl) n j(pj) i Pj' kij)dPi nj(pj) (220B)

ne ni(p i n j(pj) f(Pi' pip kijldpj "ni(P,) (2200)

f(pi, Pj, 0) = I (22oD)

-f(pip pi kij) ccm as kij -1 (220E)

It is apparent that f should be symmetric in pi and pj, Furthermore,

from Equation (220B) we see that the quantity,

Sn.(p.) p•f(P PJ, kij)dP. (221)

must be invariant for all possible n.(pi). Since n±(Pi) is an arbitrary

4 positive function of pi' we must have:

f*(ip PJD n k) (222)

to cancel out the effect of varying ni(pi). By symmetry, however, we

must also have:

p) f*(PiL p kij) (223)

Since f* must be the same in Equations (222) and (223), we have a con-

tradiction and Ecuation (218) must be discarded.

If we try Equation (219), the constraint equations yield
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n (p.) n.(p.
kC. f(P-.L Pi k (224A)

13 1 .j ij (2A

f f(pi, pj, kij)dP± - 0 (224B)

0 - - -

X(pi, pj, kij) - = as k 1I (224D)

We have a similar difficulty. If f contains a multiplicative factor of

ni(pi) lj(p 3 ), then we can remove ni(Pi) nj(pj) from nj and use the same

argument as the one raised against Equation (218). Yet without this

factor there does not appear to be any way to satisfy Equation (224B) in

view of the arbitrary nature oZ n(pi) and n (pi)

What we have shown is that there does not appear to be any

possibility of developing an analysis of probabilistic retrieval that

will account for the relatedness of categories used in a query. However,

for most retrieval requests encountered in practice it would be reasonable

to expect that different categories mentioned in thn request would be at

worst slightly related. Furthermore, a well-chosen set of categories

will probably have little ooiTelation among its members since the exist-

ence of correlation degrades the utility of the categories. In summary,

then, the use of the independence assumption should not unduly distort

the results of probabilistic retrieval.

4.5.1.5 Conclusions - It is now possible to outline the

general features of a probabilistic retrieval system. To each category
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there will correspond a collection of classes of documents instead of a

unique class of documents. Each class will be determined by a different

cutoff point o. For each document, there wiUl be two types of cutoff

points, disjunctive and conjunctive, Within each of these categories an

individual a will have its value determined in accordance with the type

of joint retrieval it is scheduled to participate in. Thus there will be

one cutoff point for the conjunction of two descriptors, another for con-

junction of three, etc. The same principle holds for the cutoff points

for disjunctive retrievals. Any incoming request will be traneformed

into convenient canonical formj for example, a disjunction of! conjunctions.

The appropriate cutoff points will then be selected and retrieval effected.

In order to calculate the cutoff points, certain parameters are

required. These parameters can be obtained by requiring the syston, to

perform bookkeeping operations that will supply the required data.

Essentially, the kind of statistical data necessary for the calculation

of the cutoff points is:

(a) ni(p) - the density of documents pertaining to a given descrip-
tor for a given probability interval.

(b) -j(a) m the average probability value of a document belonging
to the descriptor i as a function of a cutoff point.

(c) Ni(c) - the total number of documents belonging to the descrip-

tor i as a function of a

The most fundamental of the three types of data is (a), since (b) and

(c) can be calculated. from it.

4.5.2 The Problem of Redundan!ýcy

4.5.2.1 Introduction - Redundancy in the information retrieval
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processes occurs whonever the retrieved data is duplicated. To avoid

redundancy is important, not only for -the rather obvious economic reason,

but also for operational and logical reasonso Theoretical considerations

pertaining to the nature of measures for removing redundancy vill be best

understood within the context of a more detailed discussion of the unde-

sirability of duplication from these threa points of view.

4.5.2.2 Economic Point of View - For some types of information

retrieval systems the cost of retrieval may become prohibitively high,

especially if aIl the data pertaining to the request profile is retrieved.

The use value of the information contained in the retrieved

data may be drastically reduced by the existence of redundant material.

Effectively the •wser of the data is Owamped by repetitious iliformation.

4.5.2.3 Operational Point of View - Many information retrieval

systems enter into larger systems as component units. The retrieved data

may form an input to other praoesses such as control., command and control,

or real-time monitoring. The occurrence of redundant material may not

only reduce the efficiency of the funotioning of the systam, but also

affect the outcome of the processes to which the retrieved data forms an

Input. For example, imagine a system that is required to perform some

statistical tabulations on the incidence of car accidents among various
population groups. Parthermore, assume that the reports on automobile

accidents are incoming from diverse smrres so that some accidents may

be reported more than once. Under such conditions it will be necessary,

in order to obtain valid results, to introduce some filtering stage that
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will prevent or eliminatc duplication. Estimates of the reliability of

Lho rcsults obtairjc-' will in general depend upon tho effectiveness of the

filte'ring stage. The removal of data rediundancy is thus vital to the

satisfactory performance of the system as a whole.

4.5.2.4 Logical Point of View - In the process of decision

making the origin of the data may be as relevant to the decision as its

content. It is even conceivable that the existence of large amount of

redundancy in the collected data may be one of the important factors

influencing the nature of the decision. In other words, the decision

process may be dependent on the manner in which the data is presented.

As an example, imagine a system whose task it is to solve transportation-

routing problems, The kind of solution employed may well depend upon the

complexity of a particular problem. If the particular transportation

network contains many nodes, the system will use one type of an algorithm;

if it contains few nodes, then another.

j Determining the nature of the problem may depend upon sampling

of data;, thus inaccuracies will arise if the data contains a large amount

of redund,%ncy. SUoh a situation is particularly prone to arise if the

system schedules its own operations and batches many problems together.

4.5.2.5 Tentative Measures of Hedundano• - Considering several

ways in which the concept of redundancy is implicated in the information

retrieval processes, a basic dic-hotomy becomes apparent:

(a) Some of the redundancy problems require the exact scrutiny of

the individual data items. If data items are conventionally
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thought of as documenbs, then a sort of r'edundancy map could

be obtained by indicating the relationship with respect to

redundancy of each document to every other document in the col-

lection. The simplest kind of relation between documents with

respect to redundancy is that of inclusion; that is, one dec-

ument may express everything that another document expresses

with respect to a given topic. Another possible relation,

although a lass simple one, is that of overlap. A document may

partially express the content of another document with respect

to a given topic with some numerical measure of the partial

covering.

(b) It may be possible or desirable to hande the problem of reduc-

ing redundancy on an aggregate level. The distinguishing

feature of this approach is the statistical handling of infor-

mation contained in the documents. It is important to remem-

ber that, since the primiry concern is redundancy, the basic

measure of information must be relative rather than absolute.

That is, such a measure when applied to a document sheuld be

able to determine the expected number of documents rendered

superfluous by the document in question; alternatively, the

measure should indicate how many documents render a given doe-

ument superfluous.

Usuaely a document will cover a numnber of topizis. In general,

it mist be expected that the redundancy measure will nut be
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evenly distributed among all the topics thnt a given document

deals with. Thos with rcspect to one topic a dociumcnt mayV be

highlVy unique, whereas with respect to another, hrighly redundant.

Whether or not it is advisable to average the redundancy meas-

ure over all topics or handle them separately is a question that

may be decided only after a more detailed and rigorous study.

It is also possible that this question admits no unique answer,

since information retrieval systems are highly differentiated

with respect to their functional characteristics.

It would bo incorrect to assume that this dichotomy represents

two alternative approaches. It is quite unrealistic to expect that an

exhaustive redundancy map comprising the detailed breakdown of all rela-

tions among all documents individually is feasible. Practically, some

sort of statistical approach is necessary. It is neoessary, however, to

demand that any statistical averages employed to reduce redundancy capture

the true statistical properties of a system based upon the requirements

for a redundancy map.

4.5.2.6 Conclusion - It is important to avoid redundancy for

operational, logical, and economic reasons, Two tentative examples of

redundancy measures are:

(a) Each document is characterized by a set of numbers expressing
the percentage of documents containing more, or less, informa-
tion concerning a given topic,

(b) Each document is characterized by a set of numbers expressing
the additional contribution that the document would make to the
given topic, assuming the average number of documents already
retrieved.
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4.5.3 Adaptation to User Requirements

4ho3.1 User Orientation - The users of an information system

are often conceived as a uninocal mass that knows precisely wh-vt type of

information it wants from the system. The problem of system design is

then reduced to the simple expedient of devising means of access to the

general body of stored information for this class of users.

In fact, however, the users are neither univocal nor certain;

if they were, the problem of information retrieval would be vastly

simplified. Any intermediary for gaining access to stored information

would be ai1perfluous, since the users by defiznil.ion have a priori knaowl-

edge about the nature of the information they seek. The difficulty is

that users approach any information system--even a library card catalogue--

because their questions are vague and ill formed. Furthermore, each user

wishes to fulfill a different need.

In confronting a new system, any user is wary at first; the

mechanism of the system stands as a barrier (and possibly a threat) between

his questions and whatever answers may be available, The first criterion

for gaining the user's confidence, then, is simplicity; the mechanics of

the system should be readily grasped after a few moments of sttdy. The

second criterion is that the user quickly gain confidence that the sys-

tem can indeed produce reasonable responses to reasonably well formed

queries.

This second factor poses the greatest difficulty. If a user has

confidence in the system, he is willing to enter a tacit dialogue. A
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simple question, however ill formed, prod-oces sufficient i nforination to

load to another, more cogent question. The dialogue continues from qies-

tion to answer to question until the user eventually frames precisely

the right question to gain access to the information he originally sought.

This process with the familiar card catalogue iL heuristic; the same

process should occur with an automated system, but the interposition of

a machine may easily restrain the facility of the dialogue.

An ýnformation system deals with the functional elements of

information in such a way that a sequence of operations upon these ele-

ments or upon concatenations of these elements produces the requested

information. What is desired is information explicitly or implicitly

contained in the data received by the system. Thus, ultimately, logical

ImpJ1cations, generalizations, correlations, and even logical appraisals

of the original data (credulity measures and ordering relations) may be

the results of these operations.

The requirements for performing operations upon the information

parallel, at least in part, those for storing information. These opera-

tions should be defined so that information can be recombined into forms

that are not explicitly formed in the original informati.on. 8uch process-

ing operations should be specified in relation to the storage operations.

The retrieval processes may then gather relevant material from the stored

data so that it may be operated upon and used to answer questions. Some

of these operations are based upon statistical analyses of the data.

Other operations are functions performed upon the question in order to
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improve the formuilation of a query. in Lhis way the inherent difficulties

An establislhing a dialogue between the user and the system may be reduced,

if not entirely eliminated.

Additional operations on information nzy be necessary. The

yeystem may be expected to derive logical relationships existing among

data contained in its memory. In addition to logical inferences (deduc-

tions), the system may be expected to perform inferential processes

(inductions). Such inductive inferences differ from deductive inferences

in two important respects: the relationships derived are not necessarily

valid; and not all the rules of inductive reasoning are explicitly

formalized.

Implied relationship is a generio term for all relationships.

not explicitly contained in a system. Such relationships are derived by

means of inferential processes; that is, inductions and statistical

correlations. The term implied relationship includes relationships

derived on the basis of inductive, or non-rigorous, inferential

processes. Such relationships are by their nature not as well defined

as relationships obtained deductively. The system must, therefore, be

designed with the capacity to estimate the degree of credibility of such

derived relations and the degree of relevance to other information. On

the basis of such estimates the system may accept or reject the derived

conclus ions

Since the set of implied rolationships is not well defined,

such a system will arbitrarily limit the range of derivable relationships.
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c-nnot be expected that The e system will attempt to derive all the implied

relationships that lie within a specified range without being requested

to do so, either airectly or indirectly, in terms of a question. On the

other hand, some of the implied relationships might be so important to

the functioning of the system that they ought to be derived even without

any initiating query. An information system would, therefore, be more

powerful if it possessed a set of decision algorithms for determining at

which point it must stop its inferential activities.

It is necessary to state the criteria employed to select the

relationships the system mill derive. While the set of explicit rela-

tionships stored in the memory of a system may be well defined, the cor-

responding set of implicit relationships may not be. The derived implicit

relationships depend not only upon the set of explicit relationships, but

also the nature of tho formal or informal inferential methods as well as

a upon other factors--for example, the richness of association--less amenable

to precise description.' Because of these factors it may be questioned

whether the notion of the set of all implicit relationships derivable from

the information is meaningful. From a practical viewpoint, some limita-

tions opon the range of implicit relationships must be imposed.

The criteria for the limitations that are to be imposed upon a

systom's ability to derive implicit relationships ought to include:

(a) Only implicit relationships possessing potential utility to
the useris of the system should be derived.

(b) The system should not try to derive implicit relationships of
so complex a nature that the attempt is likely to end in failure.

7
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(c) The limitations should be flexible enough to leave room for

learning•o

The systm may be able to increase the range of derivable implicit rela-

tionships as it obtains more input information or elicits more information

about a question from the user; again the importance of a dialogue is

apparent, The criterion for the selection of derivable relationships,

which includes all three of these characteristics is: the system is only

concerned with those implied relationships that can be derived in response,

to a definite procedure specified by the user. This principle may be

considered as the organizing principle of the system.

There are several points that will clarify the meaning of this

principle. In addition, the adoption of this principle has certain

impliostions for the learning processes that will take plaue in an.

information system. The phrase, "ls, ... in response to a definite pro-

cedure specified by the user," does not mean that the user is obliged

to supply the directives that could be diroctly translated into programs--

that is, a sequence of action resulting in an output consisting of the

appropriate implicit relationships. Neither does it mean that such a

specification need be supplied to the system initinlly1

The principle simply states that the tuer knows how to go about

so"lving the problem embodied in a query addressed to the system; he

knows how to solve the problem in terms of human mental processes.

Moreover, the principle does not require the user to state the procedure

formally. The concept of knowing how to go about solving problems implies
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no more than that. the user know enough about his own procedrtres to answer

questions about his approach to the problem.

4.5.3.2 A Concept of Questionina - In order to optimize the

retrieval ability of a system, the user should question the system within

the framework of a theory of questioning. The development of, a concept

of questioning has occasioned considerable scientific interegit within the

last decade. In part, such an interest is related to problems of retriev-

Ing information, for even a cursory examination of question4ng indicates

that it plays an Important role in the retrieval of informiation, Every

pragmatically important question has a correct answer associated with it.

Such a correct answer is a statement that provides a person with informa-

tion--knowledge that he did not possess at the time that he asked the

question. The statement may be true or false and still fulfill this

criterion. Given a framework of t'his kind, the conoept of questions

requires a development along two parallel lines, th3 semeiology and

the methodology of questions.i
The semeiology of questions pertains to the form and nature

of queries. Questions are a type of linguistic structure. Composed as

they are of signs--letters and words--questions have meaning. Such mean-

ing may be even more complex than the meaning of declarative statements,

since questions may also be logical functions of such meanings.

There are two possible wAys to investigate the meaning of a

question. A question may be correlated with a class of statementa, any

one of which is a correct answer to the question. In this sense, the
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question defines thQ scope of possible answers; it is neither responsive

nor moaningfuiL to answer the question, "What ti6me is it now?" with the

statement, "The Parthenon is located in Athens, Greece." On the other

hand, there are questions that do not define the kind of statement that

is a correct answer. Consider the question, "How many horns does a unicorn

have?" "There are no such things as unicorns," is as correct an answer

as, "A unicorn has one horn." In other worids_ a question may pragmatically

admit unclarity about the boundaries of a subject. Only procedurally

correct questions request information within a framework of concepts and

statements accepted as true by both the questioner and the informer.

The realization that a question is related to a given state of..

knowledge requires further exploration. It is clear that a question is

m~aningful only if the questioner refers to a set of interrelated concepts

either explicitly or implicitly. When a questioner asks, "What time ia

it?" he knows that the answer is a set of numbers that have a certain

order--for example, "later than." But it remains a problem whether some

concept muut be assumed explicitly or implicitly for any question to be

meaningful. It may be that in order for a question to be meaningful,

some restriction of its scope must be present.

The meaning of a complex term is not only determined by its

relationship to non-linguistic. factors, but also by its logical rela-

tionship to other terms. The meaning of questions is in part specified

by their logical or syntactical relationship to other questions. What

is required, then, is a formal logic of questions. Surh a logic would

rigorously formulate:
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(a) Thc syntax of a formal language into which questions in natural

language are translatable.

(b) The rules of deduction for such a language.

(c) The theorems concerning logical relations formulatablc in such
a system.

It seems that the language in which the logic is formulated may be con-

structed out of declarative sentences by the use of an undefined logical

operator [28, 29). Logical functions analogous to deduction can then

be defined. In any system the correlation between questions and permis-

sible answers must be formally modeled by mapping a question on a set of

sentences. Semantically, at least, the range of variables should also

be specified for answers that are specifiable for standard typesq of

questions.

In addition to logical deducibility that would be studied by

such a calculus, there is another dimension of logical analysis. This

area pertains to the relative complexity of questions. It may be, for

example, that in a certain context a 2y question is translatable into a

finite set of Now quostions. In this context, y questions are more

complex than How questions, But there are many types of questions. In

addition, there are disjunctive and conjunctive questions a,9 well as

general and particular questions. This brief discussion indicates that

a logical theory is necessary to oonsider problems of this kind

systematically.

Once a formal analysis of questions has been developed, it will

provide insight into the methodologv of questions. If the questionsi that

imply other questions are imown or are reducible to other qlestions, then
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it is easior bu develop sbrabegies for sequencing questions so as to

dbt,:in nmimum Information for a minimum set of qaestions. It is aclvan.-

tageoas for Any information processing syrstem to allowv this condition to

be fulfilled..

Besides purely logical and formal considerations, there is a

problem of methodology--the strategy or heuristic of interrogation. This

problem centers on the problem of efficiency and purposefulness in

interrogation. The main objective is to relate the formal characteristics

of questioning to intentions that the questioner may have. From the nature

of the problem it is evident that, unlike the inquiry into formal prop-

erties of questions, this disoussion is mainly concerned with sequences

of questions.

There are two types of goals that can be associated wlth the

procedure of interrogation. The first is the dosire to obtain more factual

infonnation. A simple example of this type of interrogation is: "How

many people reside in Rome?" The second goal is to obtain a better

understanding of a certain area of inquiry. This objective may be

related t) the interrogator's perception of gape in the flaw of infor-

mation or to his lack of understanding of the information, Efficient

and intAlligent questioning dopends upon the precision with which the

inteo'rogator can pinpoint the kM-nd of information he wants as well as

upon his ability to formulate the appropriate sequences of questions.

The objective of this conoept of questioning is to establish

procedures for an interrogator to discern the intention of his interogations.
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Tho concept is not psychologically orionted. The pý.oblom in not to

correlate subjective states of nmind with the objective elements of the

questioning process. The concept seeks to associate the properties of

sets of information with the rational formulation of interrogative

intentions. These intentions are then fulfilled if the sequenci of

questions is appropriate for its purpose.

The ordering and the retrieval of information depend upon

initially specified rules for information handling. These rules may

not be the only rules for data handling necessary for the proper and

efficient operation of an information system. Ihi system must be able

to acquire new rules and modify old rules as it continues to process

:information. The acquisition of rules may be divided into two categories.

One category include. processes based upon success-failure

criteria. In processes of this kind an information system attempts to

improve its performance without an interchange of complex questions with

the user. If the criteria for adequate performamne are not satisfied,

the system seeks to improve its performance solely on the basis of its

store of data and its own experience.

The second category includes processes based upon a system's

attempt to elicit information pertinent to the formation of adequate

processing rules from the user. Such processes are more complex than

those in the first category. In addition to being able to use its own

experience, the system is able to question human beings and to use human

guidance. In this way the essential dialogue between a user and a system
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may lead to the necessary well fo-,ied questions that will elicit the

required information for the iuser.

The implication of this discussion is that the user-system

dialogue will necessarily span a range of questions over a period of

time, however short the time. But this implied constraint need not

follow. A simple question may be simply answered; yet in a simple

question the necessary clues to the relevant information are almost

apparent. Consider a slightly more difficult instance. If the system

contains N categories of information, then N1 question combinations are

possible. The information may also be stored so that a relation (A,B,C...)

holds. The query may be framed (C,B,A). A simple response would state:

"If your request could also be (A,BC), then your answer is..." This

approach appears too easy, but it is not uncoiiiion. And if these func-

tions were automated, the demon of interrogation could be greatly

simplified.

4.5.3.3 The Linguistic Problem - Given an appropriate formal

representation of linguistic input, there still exist problems of equivoca-

tion in word use that would disrupt the functioning of an inferential

proceasor. Consider the following true assertions.

(a) The number 2 is rational.

(b) Socrates is rational.

(c) Arnthing rational can reason.

These sample sentences have little inherent interest. Their purpose,

however, is paradigmatic rather than practical.
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The word rational in sentence (a) is being used in a different

sense from the same •ord in sentences (b) and (c). Unf ortunately, this

difference is more than a mere linguistic difficultyo It is conceivable

that at a purely linguistic level the equivocation is irrelevant. An

example is translation to another language that has the same ambiguity

in the use of the word rational. In the context of accurate inference,

however, this kind of apparently insignificant linguistic difficulty c=n

lead to serious logical problems. Thus, sentences (a) and (c) seem to

lead to the conclusion that the number 2 can reason. This falsehood is

directly attributable to the fallacy of the four-term syllogism produced

by the equivocation in the use of the word rational,*

For any deductive inference procesmor an awareness oi such

equivocation is essential. Other rA "ih [14%,,741 hrdd d .-4

uexwe value theory that may be able to diocovor nuch distinotions in

sense meohanically. For the purrse of inferential processing it would

be desirable to establish whether sense value theory may be applied to

*It Is uossible to argue that the difficulty lies not in the equivocation
In the use of "rational" but in the falsehood of sentence (a), given such
equivocation. Perhaps the example is ill chosen, but we would ordinarily
allow the use of generalizations such as (c) provided that the sense of
the words involved is clear. Thus, that anything that is heavy (or light)
has weight seems beyond question. The reason that there is no question
is that it L9 clear that the terms heavy and light are being used in the
sense of weight. We are not led to reject the generalization because
colors, for example, may be said to be heavy (awkward, but possible) or
light. We say rather that colors (a, oppnsed to pigments) are not the
sorts of things that have weight and that the sense in which "heavy' or
"light" may be used to describe them is quite different from the sense in
which these words describe relative weight-even though there is a meta-
phoric value in the analogy between weight and color demansions.

I
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the mechanical dIiscover-j of sense equivocations in practice. Appendix D

presents a diseession of [he fundamoenL-al concepLs of sense value theory

and an account of possible approaches to the application of sense value

theory to inferential processing.

4.5,4. The Logical Problem - This section considers the devel-

opment of inferential capabilities, given a mass of initially linguistic

data reduced to an Appropriate unequivocal form suitable for further

machine processing. Two kinds of inferential problems can be distinguished

at this point:

(a) The relatively straightforward problem of checking whether a
conolusion deductively follows from the information in the file.

(b) The more difficult problem of assessing the validity of a gen-
eralization induotively.

While the problem of inductive inference will be left for later devel-

opment and will not reneivo much further consideration in this section,

it should be noted that most linguistic information files are probably

far too complex for simple deductive processing echemes to be effective

in regard to the answering of many kinds of questions.

Among the difficulties we may expect to encounter in implementing

automatic deductive processing, two are especially salient:

(a) A great deal of information that people use in devoloping valid
inferences about practical matters is never explicitly stated
in a texLual account of the facts concerning some matter of
interest,

(b) Textual sources may contain contradictory &ssertions that render
successful deductive processing impossible because any conolu-
sion may follow.
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The second difficulty may be regarded as an instanoe of the kind

of problem that only inductive systems that use probabilistic techniques

for weighting and significance of observations or assertions can overcome.

For the purpose of this discussion the second kind of difficulty is

regarded an one that automatic deductive systems should be able to detect

while leaving correction as a human function. The fori.or difficulty,

however, will be a serious limitation on deductive systems. It seems

that it should be possible to work on this problem within a purly

deductive framcxAork. That is, the problem does not inherently require

inductive tecadmques such as probabilistic weighting or generalization.

An example may help olarif~r the last conclusion. The human being

has no difficulty concluding from the fact that X was in Chicago anl day

on a given day, that he was not in New York or Los Angeles or any other

different place on the given occasion. He is further generally able to

g conclude that the individual in question was in Illinois rather than that

he was not in Illinois. Our bhpo~hetioal cogitator is able to perform

these feats of inference in essentially deductive fashion by appending

to the assertion about I being in Chicago, appropriate assertions about

naming conventions and spatio-temporsl relations. Of course, the ordinary

person is able to derive these conclusions automatically without explicitly

stating the suppressed premises for the syllogisms leading to the appro-

priate conclusions from the fact that X was in Chicago. We are, however,

ultimately assured of the validity of any argument because it can be

reduced to a deduction from premises about which we do not cntertain any

doubts. The models of the real word that the human being possesses allow
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him to draw accurate concliusnins bonaiise the models are accurate and

because the automatic conclulsion,-generating mechanisms he possesses are

in accord with explicit deductive reasoning, To the extent that these

conditions are not met, the human being's inference is bound to result

in error,--or, at best, be only fortuitously correct despite the inva-

lidity of the underlying argiment or the falsity of the implicit premises.

The task for information systems technology is not to simulate

the inferential maohiner7 the human being uses, but to reproduce its

resXilts reliably when they correspond with valid arguments from acceptable

premises. To the extent that the simulation of hmqan cognitive processes

"?Itwthers this end, it should be pursued for wholly technological reasons.

There have been several attempts to incorporate limited models of naming

conventions or spatial relations into systems of deductive inference for a

computer's answering of questions. Some examples of tna for, r ate UGre.n

Baseball Program C241 and Lindsay's Sad Sam Program U431, The former In

able to deal with the logical relations implicit in the use of various

baseball terms$ the latter is directed to the analysis of kinship rela-

tions implicit in limited verbal statements about how one parson is related

to another--for example, that X is a brother of Y automatically tells Sad

Sam that X is male and has a common ancestry with Y. Examples of inferen-

tial systems for compute? s that use models of spatial. relations include

Gelernter's geomet.ry program [211 and Raphael's current research alied at

developing a conversational computer that can answer questions about

assertions [661.i

*The last example also models non-spatial relations. Nor is the primary
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5. CONCLUSIONS

This section presents some ad hoc conclusions pertaining to the

specific areas investigated during the course of this project. The

over-all conclusions are presented in Section 6,

These conclusions are ad hoc because they represent only the first

stages of research into a complex problem. The results, therefore, are

tentative. Continued research could load either to more definite results

or to an entirely different set of conclusions based upon problem that

are only now being defined. The conclusions are organized in terms of

the basic questions discussed in the specification of retrieval systems.

5.1 DESOMPIM STRUCM OF RETRIEVAL SYSTEM

The most popular form of description in existing retrieval system

is- the doncriptor 24st, Although other f'om of deioription have been

considerad, they have not been developed to arn significant degree of

effectiveness. The considerations presented regarding eoonory of

descriptions can serve as a basis for further development, but this

development remains to be implemented.

Given that the descriptor list is in fact used as the mode of

description, analytic methods can be helpful in selecting the particular

set of descriptors to be used. These methods are based both on the

logical structure of any given document collection and on the use of

that collection. Since dynamic retrieval systems change as the demands

on them change and as their contents shift, corrective methods must be

used to keep the descriptor set updated. The invariants that are
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ssociated with relatedness can be providently used to keep the set

updated by constantly bringing. the system classification scheme into

confornity with the users' classifi,.cation scheeo

5 2 ASSIGNMENT OF DESCRIPTORS TO DOCUMENTS

The rationale for assigning descriptors to documents automatically--

that is, with computational techniques--is that a greater degree of con-

sistenoy will be achieved. Humara beings are subject to numerous vagaries

and inconsistencies, while a machine is invariant. Since automatic

techniques depend upon the information contained in a doovtment, the

problem is to develop computational methods that will enable a machine

to oategorize documents accurately on the basis of both the explioit and

the implioit information--or, more preoisely, words--in those documents.

Two nnmr1 AmnnI•m v teehniques were analyzed during the course of' this

project; these techniques were based on infornation theory and game

theory. The information t-heorAtie formulation is a method for assessing

the individual validity of descriptors on the basis of clue words occur-

ring in documents. The game theoretic formulation providoe a method

for selecting an optimal set of clue words.

The use of information theoretic techniques to select clue words

appears to be a promising method of dooumient categorization. From the

purely heuristic viewpoint this technique seems to be valuable and to

represent an improvement over existing techniques. The use of this

technique as a means of categorizing documents is easily renhAnied.

To the extent that the occuTTences of clue words are :relatively
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independent of each other, this computationally simpler approach should

adequatbely suffice for selecting clue words and is an attractive solution

to the problem. However, the over-all reliability of this technique

remains in doubt because it in not at all certain that clue words per so

convey both the necessary and sufficient information for correct categori-

zation and because the methods for selecting the best clue words are not

ideal. Ultimatelyý the validity of this teohnique, particularly in com-

parison with existing methods, warrants evqprical verification.

The game theoretic approach to selecting clue words is theoretically

more appealli•n bt more difficult to execute in practice, In theory

thLs technique will in fact select the best possible not of clue words.

But in praetice it is still impossible to develop sufficient statistics

to predict the best possible set. As yet no good teohniques for approx-

imating these statistics have been developed, but fiurther research along

t these lines should be undertpken.

5.3 Ffl STRhCUOTU

The quantitative results obtained in the analysis of certain basic

types of file structures demonstrate the value of trees and lists in

information retrieval systems, These results must be tempered by a

consideration of the time required for indexing operations in list-

oriented file structures; in particular, for small files the standard

linear methods appear to be the be-t because of the bookkeeping costs

associated with lists. The standard deviation of the search times

required for indexed trees iF; small, so that mcarch tims for this typm
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of structure can be reliably prodicted0, Linear forms of storage, on the

other hand, tend to ha,,, h:iigh standard deviations and highly variable

search times,,

The Multi-List structure cannot be directly compared with the basic

types of file structures because it is based upon retrieval on more than

one criterion at a time. The Multi-List technique appears to be an

effective way of perfo•ming retrieva.l of the kinds for which it was

designed; however, although adding items Lo the file or altering items

.is fairly easy, deleting items is a complicated process. The value of

the Multi-List system probably cannot be suitably appraised until the

saytem is used in a practical application, since its approach is suf-

ficiently distinctive to make it difficult analytically to compare

Multi-List against other methods.

5.4 QuRY PROCESSING

The type of query processing appropriate to a given information

retrieval task is highly dependent on the nature of the task. For per-

sonnel files, for instance, the problem is virtually trivial. For lit-

erature retrieval, the problem becomes more difficult and techniques such

as probabilistic retrieval becomes useful. For intelligence data, quite

sophisticated search and .ifermone strategies beoome necessary. In both

literature and intelligence information, it is important to bear in mind

the amorphous nature of the user's question as contracted with his query.

IProbabilistic. retrieval should be a useful method fi.. increasing the

effectiveness of literature retrieval through the use of additional



information-.namely, tho probability that a given categorization of a

document is correct. The distributional statistics noeded for compound

retrievnls require a significant amount of bookkeeping, but this cost

=Wy well be repaid in terms of system effectiveness. For single-categorY

retrieval, of co'se, no statistics are needed. The effect of raising

or lowering the retrieval cutoff point permits a trade-off of false drupe

against missing information. However, there may be room for improvement

in the particular parameters used in the optimization of tho goodness of

retrieval; paraMters based on ratios rather than on, absolute numbers

of dooumenta might poseib3vy be more effective.

It is apparent that in arW attempt to perform content retrieval

rather than document retrieval, query processing lies at the heart of

the problem. The system will need to perform a great dual of inference,
and the ways that this inferential process can be performed are not at

t all clear as y"t. In addition, severe proble~ms exist with respect to

the semantics of the data and the resolution of abiguity, although there

Sare some promising approaches in this area, particularly the a,7Aloation

of sense-value theory. The work on the theory of questioning is still

embryonic; however, some progress has been made in this area by other

j investigators.

1
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6, OVER-ALL CONCLUSIONS

Tho state-of-theo-jTl in information retrieval is characterized by

two different approaches:

(a) Ad hoc methods for solving logically straightforward problems
7ti-the greateat possible efficiency.

(b) Theoretical efforts to resolve the difficult problems associated
with descriptive structures, assigning descriptions to docu-
ments, file structure and memory organization, and query
processing.

This project has been oriented toward the second approach. The A•prpmnp.+A

approach is strictly a funotion of the particular application being dealt

with. For retrieval on personnel files and similar appI!cations, a highly

coordinated approach to develop a complete specialized system is sufficient.

The primary question then is one of application. For problems such as

general documentation and intelligence analysis, there does not appear to

be any vay +o mhorb,-tt, the t+20y diffli1ilt problems. This study has

highlighted some of these problems and developed a few tentative steps

towards solving them.

The frane of reference for the research performed during the course

of this project was a general system model in which two processes occur

simultaneonsly and independentl.y: entering dociments or information

abdut documents into the system; and responding to queries related to

specific requirements for information. Although four general research

tasks were isolated and analyzed, the content of these tasks was

interrelated. Thus the descriptive structure of retrieval systems and

W the assignment of descriptors are interdependent and both are intrin-

Ssically related to the ultiinate problem of query processing. These
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factora also impinge upon the correlated functions of storage and

ro',ric"al. in storago doev.ces or momories neither size nor speed ire

th, important problem; rather, it. is a questioon of organization, the

structure of information as it pertains to the essential requirements

of serving a user's demand for information.

This report has emphasized possible techniques for automating all

storage and retrieval processes. A tacit assumption underlying this

stress has been the problems of large information systems. Manual

techniques are still suitable for relatively small collections of

information. But, granting the assumption of magnitude, it is essen-

tial to develop techniques for the analysis of information by machines,

primarily because human beings are notoriously inconsistent and prone

to error. Only in large systems do these human tendencies lead to

inerfofioenoy and iner±ectiveness.

At this stage of the research process knowledge about the nature

of the total problem is insufficient. Ivr this reason the oonclusiona

about the research performed are tentative. Each area cou.ld be studied

further with more definitive resultse alternatively techniques that

are potentially more beneficial could evolve. Any future research would

also benefit from a test bed of data that could be used empirically to

test theoretical concepts.

One fact is clearg it is still premature to devolop special purpose

equipment for information storage and retrieval.. Such a step should be

deferred until the requisite research and empirical verification has
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produced reasonably complete hmowledge about the problem and a

comprexhensive descriptdori of the requirements.

II

I

4
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7, RECOIThNDATIONS

The concept of information retrieval has dogonorated from a

rigorously defined pxoblem to a general catch-all for a variety of

problems. The range of the popular description includes both the dif-

ficult and the mundane, This study has attempted to limit the defini-

tion and the scope of information retrieval to the difficult problem.

related either to scientific and technioa3 documentation or to intelligence

anarlysis a,

Both documientation and intelligenos mnalysis systemi are oharaoterized

by a particular attribute: their content and nature cannot be defined

a priori. Both are dependent upon their information aontent for their

descriptions. Unless these descriptions are satiafaotorLly specified,

and no existing method permits adequate specification, the retrieval

* systems will be virtually useless.

The first reconmmendation may, therefore, be startling. If the con-

g templated system is definable a prior and if the information content is

well structured, no further research is required to describe a suitable

I retrieval system. Personnel files are the ubiquitous example. The

appropriate subject in this case is not research but either systems or

i applications analysis. If the objective is to develop equipment, then

the nature of the information system must be described, and operational

characteristics must be specified for speed, accuracy, efficiency, SAnd

( effectiveness.

The second recomiendation has evolved from the difficulty of adhering

I
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to a pure definition of information retrieval. This recommendation also

follows from the current state of knowledge about the subject. Thie

subject of information retrieval has become too broad, while specific

problems confronted in information retrieval have been either roughly

or specifically defined during the course of several research programs,

including this one sponsored by U8AEL. Further research in information

retrieval pr so would result in In indefinitely structured project.
Funds_ would be more fraitfu-ly ex-pendsd on %Aeeaxoh jeot' "' lat- - to

specific problem areas enoompassed by information retrieval.

The need for special studiesa, defined and specified as such, is

lirgont. Th- =ee.-rch conduiitmd diirng this projeojt, for exw"Ple, con-

stitutes ualy a beginning. This recommendation, therefore, is presented

as a necessary next atop in advancing the satae-of-the-art and in enhanc-

ing the use of automated techniques, speoifically conputer-oriented

techniques.

The principal xucommendation for future work is that it be directed

more towards opecifio types of problems. For applicationm where the

problems of developing a descriptive structure and assigning descriptions

to documents are trivial, it is advisable to develop an ad hoo system

that is highly coordinated internally and specialized for a particular

problem. Such systems need not be completely specialized because a

system that is appropriate for personnel records may also be appropriate

for parts listings or for literature with an existing fixed set of

cat5egories and manual categorization. However, it is inadvisable to
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try to attack problems such as intelligence analysis with a similar

svst•mn

The importance of the more difficult probleuas is sufficiently great

so that a long-term and continuing research program is thoroughly

warranted. This program would require the extension of some of the

ideas developed in this project ,rithin a more rigorous theoretioal

framework. The studies should consider the following problems as well

(a) Desoriptive Struoture - The work performed during this •rojeot

has only begun to attack this problem. It in necessary to

develop a formal, perhaps mathematical, theory of the structure

of knovledge and to base the descriptive scheme on this

struoture. The development of a formal theory has been

attempted, but as yet the efforts have been inadequate to

the task. A solid theory of d scriptive structure is the

essential underpinning of any oontent retrieval system; until

jthis theory has been oompleted, all other conclusions are at

best tentative.

(b) Linguistio Analysis - It is recommended that existing work in

meohanioal translation of languages be applied to the transfor-

mation of natural languates to formal languages suitable for

deductive reasoning. Many of the problems of natural language

translation can be sidestepped in this effort, since the

translational defects will not serioiLy :Lmpair t1e•ffxictiwnes
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of a retrieval system. For instance, the problem of translating

a wor1d with so-veral aItAernative meaniugs can be considerably

simplified, since for most purposes the mere identity of words

will be sufficient for the k1nds of deductions to be performed.

It should be emphasized that this reoommeindation is for the

application of existing work in a different area rather than

for totally new investigations.

(c) Methods of Wnferele_ - Given a large body o.C Cozml stat.uiwnzii,

methods are needed for obtaining the desired logical consequences

of theme statements. The problem resembles, but is not identical

to, the problem of developing formal proof procedures for

symbolic logio. The major difference is that relativelv

immediate inferences are to be drawn from a large base of

information rather than quite deep inferences from a small

base of information. The solution of this problem is also

essential for an effeotiie content retrieval system.

(d) Develoimnt of Quer Languages - The particular mode of oom-

munioation between the user and the retrieval system must be

studied in dotail. It is recommended that work should be

performed in this area, but not tutil the other areas have

been more thcroughly developed.
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B. IDENTIFICATION OF PERSONNEL

8.1 PERSONNEL ASS IGNMENTS

The following pcrsonnel were ausigned to this project during the

course of the contraot:

Jacques Harlow* Principal Investigator

Piali W. Abrahams, SoD.* Research Specialist

Goorge Greenberg, Ph.D.* Research Specialist

Quentin A. Darmstadt Research Specialist

Alexander SzAjman Serd.or Specialist

Alfred Trachtenberg Senior Program Analat

Maralyn W. Lindenlaub Senior Program Analyst

Tho asterisk (N) indioates those personnel who oontributtod to the projeot

during the final quarter. Both Drs. Greenberg and Abraham acted as

asmociate investigators at diferoent time in the Qourse of thS raearch

programl partioularly, Dr, Abrahams finled this role during the last

vwo quarters and contributed eignificantly to the integrktion of the

several research tasks.I
The approximate number of man-hours by title expended during the

total contractual period vas:

i Management and Supervision 700

Research Specialist 1500

Senior Specialist 4500

Senior Program Analyst 4500

Clerical 300

The titles in the previous paragraph reflect each person's position

2
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diring the last quarter of hIs participation in the project. Therefore,

the distribntion of mnn-hours differs from the distribution of present

titles.

8.2 BACKGROUND OF PESONNM

The background of each person aasigned to this project was summarized

in the quarterly reports.
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9. APONDIORF9

9.1 APPENDIX A - Maxima and Minima of tho Measures

In this appendix the behavior of the measures of goodness and the

various entropy functions will be examined. Maxima and minima in terms

of the p1 and PiJ are summarized in Tables 3 and 4.

For these tables it is assumed that A is chosen such that A - 1/pe

where pe is the smallest pj; that is, pe 9 Pj for all J. For the

functions of able 3--H, H H" and S i--the pertinent values are the

maximum and minimum values in terms of a given Pe and the absolute max-

imm and minimum values of each function.

For H and Hi, maxima are reached when the probabilities are equal

or, for a particular pa, when the other p, are equal, minima are reached

w when, one probability becomes a maximum and the rest are minima.

1 While HA does not roach an absolute maximu= when H does, since it

was assumed that A * l/Pe, it dons 7AAnh A mnTnmnum together with H for a

*particvulr p e Then t

HA -- p j logpj + log A - pj log pj - log pe

- P p og po - (l + pe) log pe (A-i)

Therefore, H A becomes a maximum for a particular Pe when p, -

$ for j ý e, Then:

eAma - (1 - P.) log(..--.) - (l +epe) log Pe (A-2)
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Tlio largest 1Amax occurs when p. I/N. Then:

1 (Aabsmax (1 + 1) log N + (I - 1) log 1 1-! (A-3)

HA becomes a minimum for a particular pe when H does; that is, when the

maximum p, pt -1- (k - 1) pe, and pj - Pe for J# t, where Pe Vpj

for all J. Thenz

"Amin. .- tI - (k -1) pa1 logrl - (k - 1) po1

-[I + (k - i) pe] log pe (A-4)

The smallest HAmin ooours when p. N A/k. Thant

""Aabamin " 2 log k (A-5)

S becomes a maximum when Pi, m P, for all J. This mximum oan be

derived bv uning Gibbs' theorem, as in Watanabe [84: 2

Simax log A - log pe (A-6)

The largest S ocours when P. - 11N.

Siabsmax ' log N (A-I)

Si becomes a minimum when pij becomes one for the pai-bicular j for

whichpj is smallest. Then:

- log 1 (A-8)Simin = -lo

But; A - 1/pe (A-9)

So. Is -n m 0 (A-la)
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For the functions of Table 4--M 1 , 2 , M 3 , and Mv--thcre are three

imlaxinum and minimum values: bhlcJ, maxima and rminima for a fi-ven .j distri-

bution; the max:ima and ininima when only p0 it; given; and the absolute

maxima and. minima. To keep the notation consistent with that of Table 3,

these maxima, and minima will be indicated as follows:

are the maxima for a given pj distribution, Similarly,

~'aminj' I~inj aet.

are the minima for a given pi distribution.

% Mmax) Kmax N mint Kmins eta., are the maxima and minima wben

only pe 9is given,, and Mlabs:II '2absmaxt ' Mabsmin) '' oto. are

the abaolute maxiiia and minima.

N1 u - Hi is maximimed for a particular pj distribution when Hi

is a minmum (Hin - 0), Then Ml.,j is simpl2y the a priori kntro•p H,

llnýwhich is Mmaxim:Lzed for a partioulkr pe, is aimply t~he a. priorl

entropy maximized, Hmax, M lbsmax is the absolute maximum of the a

pr iori entropy.

Similarly the minima of M, are obtained when Hi is set equal to
.L i

Himax (Himax ' log k) by minimizing the a Eo-R entropy.

'12 = h - Si is maximized when Si is a minimum (Simin 0 0); the maxima

are simply th, maxima of the a prio entropy. M2 is minimized when

I S - log M2min %in " S.ax when H = .,in in addition.
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•absmin occurs when H H absmin. M3 HA - Si is maximized when

S- S • the maxima are HA, H5 bnax, and HAabsmax, respoctivoly,. Tho

minima of M3 are not as obvious, for the conditions of maximizing Si and

minimizing HA can be contradictory. It is best to analyze the minima of

M3 as follows :

M- HA - Si - -r' pj log pj + log A + E p,, logsPilM3I

T o'• p lo g Pl + Z P l lo g P i(A - )

For a partioular pj distribution, M3minJ ocours when Pjj Pj for

all J. Thereforet

V3m.nj E P log pj H (A-12)

Then for a partioular pe:

M~min"min(A-.13)

and the absolute minimum is simply:

M3absmin m Habsmin (A-14)

Sis the simplest measiu e of them aill, reaching a maximum when Si

is minimum, and a minimum when Si is maximum.

S- log A - Si . + E Pi, log Pi (A-35)i iJ pJ

That this measure is always greater than or equal to zero can be shown

by applying Gibbs' theorem:
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Mh P lo log rP (A-16)

But:

p J log PJ - 7 Pj • 0 (Gibbs' theorem) (A-17)
i 3

Therefore;

M •O. (A-18)

.The maximum Of M'a

-,= mMm log A (A-19)

The aboolute maximum ooours when pe l t/N hen, A - N and,

Nabamaz log N (A-42)

2i

I
I
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9.2 APPENDIX B - Derivation o0 the Predictor Effectiveness Measure

1h From Some Fundaiwntal Dofini-io . ; of In Zoinution

The information, I, supplied by an event is usually defined as the

difference between the a priori and a posteriori entropies. In this

I a H -H (B-1)

Where;

H - - p pi log pi (B-2)

Andj

H pij log Pjj (B-3)

To ovorcome the diffioulty of haTing a negative Ifoormation quantity at

times, which dnes not concur with our intuitive notions of information,

Watanabe [843 suggests that relative entropy furnAtiorm should be used

in•tead of the usual entropy fwuation. H and His The relative entropy,

S8, in general iai

8 - - 10 gog (B-4)

Whero;

S•j a the probability distribution under study

qj - the a p or reference, probability distribution

B - a positive constant.

Then, by using the standard definition of information, the difference

between the two entropies, except for substitut4ng relative entropies

this time, we obtain:
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I r S s(P') s(Pi) i.•

To ovaluato let(p.), Tht
Hj - p 1

Pi

qJ PJ (B-6)

B-A

To evaluate S(p.J), qj remains equal to pj and B - A, but:

n~j " Pij (B-7)

Then:

S(pj) log A (B-8)

And;j

S~Pjj) - -log i (B-9)

Thent

Ir a log A - * ' log • (B-10)

r- *M (B-11)

and, M4 tben measures the amount of information supplied by the ocourrence

of word Wi.

M4 can also h• derived by using the definition of information used by

Goldman [231• the log of the rAtio of the a 2oeterior1. to the a priori

probability. Symbolioal:y, for this caset

I log (B-12)
P2i
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TIt t~hus quiantity, is, -(VerAged ovor aTll. i and jthen the usual inmhrv~titon

In I T t ify rr--mi F. qnrrt~i (iantity ohuld 4)( be verrm'.(d Over j onl-,%

and this: avurarinr must be done foar j oiiti~cidtr d. The qiiantity de.9ixed

i~s

it is neoessary, then, to use the conditional probability distribution

i to obtain the rorriect avear~ge. Then:

Pi-j
E log10 Y

Andj



911 APIENDIX C - EX:tdinU M_,ethods of Docunment Doscriplion

9) 171 -1 Tlndii. ;iind Aijlomation - A fPiudaronmtal a::puct of ,oday's

:.-iicoxiLng schomes is their 1lt,.rmato adaptb.i 11ity to automated procedureso

These procedures have been used to produce many different types of

indexes, including author, citation, report number, conventional aubject-

heading, and coordinate indexes. Coordinate indexing, which may be oon-

sidered as one of the first steps beyond the traditional manual indexLng

systems, consists of the description of information contained in docu-

ments by the use of unit-onoepts. These unit-concepts are called by

many names, Unterums (Taube), keywords (Luhn), and des.criptors (Mooers).

Unit-concepts can be characterized by the controls placed upon them. For

example, if we extract words directly from documents and use these wordm

without further controls of any kn ,(such unit-conoepts have been called

Unitvim), iwe Iiaw the basis oi a p rmutrd or KWIC do•ing -achem.e We

shall revIew this indexing method in some detail and analyze some of the

effects that such a control-free word system appears to be having en

indexers and authors alike.

The use of a Uniterm system can inflict a large nrumber of synorom

tipon a imer. For example, if we use Ro.get's Thesaurus as an authority,

the word "hardness" has such synonyms ap. rigidity, firmness, stiffness,

inflai-Lbility, temperP toughness, etc. Such a system of Uniterms needs

oross-referencing from one word to synonyms or related words. The

Chemical Engineeing Thesaurus and the ASTIA Thesaurus of Descriptors

(2nd edition) are examples of such referencing, Such a free vocabulary

may be transformed into a formal descript-nr language that will be
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Livnnrý;M f reo e~c xpl1 i +. doPi~nitioris or scope ncoto,, will exi,,t for

~"'h i pi.o r, Tr t~r nuriber of' doncr~riptorsý to be ii~nnrl 1 ri no £j.xc)d1

t~hos au leant týhu rate of gxowth should be subject to careful regulations,

Since only a limited number of descriptors can ef~ficiently be assigned

to a text, Janobson [371 has assumed that only a limited amount of text

can be eff iciently indexed. fie further suggests the need to divide the

text of docaunnts into distinct portions and to subject each portion to

certain indexing regulations.

As more descriptors are assigned to a document in an effort to

anticipate novel requests for information, the possibility of increasing

the noise, or non-ranlevAnt. informationt is increased, Soveral. dayicee

have been incorporated into descriptor schemtes to reduco thin noises

Naron and Kuhns t[481 suggests that each descriptor' imy be voighted accord-

ing to its relevance for the particular document involyed. Ittlf L[341

reports a pract ical approach to weighting by the u~s of an asteriskc too

indicate those descriptors of major interests

90, Facet An!3ysis and Role Indicators - Ono technique for

organizing the proliferation of descriptors is kn~own in WSat analysis A

The entire set of descriptors is grouped into facets* The descriptors

within a ifaoe can be viewed as the poss ibie Answers to a question con-

cerning the contents of a document' Wo be classified, Thus a facet repre-

sents the question itself; 'ideally-, facets should be chosen so that

their oorres.1ponding questions exhaust the information on how to cl.Assili'y

the douiument and~, at t~he same t.Lme, so triat there is a minimal overlap
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hop Cftlly, none) o.r1 tc, infornmational content :in Lhe answers to the

•t\,'it, i or0,. j. 1'C, C 'fo r f i c,., ar a&cumOnt, t.hu cuestion ropre-oe.nted by

a t.facet, is neaninglee9,9 no descriptor from this facet will be assigned

to the document.

In terms of the Multi-List system discussed in Section 4.4.2,

attributes may be viewed ,n facets and values of attributes, as descrip-

tors within facets. If attributes art set up by human beings, they may

correspond to natural restionsu but if they are set up meoharius,1y,,

they may correspond to quite complicated and artificial questions,

A diesussion of faoet analyuie appear, in Viokery £811. Vickery

speailies the product of a facet analysis to be a set of schedules in

which terms are first grouped into well-defined £aee+ and then--within

I cah faon+.~-~,--.a•-• !t n "hMN order. The classifier using these schad-

ules in aided because the structure of eaoh subject is displayed. The

selection of iaoeta is dictated by the uaer's requirementa. As an example,

a sUre (i of 1.00 emeArnh pboy•if mts identified some of the follow•n•

performance characteristios of a r'eference retrieval seytemc it should

specify tM of research (whether onperimental or theuretioa).); it

should speoify a__eot of researoh (property, objoot, method) [21. An

example of a working system is an engineering field consists of a docorip-

tor vocabulary of 600 worrs within a framework' of nine facets [351. Hayes

[30', has also pointed out the advantagoo of facet analysis from the auto-

mation point of view, Slaniecka [721, however, feels it is conjectwral

'hethor facet analysis helps to improve the quality of indaxing,
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I cwy miO]atod' tO fa-u, 1 aitaliy~.i L. is~ anu~laur niotlio ( knTov as rol~e

- 't~i.u.~h~lt!IL mr~ho .r; uAd, r~ach 11,0~r p~rh; aj: n' J t

-it a l -,Aft:. thait says WIhdt sor t of descroipt~or it JLs~j or, in torms of

facrt arralyr:is,, vhat fa\oet doe5s it bolong to'. Those sufVfixes, are kn~own

as rolo indicatorsi F'or nranpt e, In the Western Reserve University syn-

tern, whi~ch uti ldzes twenty-f.our' iolo indicators, the suffix KAM indicates

a descriptor referring to a process and the suffix KIT, a descriptor of

time or place. Costello and Wall use eleven rol~e indioators, Farradarle

£19] has proposed the use of nine, and the Engineering Joint Counail [59]

recommends the use of ton.

Tt. In dif19ioult to acertain the relative efteativeness of the variow

desoriptor organizations uaed in indexing, The Ormnfield Project (691

was designed an an invoatigation into thm relative retrieval eff~icincy

of' four forms of indoxingi universal decimal oleasifioation, a subject-

heading uaystarn a 'koetad laosif'icatio*ip' and~the tViterm aystem,. TN,.

results of this projecot are now availablep but must be interpreted only

in the light of a thorough kn~owledge of the project.

9.3,3 KWIC Inde.iMn - 7he prooedu"~ oosmionly~ known as permuted

inelexing or MOJT indexing--thAt in , Xey-Word-In-Context indexes--ia the

most sophisticated of today's~ operational autoin~ted indexing irchemes.

Yet At. is riot vwithout Its critics., and cer-boinly not without inherent

l.imi~tations.s We shall briefly review the nature of thiis system as well

an ncm~ p~resrori, ihoughts on making such indexitng more effective.

I•WI irndexing may be l(ATried. out on vairious levels, the process



may be applied tn the title, the abstract, portions of the text, or,

indeekl, lihe ontire text. Thui: far thn meth-od hak h-d its groatnst r-cportcd

use in connection with titles, KWIC indexing uses the content wordz in

the title of an article as index terms. A list of non-significant Woidb

is prepared for use in processing a KWIC index. This list would include

words such as "an",f", in", "the", "at", "are", eta. Each word within

the title thmt is not on the non-signifioant word list is oyolioally

permuted in such a way that the word is aligned on a particular colunm

so that alphabetical sequence is observable. For ezaple, consider the

title:

"An Evaluation of KWXO Indexing Methods in ahe.iad."

This title would be arranged as follows in a KWIO index:

INDENGO MMTEODS IN O1aSnTRY. AN EVALUATION OF KWzO

IN ORNs0. AN EVALUATION OF WIG MDEIN METHODS

EVALUATION OF WIG nDRD.IN3 3M T.HOD3 I CI• ISTRY AN

AN PVAToATION OF (WIO IN==Q METHODS IN OCHMISTRY.

OF r@AIO INDEINO MITHODS IN OMID•STRH. AN EALUATION

The first ure of KWIO indexing was reported at the International Conferenoe

on Scientific Information in Washington, D. C.p in 1959 [7,,, Since that

time the KWIC technique has been used to index the literatures of chemistry,

biology, aerospace, and a score of other fields.

9.3.3.1 The Descriptive Power of Titles - The KWIC indexing

procedure is based upon the assumption that the title of an article is

descriptive of the information content of the article and significantly

related to it. Some of the reported problems with the system have been
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j),•dI , ijl *-;nnp e-i A, i• ilhi., rno, I. of Qhezsc .indexo have tined a single

itl, ,. , , ,t t:jc): not. uffoc. Lively handie the longer

tii titc,, rH.I i ri q' it i ai:. h,'wov-i r +hot-,o probhtem thait seemn to attack

trie ft dajneital asumptifc.n cf thini andexing method. The problem it

described in V*Aiou.1t ways., MeyvIJUhlerined [i91 states that an analysis

of different; KWtC indexes hai' shown that titles are often not significant

enough for tfe pub:ic &tioni and Penn=W et al, [571 have said that the

litrature must be examined thoroughly in order to determine oontent

beoause the ;ontent In not always nbvIous from the abstract. Newbaker

[511, on the other hand, nlaimt that titlet clontaia suffioient inddng

infoxmation £or ioet T ?1rv• ftnr|Ihtaorse

"Data are ocasionlel3y presented to substantiate a pos.ition on

the matter, For e*XA1le, Slamucka and ZUnde 731S report that, when

evaluated for use in permuted and WIXC indexes, between 50 and 90 per-

cent of Author-p %rontd doovment titles (depeno n n ~blo.fed n

other factors) were found £uJly to refleob the subject term to which

their doumnts wexe aAsslgned by humn Ind ex . In a prelJminwry

examination cif variow legal information problems by the Amreioan Bar

Fowmdation (131 an experiment was conducited in wicoh KWI0 indexing of

titles was compared with indexing by the subject-heading classification

system, The results shiwed that e;4, perent of the title entries con-

tained as Rmeywa:,d. o led ii.l one or' more of the subject-heading words

under whL.h they had beeo indexed &M 25.1 percent c.ontained logical

equival.enLs.. In a repori, by White [851 of exr;xinentts on methods of

in dnxa:ig the iJc9 issues of' the Abstracts OCLmuter literature, the
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rpo.u-tec-titlo-indexing re brieved only r' p-.rcent or the .inforviation.

R-al' from coararrtivc tiolts cf thTis Iind wiLl vakry dOpondIng on

such itoen as test criteria and definitions, indoxing systems being com-

pared, and subject field being indexed. Bornstein [10) states that the

confliot in Swanaon's [761 xvaulte can be traoed to the different experi-

mental methods used and the definition of the criteria of success. For

example, we reoently aompred the descriptors (part of a faoeted olassi-

fioation soheme) used to index 3.62 papers in the field of soientifio

eowmwiaation [601 and the terms in a IWI0 index of the aim papers.

Onv 13 yeroent of the papers had titles that refleoted fully the descrip-

tors used to index the aeme documents.

9.3...2 Q;nw:sLng Problem Uumia W0 - A quite different dif-

fiou.ltV arlsing with WX"0 indaing lies in the fact that querytng is

done mnually by noanming an output list. Once the output exceeds a

mise such that it can be soanned by a human being in a reasonable time,

its vsaus decreases signifiant3y. One raamon for this ohange in value

is the problem of mnor~rsr. As long as the output is manageably small#

a user of a KWIO index oan simply read through the entire index and note

the aasociated doouments whenever he encounters a synonym uf the desorip-

tor that conoerna him He need not think of the synonyms beforehand,

since he will recognize ttem when he sees them. Once the output becomes

too bulky to be scanned in its entirety, the user must resort to a

thesaurus of synozVmnu. Even with such a thesaurus the largG number of

syrionyms may make retrieval extreaely awhyard.
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A 'frther difficulty arises when the desired documents belong

to the intersection of two or more descriptive categories° Each of the

categories may be quite large; yet their intersection may be small0

The user must scan each of the categoTles in fNtl, to find that small

set of documents lying in the 1ntersection.

9.3o3. 3 kprvvM the KWI CS m - WI is now an ope'rational

automated index~ing system, The problems that have been noted seem real,

but solutions to these problems are being advanced and some are themselves

becoming operational. The solutions that we shall enumerate ran the gamut

of possible controls and procedures that iyuld affect an indexer 9 an

author, and a user.

At the Scien-bific and Techrnical Information Facility titles of

documents ar6 expanded and elaborated into a notation of content for

pubA.cation ýjA ,. This no &i.: U.- f • -J, tt ca. be consideri:, either

as an expeaI.ed title o- as a highly condensed abstract. This technique

might be considered the first step, from the indexing point of view,

towards improving the effectiveness of titleas for deriving indexing

terms. It is a fundamental assumption of an indexing system proposed

by the Engineening Joint Co'uni.l (10 59] that the author of a technical

article can be the irost i.r f.'ett. a .lta in the one-tine indexing of his

a'rti.-.e, IL: an ideal sim-ua+tic~n this i.ndexJir.g would satisfy all future

indexing requirements far that- axr-iK7ieo

Cori.,o]il•y E.l2 di[21 .se, e:i-peraem.ce with keyV.texTis or

:.ontb:.'( a~riLý ,:. ýpp.,':i:ng p Ap..ied Pr4ys:i:,, Lette:r•,s., The ternms were
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originOily assignod in tho oditor'ial office of the Jet Propulsion

1,11 rAtAry b).it, thny .rn novw Fonorna ly providod by tho author'.s fJ 1-inug

out a form that is sent to him wbon his paper is received. A combina-

tion of the terms drawn from the author's completed forr and from the

title of the Articles might well overcome one major objection to KWIC

indw.-ng: that titles alone may be inadequate as descriptors of the

content of a paper.

Another point of view for including the author in the indexing

problem is noted by Brandenburg [i,., who states that title writing aust

balance maahim requirement against humn oeamdmg habits. Man-machim

requirements r conftlict with acoeptable title length, signif••ent

words, attention-getting devices, and work forms for retrieval. Si•ilarly,

Kenned D391 hua enumerated nine stepe for the contrAution of good titles

for ultdmatA':.9.10Q indexing.

9o,3.4 Other Problems in Scientific Dooument~ation - Some of the dif-

fioulties in retrieving scientific information lie in the nature of the

documents themselven rathor than in the desoriptiveneoss of titles and

index terms. This oonolusion is reached by the Weinberg Report [701

see also 68, No. 41, which laments the failure of scientists and engineers

to express themselves clearly. It is reported (131 that Tufts Univeruity

is critically reviewing the literature and past research on the effeo-

tiveness of technical writing as a means of coorminnoation. The study is

concentrated on the variables in the writing and graphic processes that

hAve some m•asureable comminication effect upon the reader,
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Of interest to the author of scientific communication are the mayiym

comments [25, 821 that suggest that part of today's problem of informa-

tion retrieval from the sheer volume of literature and a certain careless-

ness with which scientists stuff the literature with their reports. Waldo

(821 refers to a system that replaces report writing, indexing, and file

storage by storing data on magnetic tape and by retrieving as necessary

through appropriate questions to a computer. A similar notion was viewed

by Hasmdng [261 as information regeneration. He gives the example-.

rather than retrieve the values of trigonometric functions, regenerate

them as needed0 Dubinin [151 of the USSR also suggests the use of com-n

puting machines for storing information and for retrieving available

information only upon demand. kid., perhaps as a final extreme, Shiloh

[711 has suggested that the burden of reading should be lightened by

using other techniques of commmication. in particular the use of

9.3°5 EjSmu - A great deal of existing literature has been

examined .x order to discover existing sys" -ms for organizing descriptors.

These systems have included thesaulri for treatLng synonymsr various unit-

concj~ept systems, facet salys -is and role i.di,,at'•zos o In addition, the

WNIC sys+yem has been inwestigated° This system is significant chiefly

becauge it is by far the most, pcpalar system inl use today., and for many

applic,-.tions id:t. tLfihls the user's needs at a low oost , Neve.theless,

it has significant drawbacks, Titles are often created without anticipat-

ing their use in KWTC,. indexing. and these titles are not al'wakvs a good

reflection of -the (-.onterit of the articles to which they ar•e, attached,

I :•-:3,



although this point is still actively disputed. In addition, when a

list of documents is too long to be scanned conveniently by a human

being., difficulties arise both in searching for synonyms of a given

descriptor and in retrieving documents from the intersection of tWo or

more large categories.

Some of the problems in descriptor organization and information

retrieval generally stem from the failure of authors to express them-

selves clearly. This difficulty appears in the form of meaningless

titles and in the form of articles that are difficult to index even

manually. Requiring the author to attach descriptors to his work may

help to solve this problem, but the probability of effective help is law.
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9.4 APPENDIX D - Sense Value Theory and Equivocation in Relation

to Inferential Information Systems

This appendix is an illustrative exposition of sense value theory.

Its primary intent is to clarify the applicability of sense value theory

to the problem of equivocation and to outline necessary further research

and development on sense value theory in order to render it applicable

to problems in inferential information processing. A formal exposition

of sense value theory is contained in Sommers [741 and Darmstadt (4l1.

In order to appreciate the relevance of sense value it is necessary

to understand the level of language to which sense value theory is

addressed. For the sake of this discussion, five levels of language

may be discriminated:

(a) Morphology, orthography, or spelling.

(b) Syntax or grammar.

(c) Sense.

(d) Logic. consistensy, or inference.

(e) Fact, tnath, or reference.

This description of language levels is suggestive rather than precise.

In general, information systems are ultimately concerned with language

nt level fivTe; that. is, someone needs to know the facts in a given

field of knowledge. But an automated information system cannot, at

present, conceivably perform any empirical tests on the truth of its

assertions. Such verifitation is still best 2eft to human performance.

Lt presert we are most, interested in developing processing capabilities

at the fourfh le oe F', Ljnga. a:•.d sernse value theory is primarily
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addressed to the third level of language. It is important. to note,

however, that valid conclusions at higher levels of language depend upon

the organization of assertions at lower levels of language,

The last conclusion, as well as the language level classification,

is perhaps best understood in terms of a specific example. Consider the

assertion, "John Smith is the Prime Minister of England." At the factual

level we are interested in the truth of this assertion. If, however, we

amend the assertion to read "o .. and so is John Jones.," then we can con-

clude from considerations at the fourth (logical) level that the state-

ment need not be evaluated at the fifth (factual) level.

A statement becomes inappropriate for evaluation at the fourth level

if a failure or error occurs at an earlier level. Thus, if we change the

statement to say, "John Smith is a prime number," then in the ordinary

sense of the use of proper names and of prime number the statement simply

a.;s not make sen•. it "- niot a :iter of cmpiri,ýal test taat. people

are not prime nuzribers nor even a function of arbitrary definition such

as that there is only one prime minister. People just are not the sorts

of things that can be prime numbers, nor are numbers the sorts of things

that can be prime ministers.

The last example, while failing at the third level of language--that

is failing to make sense--still is adequately formed at lower levels of

Given the knowledge that only one person may, by definition, be prime
minister and that Smith and Jones are not -'.he saime person, then the
sentence is logically incorrect,
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language. Thus the gramwar and orthography of the example are impeccable.

It is not necessary to give examples of failures at the syntactic or

morphological level; they are both obvious and outside the scope of

this discussion. It is apparent, however, that the progression of cri-

teria applies to the lower levels of language. Thus it is pointless to

determine whether a combination of letters that do not form words in the

language is gr mmatical or whether a conbination of words that is not a

sentence meets the sense criterion of level three.

The observation that it makes no sense to say of some sorts of things--.

for example, people--that they are other sorts of things--for example,

prime numbers--is central to the theoretical treatment of the sense level.

To say that a thing is a particular sort of thing is to predicate some-

thing of it. Some predicates may be applied to the same things and thus

may be called copredicable. The fundamental hypothesis of sense value

theory is that if two predicates, say A and B, are copredicable, then

either A is oredicable of all the things of which B is predicable, or

else B is predicable of all the things of which A is predicable, or both,

The last statement implies t' t for two predicates, A and B, either all

the individuals or things of which A is predicable may also be described

by B, or else A may be predicated of all the things of which B is pred-

icable, or else there are no individuals of which both A and B may be

predicated.

The predicability relations between predicates is perhaps best

illustrated graphically with a specific example. Figure 13 shows some
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B3rief Red,, Not-Red,
Green

Weighs 20 Pounds

A SpeechA

- Philosopher

A Omple

Shirley Tem~e

FIGURE 13, Terms of a Lmiguage Disposed in 1ierarchioal Tree
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of the term in a language disposed in a hierarchical tree. The

individuals or things are underlined and are located in the lowest

nodes, The predicates are in the higher nodes. If a predicate is

connected to an individual by descending lines without any ascending

lines intervening, then it is predicable of that individual, If follows

that any pair of predicates connected by a series of lines without rever-

sals from ascending to descending, or that are at the same node, are

copredicable. For those at the same node, the same set of individuals

may be described. If one predicate is higher, its scope is greater and

it applies to more individuals t.han the lower predicate, but its scope

includes the scope of the lower predicate. If two predicates cannot be

connected by a series of lines without reversing direction, then their

scopes have no individuals in common. The latter condition requires that

no more than one descending line enter a node; generally, more than one

will leave it if it is not a bottom node,

Some specific examples from the tree may clarify these generalizations.

The top node of the tree in this case is filled by "interesting." One of

the theoi .-s in the formal development of sense value theory demonstrates

that there must always be a single upper node for any given language.

This theorem means that there are always some predicates that are pred-

icable of all individuals. The right hand node below "interesting" con-

tains all color terms, It is worth noting that both "red" and "not-red"

have the same scope in sense value terms, even though they will be

mutually exclusive at the factual level. This correspondence occurs

because it makes sense to describe a sky that happens not to be blue as
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blue or a book that happens not to be green as green. Notice, however,

that the tree has already bifurcated and that there are some individuals

that cannot be described by color predicates--for example, "a speech" and

"a walk." Thus "brief" and "red" are not copredicable while "red" and

"heavyl are,

For the purpose of this discussion, however, we are not primarily

interested in mapping predicability relations but in the contribution

of sense value theory to automatic inferential processing via the detec-

tion of equivocation. But it is precisely the mapping of predicability

relation that allows us to detect equivocation automatically. Thus,

there is a sense in which "a speech" might be referred to as colored or

even as "red." Yet there does not seem to be any obvious sense in which

"a giraffe" would be described as "brief." If we accepted the sensibility

of a "red speech," without taking into account the new sense in which

"red" was being used, then it would be necessary to place a descending

line from the "red" node to the "speech" node in the graphic representa-

tion. But this step violates the fnadamental hypothesis of sense value

theory. In this case it is easy to see that the hypothesis is correct

and that it is only apparently violated because "red" is being used in

two senses. The resolution of the apparent difficulty in sense value

terms is to say that there are at least two senses of "red"--"red 1"

(czolor) and "red 2" (politics). Each of these predicates could then be

r~lry.Ž9i•n its apprpra.ate tree location.

Let us consider a specific set of assertions, their possible tree
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representations, the automatic detection of an equivocation, and an

approach to the automatic resolution of the equivocation. Some of the

terms in the example on page will be used to show how the problem

of equivocation may result in invalid inference. The individuals to be

considered are:

Socrates = S

The number 2 = N

A building = B

The predicates are:

Interesting = I

Rational = R

Tall = T

The possible predications, the only ones we are likely to encounter in

sensible text, are:

S -I S -T S -R

N -I N-R

B -I B -T

z. graph representation of the sense relationships, ignoring equivoca-

tion, is:

/,I/T

But this representation violates the basic assumption of sense value

theory; two descending lis enter node S. Therefore, we automatically

have evidence of an equivocation. There are three terms that, if regarded
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as equivocal, can resolve the difficulty. These terms--S, R, and T--

lead to three possible graphic solutions consistent with sense value

theory:

T T1

S

It is intuitively obvious that the first two representations are

incorrect because "Socrates" and "Tall" have not been used equivocally

in these assertions. That the third representation, which regards

"rational" as equivocal, is indeed correct can, however, be concluded

on non-intuitive grounds. There exist both economic and aesthetic

criteria that lead to a correct conclusion about which term is equivo-

cal, and these criteria can be automated, Thus, consider th1e problem

of adding new terms to each of the structures. If we wanted to add

"Aristotle" or any other person to the first representation, it too

would have to be regarded as equivocal since both "rational" and "tall"

may be predicated of "'Aristotle." If, on the other hand, we wanted to

add a predi cate such as "heavy" or "colored" to the second representa-

tion, then both of these terms would have to be made equivocal. It is only



the third representation that can accommodate both additions without

increasing the number of theoretically necessary equivocations.

It is possible to formulate appropriate algorithms for automatically

detecting and resolving equivocation in a corpus. The algorithm would

assume that all linguistic work at levels of language lower than the

level of sense would be supplied--that is, at the levels of syntax and

spelling. Thus a computer program for detecting and resolving equivoca-

tion on the basis of sense value theory would assume an input of individ-

ual predicate pairs distilled from the sentences of a corpus by a previous

syntactic processo:. The program would then detect any violations of the

sense value hypothesis. This function could be done 1- producing a machine

structure analogous to the graphic representations and checking for multiple

descending entries into a node. Such a representation is perhaps most

convenientlcy developed in a list processing system. Once a tree viola-

tion had been detected, the rule of econoxy ccýulld b' u.ed. for t,-he resolu-

tion of equivocation. l.at i., tivu ierm that produces the, smallest number

of entries or equivocations in the tree representation when regarded as

two terms is interpreted as equivocal.

In addition to developing a partial model of an automatic system

that can detect and correct equivocations by using sense value theory,

*Schemes for handling •iiatitermed predicates have also been developed.
One way to deal with an N-termed predicate is as N single-termed
,'ýr-dicates. Thus the analysis of relations involving anjy number of
individuals would be pogs.ible in principle with a system using individ-
"ual predicate pairs as input.
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it would also be desirable to verify the theory and its applicability

empirically. The essential questions are whether the basic hypothesis

of the theory as outlined is correct for a substantial corpus of text or

sense value judgments and whether the economy criterion for resolving

equivocation produces accurate results. Since syntactic preprocessing

is assumed for this partial model, experimental inputs can as well be

developed from judgments about the sensibility of individual predicate

pairs rather than from an extensive search of an information corpus.
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